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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

NICHOLE P. REDDISH,

:

Petitioner and Appellant,
v.

:

Appellate Court No.
20040027CA

:

SAMUEL RUSSELL,
Respondent and Appellee.

:

BRIEF OF APPELLANT NICHOLE P. REDDISH

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Appellant appeals from a final order of the Third District
Court, Salt Lake Department, the Honorable Timothy R. Hanson
presiding, granting judgment in favor of appellee Samuel Russell.
The instant appeal was commenced in the Utah Court of Appeals on or
about the 8th day of January, 2004, with jurisdiction conferred upon
that court pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3,(2)(h).
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
AND THE STANDARD OF REVIEW
Issue No, 1: Did the trial court err in concluding that there
was

not

a material

and

substantial

change

of

circumstances

sufficient to warrant an increase in child support.
STANDARD

OF REVIEW:

The trial

court's

legal conclusions are

reviewed de novo under the correction of error standard of review,
and this Court will accord no particular deference to the trial
court's conclusions. United Park City Mines Co. v. Greater Park
City Co., 870 P.2d 880, 885 (Utah 1993), State v. Pena, 869 P.2d
932, 936 (Utah 1994) . RECORD CITATION: This issue was raised below
at these pages but not limited to: 55, 56, 61,62,53,144,41,40,145,
(Trial Transcript), and has therefore been preserved for appeal.
Issue No. 2: Did the trial court err in how it determined
the Respondent's true income?
STANDARD OF REVIEW: The standard of review is whether the trial
court abused its discretion. Deeben v. Deeben, 772 P.2d 972 (Utah
App.,
1996).

1989), Ball v. Peterson, 912 P.2d 1006, 1009 (Utah App.
RECORD CITATION: Ms. Reddish preserved this issue in the

trial court.

41,144, 40, 145, and throughout the brief. (Trial

Transcript).
Issue No. 3:

Did the trial court abuse its discretion in not

awarding attorney's fees to the Petitioner?
STANDARD OF REVIEW: The standard of review is whether the trial
2

court abused its discretion. Deeben v. Deeben, 772 P.2d 972 (Utah
App., 1989). RECORD CITATION: Ms. Reddish preserved this issue in
the trial court.

151, Statement of Facts 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 14, 15,

16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 31 and 32.
Issue No. 4: Did the trial court err in failing to order that
Respondent pay one hundred percent of medical and dental insurance
and costs since Petitioner's income is 4% of Respondent's income
and she has the need and he has the ability to pay?
STANDARD OF REVIEW: The standard of review is whether the trial
court abused its discretion. Deeben v. Deeben, 772 P.2d 972 (Utah
App., 1989).

RECORD CITATION: This issue was raised below during

trial at Record 115, 62, 53, 43, 38, trial exhibits 17.
DETERMINATIVE AUTHORITIES
The following statutory authorities are either determinative
in this appeal or are of such central importance as to merit their
inclusion herein:
Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-5(3) and (4) (2003):
The court has continuing jurisdiction to make subsequent
changes or new orders for the custody of the children and
their support, maintenance, health, and dental care, and
\for distribution of the property and obligations for
debts as is reasonable and necessary.
Child support, custody, visitation, and other matters
related to children born to the mother and father after
entry of the decree of divorce may be added to the decree
by modification
Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-3(1) (2003):
Every father shall support his child and every child
3

shall be presumed to be in need of the support of his
father. Every man shall support his wife when she is in
need.
Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-6

(2003):

The district court shall have jurisdiction
proceedings brought under this act.

of

all

Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-7.2 (1), (2) (a), (8) (a), (b), (c), (9) (a), (b),
(ii) , (iii), (iv), (c) .
The guidelines apply to any judicial or administrative
order establishing or modifying an award of child support
entered on or after July 1, 1989.
The child support guidelines shall be applied as
rebuttable presumption in establishing or modifying the
amount of temporary or permanent child support.
(8) (a)

If a child support order has not been issued or modified
within the previous three years a parent,- legal guardian,
or the office may petition the court to adjust the amount
of a child support order.

(8) (b)

Upon receiving a petition under Subsection (8) (a), the
court shall, taking into account the best interests of
the child, determine whether there is a difference
between the amount ordered and the amount that would be
required under the guidelines. If there is a difference
of 10% or more and the difference is not of a temporary
nature, the court shall adjust the amount to that which
is provided for in the guidelines.

(8) (c)

A showing of a substantial change in circumstances is not
necessary for an adjustment under subsection (8) (b) .

(9)(a)

A parent, legal guardian, or the office may at any time
petition the court to adjust the amount of a child
support order if there has been a substantial change in
circumstances-

(9) (b)

For purposes of Subsection (9(a), a substantial change in
circumstances may include:
(i) material changes in custody;
(ii) material changes in the relative wealth or
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assets of the parties;
(iii) material changes of 30% or more in the income
of a parent;
(iv) material changes in the ability of a parent to
earn;
(v) material changes in the legal responsibilities
of either parent for the support of others.
Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-7.12 (2003):
If the combined adjusted gross income exceeds
the highest level specified in the table, an
appropriate and just child support amount
shall be ordered on a case-by-case basis, but
the amount ordered may not be less than the
highest level specified in the table for the
number of children due support.
Utah Code Ann.§ 78-45-7.18(1) (2003):
There is no maximum limit on the base child support award
that may be ordered using the base combined child support
obligation table using the low income table, or awarding
medical expenses except under Subsection(2).
Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-7.5 (4)(a), (b), (5)(a) (2003):
As used in the guidelines, "gross income" includes
(4)(a) Gross income from self-employment or operation
of a business shall be calculated by subtracting
necessary expenses required for self-employment or
business operation from gross receipts. The income and
expenses from self-employment or operation of a business
shall be reviewed to determine an appropriate level of
gross income available to the parent to satisfy a child
support award. Only those expenses necessary to allow
the business to operate at a reasonable level may be
deducted from gross receipts.
(b) Gross income determined under this subsection may
differ from the amount of business income determined for
tax purposes
(5) (a) When possible, gross income should first be
computed on an annual basis and then recalculated to
determine the average gross monthly amount.
Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-8 (2003):

5

The court shall retain jurisdiction to modify
or vacate the order of support where justice
requires.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A. Nature of the case
This is an appeal from an order of the Third District Court,
Salt Lake Department, the Honorable Timothy R. Hanson presiding,
denying Petitioner's Verified Petition to Modify Order.

The

Petitioner had sought to modify child support for the parties'
minor child Marquel and to have the Respondent pay one hundred
percent of the medical costs for Marquel because of the enormous
disparity in the parties's incomes and debts.
B.

Course of the Proceedings and the Disposition Below
On April 8, 1991, a Verified Complaint for Paternity was filed.

The Respondent's response was a demand for blood testing.

The

Respondent was found to be the father of Marquel Reddish, who was
born on the 15th day of August, 1991. At the time of the trial she
was eleven years old.
In 1994, child support was set at $224.00 per month.

There

was no voluntary increase in child support and the Petitioner, a
single mother, sought help through the Office of Recovery Services.
Child support was subsequently increased in 1999, to $728.00 per
month.

This was a stipulated amount, and the Office of Recovery

Services agreed to utilize a 1997 income tax return, even though it
was two years dated, since the income of the Respondent, even in

6

1997, exceeded the highest level of the child support guideline
table.

The Respondent's income, using his 1997 figures, was

$10,549.00 per month.

There was no inquiry by the Office of

Recovery Services as to the needs of the child.
A Petition to Modify Child Support was filed September 25,
2001. x
On June 7, 2002, the Petitioner, by leave of Court, amended
her petition to add the additional cause of action that the
Respondent should pay one hundred percent of all medical and dental
costs of Marquel.
After

two

separate

motions

to

compel

answers

to

Interrogatories, the latest of which resulted in attorney's fees
for the Petitioner, the matter came to trial on May 8, 2003.
The Court heard the testimony of the witnesses, examined the
exhibits on file, and concluded that a material and substantial
change of circumstances had not been proven.

The Court denied an

increase in child support and that the needs of the child were
being met, in that the Respondent was current on his child support
and current on his one-half of the orthodontic bills, one-half of
non-covered medical bills and one-half of daycare expenses.
The Court, did, however, order Respondent to pay $50 per month
into a college trust fund for Marquel, which purportedly matched
the amount being paid into a like fund for his other children.

1

The Docket Sheet incorrectly lists this as a "Divorce Modification".
7

Although the Respondent prevailed on the issue of child support
and medical

and dental payments, the Court, due

to

equitable

considerations, denied Respondent's request for attorney's fees.
This appeal is taken from the trial court's find Order and
Judgment

entered

on

the

11th

day

of

December,

2003

denying

Petitioner's Verified Petition to Modify Order,
No prior nor related appeals have been taken.
C.

Statement of Facts
1.

On April 8, 1991, the State of Utah, Department of Human

Services, through the office of the

Attorney General,

filed a

Verified Petition for Paternity on behalf of Nichole P. Reddish. R.
1-7, Verified Complaint for Paternity).
2.

On September 30, 1991, Respondent Samuel H. Russell filed

a motion to compel HLA blood tests.
(R. 21-22), which motion was granted December 2, 1991. (R. 27-28).
3.

The Respondent was subsequently determined to be the father

of the minor child Marquel P. Reddish. (T.T. at 12, 21, R. 164166) .
4.

In

the

way

of

discovery,

Petitioner

sent

out

interrogatories and a request for production of documents

but

needed to file a motion to compel on or about June 30, 1992, when
the answers were not forthcoming.
5.

(R. 4 6-47).

On the 11th day of August, 1992,

the Motion to Compel was

granted from the bench on that date and reduced to an order on
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August 26, 1992.
6.

(R. 51, R. 52-53).

On April 19, 1993, the Petition was settled, and judgment

was entered against the Respondent and for the State of Utah for
$1,159 medical costs and $2,673 for AFDC reimbursement. (R. 80-82).
7.

On January 12, 1994, Judgment and Order Entered at Pre-

Trial Settlement Conference was entered

determining, inter alia,

that the Respondent Samuel H. Russell is the father of Marquel P.
Reddish.

The document is dated January 12, 1994 but was not

entered until January 14, 1994. (Judgment and Order Entered at PreTrial Conference, p.2 paras. 1 and 2, R. 164-166).
8.

On April 15, 1994, the Court entered Findings of Fact

and Conclusions of Law, followed by an order reflecting the same,
on April 16, 1994.

Child support was set at $224. (R. 167-173,

174-179).
9. The child support order was based on income of $20,000 per
year by Mr. Russell for the year 1992, even though he voluntarily
terminated his employed in 1991, while making $51,679 the prior
year. (R. 167-173, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, p. 3,
paras. 8, 9 and 12).
10.

The State of Utah, Office of Recovery Services, through

the aegis of the Attorney General, on behalf of Nichole Reddish,
reached a stipulation in 1999 that Mr. Russell should increase his
child support from $224 to $728 per month, beginning in July, 1999.
(R. 184-196).
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11. The stipulation further provided that both parties should
share equally all out-of-pocket medical and dental costs including
the child's per capita share of the insurance premium, deductibles,
co-payments

and all other reasonable

medical and dental expenses.
12.

and necessary uninsured

(R. 184-196).

The calculations for determining child support are found

in the attached Worksheet Verification Affidavit , with attachments
Child

Support

Obligation

Worksheet

with

the ' hand

written

interlineation above line item 8, which appears to state "(1) Based
on imputed minimum wage (2) Average

Income Rec 1997".

Further, Mr.

Russell's 1997 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return is attached, which
shows an annual gross income in 1997 of $126,589. His wages, etc.,
show $37,536.

His wife's income was $36.27.

(Order Modifying

Support Order, specifically attachments referenced above, R. 184196, 197-200).
13.

On the 25th day of September, 2001, Petitioner filed a

Verified Petition to Modify Order, seeking to modify the parent
time with Mr. Russell, as it was alleged he was practically a
stranger to the minor child Marquel, then age 10, and that
visitation should be graduated and supervised rather than standard,
that the child support should be increased because of a substantial
increase in the father's income and that because the father was
self-employed the income of his company should be utilized in
considering his income. (R. 264-266, Verified Petition to Modify

10

Order, p. 2, paras. 6-10).
14.

On November 20, 2001, after having sent Respondent

Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents and having
received

what

Petitioner

considered

an

inadequate

Petitioner filed a Motion to Compel. (R. 271-274).
second Motion to Compel.

response,

This was the

(See paras. 4 and 5 above).

15. Respondent was ordered to answer interrogatories 7, 8, 9,
10 and 11 and provide documents requested in number 3.

(R-329-

330) .
16. Respondent filed a Motion for Summary Judgment, which was
denied on the 13th day of March, 2002 and Petitioner was awarded
fees. (R. 390-392) .
17.

Petitioner filed a motion for temporary orders regarding

dental and orthodontia fees, which motion was denied but the Court
allowed Petitioner to amend her complaint to include a cause of
action relating to Respondent paying one hundred percent of the
medical and dental (including orthodontia) fees on April 24, 2002.
(R.419).
18.

On June 5, 2002 Petitioner filed a third Motion to

Compel. (R. 429-482).
19. On June 7, 2002, an Amended Petition to Modify Order was
filed which sought for the

Respondent to should pay one hundred

percent of all medical, dental and orthodontist expense for the
minor child.

(Amended Petition to Modify Order, paras. 12,12 (two

11

paragraphs 12fs) and 13, and R. 483-489).
20.

On June 25, 2002, the Court ordered the Respondent to

answer interrogatories, 1, 2, 3b, 6,7,8,9,10 and documents request
in No. 2, and reasonable attorney's fees were awarded.

(R. 490-

491) .
21.

When Petitioner sent a subpoena to Layton Christian

Academy on or about September 30, 2002,
minor

children of Respondent

attended,

to determine when the
and at what

cost, the

Respondent filed a motion to quash the subpoena. (R. 535-537, 538539) .
22.

This required Petitioner to prepare and file a Memorandum

of Points and Authorities in Opposition to Respondent's Motion to
Quash Subpoena Duces Tecum.
23.

(R. 540-542).

The Court denied the motion, finding it moot. (R. 553-

554) .
24.

Petitioner filed a Financial Declaration on December 2,

2002, which was necessary to trigger a pretrial conference. (R.
565-570).
25.

The Notice of Pre-Trial Settlement Conference requires

that "The Financial Declaration must be filed with the domestic
calendar clerk and delivered to opposing counsel at least five (5)
days prior to the Pre-trial Settlement Conference.

Failure to file

the Financial Declaration may result in the Pre-trial Conference
being continued, attorney's fees assessed,

12

and other

sanctions

imposed against one or both parties".
(R. 571-5720. Nowhere in the Court files is there any indication
of a filing of a Financial Declaration by the Respondent; indeed,
a review of the record indicates that it was not filed by the
Respondent.
26. On January 15, 2003, a Pre-trial Conference was held with
the Domestic Commissioner.
27.

(R-574).

The Commissioner issued a Minute Entry, in which he

identified some of

the trial issues as a claim for an increase in

child support and for an order requiring the respondent to pay for
private school tuition for the parties's daughter, and that since
respondent's attorney pointed out that respondent's income had not
increased

since

the date of the

last modification, but had

declined, that this might constitute further grounds for denial of
the petition to modify. (R.574).
28.

Petitioner filed an Objection to Commissioner's Entry,

reciting that the Petitioner's intent to show specific expenses and
other needs to support a claim for child support in excess of the
tables, in accordance with Remhart v. Reinhart (previously cited
by the Commissioner). (R. 575-578,
29.

579-606).

Additionally, the Commissioner's claim that Petitioner

was seeking an order requiring Respondent to pay for private school
tuition for the parties' daughter, that is nowhere to be found in
the record (although it was acknowledged in the Objection that this

13

might well be ultimately argued as a need for the child, this was
not raised in any prior pleadings).(R.579-606).
30.

The argument also put forth by the Commissioner that

"This matter has been before the Commissioner previously for a
request to temporarily increase child support and the Commissioner
has recommended that request be denied..." is simply not born out
by the record.

A review of the record indicates this never

occurred. (See Record generally; R. 579-606).
31.
statement

The other error of the Commissioner was the gratuitous
that

"respondent's

counsel

has

pointed

out

that

respondent's income has not increased since the date of the last
modification in this matter and that, if anything, it has slightly
declined".
32.

(R. 575-578).
This was in error as it was argued in Respondent's

Summary Judgment motion
Petitioner

(R.312-315), which was opposed by the

(R. 351-383), and the Court denied the motion and

awarded attorney's fees to the Petitioner (R. 387-389).
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
Petitioner filed a Verified Petition to Modify Order on
September 25, 2001.

The Petition sought to modify orders entered

by the Third District Court in 1994 and 1999.
The first issue related to visitation and this cause of action
was to limit visitation by the Respondent to reflect that he had
seldom exercised visitation for the prior four years. This is not

14

an issue being appealed.
The primary issue before this Court was to increase child
support beyond what was ordered in 1999. The child support ordered
in 1999 was $728, and this was increased from a prior support order
entered in 1994 of $224 per month.

However, the Respondent's

income exceeded the statutory child support guideline amounts at
that time.

The income utilized for purposes of child support

calculation in 1999 was the Respondent's income in 1997, and that
amount was, according to the Child Support Obligation Worksheet,
$10,549 per month. 2 It was acknowledged by Petitioner's attorney,
the office of the Attorney General, that it was essentially
inconsequential as to the amount of the Respondent's income in
1999, since his 1997 income already exceeded the statutory tables
for child support.
As a result, it can be concluded that the apparent goal

of

the State agency representing Ms. Reddish was to increase the child
support strictly within the confines of the statutory support
tables,

without consideration of the actual needs of the child.3

To that end, there was no argument made as to any needs of Marquel,
2

The attached income tax return for 1997 showed adjusted gross income of $126,589, and
under wages, etc., line item 7 of the return, the amount is $37,536. Dividing $126,589 by twelve
months equals $10,549.08, the amount used for the Respondent's income. It is noteworthy that
this amount was stipulated to by the Respondent and there was no argument, as was made at trial,
that this amount should have business expenses deducted.
3 Since the Reinhart appeal wasfiledJuly 23, 1998, and Utah Code Ann. Section 78-45-7.12
was not enacted at that time, there would have been no reason to look to a case by case standard
incorporating the "reasonable needs of the child".
15

lust a simple application of mathematical formula.
Because the parameters of the State's goal were narrowly
confined to the support tables, they did not explore the needs of
Marquel P. Reddish, in 1999.
A focus of the instant trial however, was not a strict
application of a mathematical formula, but the real day to day
needs of an eleven year old girl.
school

and

extra-curricular

Those needs included Marquel's

activities

in which Marquel

was

currently involved. Other identifiable needs were her own computer
with upgrades, school lunch without the necessity of having it
subsidized by the State, attendance at annual camps for peer age
girls,

soccer camps and instruction, advanced

soccer, dance,

skiing, piano lessons, attendance at a private school commensurate
with her abilities and an evolving college fund. Virtually none of
these "needs" would be or could be met solely with Ms. Reddish's
income. Some, like private schooling, were never able to be put in
place. Without the intervention of a friend of the family, who had
known Marquel since birth, and who unfailingly contributed monthly
contributions of approximately $500 per month, these needs would
not have been met.
The needs outlined above were not considered in the 1999
modification.

They were not contemplated within the four corners

of the original 1994 order reflecting paternity and other issues.
Although Mr. Russell's income was a factor in the original order
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and the 1999 order, which increased the original order of child
support from $224 per month to $728 per month five years later, it
was not the sole factor in seeking another increase in the 2001
trial•
Additional factors in seeking the modification of the original
order and the subsequent order in 1999, was Mr. Russell's patent
lack of interest in Marquel as reflected in his notable lack of
visitation.

Ms. Reddish sought to have it curtailed or at least,

if consistent, that it be graduated, which the court ordered.
Also, the court adopted the stipulation of the parties as to a
sharing of the medical and dental costs in 1999. Unfortunately for
Ms. Reddish, her income continued at a nominal amount while Mr.
Russellfs income, from 1997 figures, more than tripled.

Another

hotly disputed issue at trial was Mr. Russell's true income.

The

trial Court erred in its understanding of Mr. Russell's income,
even to the point of stating that Mr. Russell's income tax return
was a Sub S Corporation, when it states on its face it is an
Individual Income Tax Return

(1040).

This had the unsettling

effect of misunderstanding Mr. Russell's income to be substantially
less than what it actually was, and the err was between the true
income of $36,735.25 per month and the accepted testimony of Mr.
Russell that his income was between twelve and thirteen thousand
dollars per month.

The difference is substantial, at $23,735.25

PER MONTH for thirteen thousand, or $24,735.25 for twelve thousand.
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In a colloquy with the Court, the Court was adamant that the
expenses still needed to be deducted (T.T. 133, 24; 134, 1-6).
They had already been deducted, as was clear from a review of the
exhibit.
At the same time as Mr. Russell's income was dramatically and
inexorably increasing, and Ms. Reddish's income remained nominal,
Marquel's dental expenses skyrocketed because of orthodontia needs.
This

constituted another material and substantial

change of

circumstances, in that it was possible perhaps to anticipate
braces, but Mr. Russell's income so outpaced Ms. Reddish's that
his ability to pay and her inability became, as a practical matter,
a tremendous sacrifice for her and less than a bump in the road for
him.

Indeed, his testimony at trial was that his business, which

provided him an $836,000 house, two late model cars and a boat,
among other luxuries, and allowed him to make an annual charitable
contribution of $31,000 in 2000 (more than Ms. Reddish's entire
yearly income), paid for his medical and dental insurance.

Ms.

Reddish had no medical or dental insurance.
In sum, the lower court ought to have found, for the preceding
reasons,

a material

and

substantial

change

of

circumstances

sufficient to warrant a modification in the order of 1999.
Had the court found a material and substantial change of
circumstances, and ordered an increase in child support, Ms.
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Reddish,

as

the prevailing

party,

should

have

been

awarded

attorney's fees.
ARGUMENT
I.
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT THERE WAS NOT A MATERIAL
AND SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES SUFFICIENT TO WARRANT AN
INCREASE IN CHILD SUPPORT
Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-7.2 (9)(a) states that "A parent,
legal guardian, or the office may at any time petition the court to
adjust the amount of a child support order if there has been a
substantial change in circumstances".

It defines a substantial

change of circumstances, as, inter alia, material changes in the
relative wealth or assets of the parties

(Id, at

(9)(b)(ii),

material changes of 30% or more in the income of a parent (Id, at
(9) (b) (iii), material changes in the ability of a parent to earn
(Id, at (9)(b)(iv), and material changes in the medical needs of
the child (Id, at (9)(b)(v).
Nichole P. Reddish easily falls within the ambit of each of
these statutory requirements.
a.

Material and Substantial Change of Circumstances

Ms. Reddishfs circumstances in 1999, the most recent change
in the original court order setting child support (as well, as
among

other

things,

settling

paternity)

were

categorically

different than in 1999. Because the State agency representing Ms.
Reddish, the State of Utah Office of Recovery Services, reached a
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stipulation for the resolution of the child support issue (all
other

issues,

i.e.,

insurance

cost

division,

out-of-pocket

expenses, day care costs, which were paragraphs 3, 4 and 6 of the
1999 order virtually mirrored paragraphs 3, 4 and 9 of the 1994
order) , the only real change from the 1994 order was an increase in
child

support.

However, there are no Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law in the 1999 order. There were Findings and
Conclusions in the 1994 holding, and paragraph 13 of the Findings
states, "That at the present time the plaintiff is unemployed,
attending school part time and received state aid".

(R. 167-173,

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, para. 13). The evidence
presented at trial, is that Ms. Reddish was gainfully employed
(T.T. 56, 22) and had been for a period of years as a legal
secretary(55, 24; 56, 6), that her income was $12 per hour (T.T.
56, 3), and was no longer receiving state aid. (61, 25; 62, 1-19)
These changes, for purposes of the current modification petition,
are materially different from at least the 1994 order.

There are

more obvious changes, equally material, as well.
It was shown at trial that the Respondent's income had
increased dramatically from 1997 to 2001, while the Petitioner's
income remained nominal.

(Trial Exhibits 2,3,4,10, 15, 16).

Respondent's gross income in 1997 was $10,549 per month, and in
2000 it was $36,735.25.

(Trial Exhibit 4).

Although the Respondent was ordered in both the 1994 order
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and the 1999 order (paragraph 2, 1994 order, paragraph 3, 1999
order) to provide medical, hospital and dental insurance for
Marquel if it became available through an employer at a reasonable
cost, it was never provided by Mr. Russell until nine or ten months
prior to the trial date.

(T.T. 53, 1-5) .

This is particularly

unconscionable since Mr. Russell was his own employer, and had an
income, in 1997, of over $10,000 per month, and in 2000, $36,735.25
(Child Support Worksheet, 1999 Order, R. 197-200, Trial Exhibit 4) .
In other words, with his large income, he never got around to
insuring that his daughter Marquel was provided insurance. What is
equally unfathomable, is that, in his testimony at trial, he stated
that his company, not him, paid for the insurance.

However, he

nevertheless deducted his insurance cost from Ms. Reddish's monthly
child support as if it were his personal income. (Trial Exhibit 6,
question 2 (c) .
II.
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING MR. RUSSELL'S TRUE INCOME
The lower court, when apprised of Mr. Russell's income (Trial
Exhibit 4), alluded to there not being any deductions for business
purposes and that the income tax return, which showed $440,823 as
Mr. Russell's annual income, surely had business deductions and
that a simple dividing by twelve to determine his monthly income
was inaccurate.

(T.T. 144, 13-16, Findings of Fact, para. 16.).

The Court erred in this conclusion.
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The income tax return clearly

shows adjusted gross income of $440,823.

Further, in accordance

with Utah Code Ann.§ 78-45-7.15, it is incumbent upon the party who
is self-employed to show, in an evidentiary fashion, that his
deductions are legitimate. There was no attempt by the Respondent
to do this,.

Therefore, his income must .stand as claimed by the

only evidence before the Court.

That evidence is his 2000 income

tax return with an adjusted gross income of $ $440/823 (Trial
Exhibit 4).
Respondent's testimony (T.T. 41,2-7) that his company, of
which he was the sole shareholder, paid his some of his expenses
such as car payments, medical insurance and his boat, ought to be
added back in to his return.

Since there were no amounts offered,

at the very least the amount stated in his return should be adopted
as the only amount with which the Court should utilize. Utah Code
Ann.

§

78-45-7.5

requires

a

specific

finding

regarding

the

reasonable business expenses. See also Breinholt v. Breinholt, 905
P.2d 877, 880

(Ut. App. 1995) .

Although there is a general

allusion to business expenses, there is no finding with any
specificity, other than a general one, in the Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law.

(T.T. 144, 12-23,also see paragraph 16,

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, "Respondent is responsible
to pay taxes and there are also business expenses to calculate,
which are indicated in his return on the schedules.").

The

business expenses are not listed because this is not a Sub S income
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tax filing, but an individual return.

Mr. Russell's testimony

that his take home income was really only about "thirteen to
fifteen thousand a month" simply does not square with his expenses
and his income tax return. He testified he has a house valued with
an appraised value of
11) .

mortgage at about $856,000.

(T.T.40, 10-

His income tax return shows, on line 51, an income tax

payment of $120,000 per year.

If so, and his income actually is

actually as he represented it to be, at $12,000 to $13,000 a month,
how is it possible he could afford as much as $10,000 per month as
estimated taxes?

His net income, then, would not be $13,000 per

month but $3,000 per month.

It would be even less at $12,000 per

month.
The Court erred in concluding that Mr. Russell's income was
not $448,823(T.T. p. 144, 10-24, 145, 1-6).
a.
The Office of Recovery Services made no effort to
determine Mr. Russell's true income in 1999.
There is not an issue that the Office of Recovery Services, in
1999, sought Mr. Russell's true income. The evidence is clear that
they utilized his income tax return for 1997, which showed his
income to be $10,549.

This is indicated in their interlineation

under "Father", on the Child Support Worksheet, in the category of
"Gross Monthly Income", and has a "2" in the corner. (R.197-200,
Child Support Worksheet) . Under "2", it appears to state "Average
income Rec. 1997", although the "Rec" might be "Rev", for perhaps
"reviewed".

Irrespective, the income is $10,549 per month, but is
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not for 1999 but for 1997. It is however, used for calculating the
1999 child support.

Sadly, the child did not get the benefit in

1997.
Although the Petitioner's Petition to Modify

alludes to the

Office of Recovery Services failing to take into consideration the
self-employment of the Respondent (R. 264-266, para.9, Petition),
this language is surplusage to the core issue of Respondent's
dramatic increase in income.

The Respondent tops out at the

maximum amount on the child support guideline scale even at his
income level in the 1999 adjustment using figures from his 1997
income, and thus additional child support must be reviewed on a
case by case basis.

It is clear, however, that Mr. Russell's

income has increased from the 1999 modification.

The 1999 change,

using his 1997 income of $10,549 per month increased to $30,000 in
2000, an increase

of about

300 percent.

That

is a fairly

substantial and material change in the material circumstances of
Mr. Russell.
When the combined gross income exceeds the highest level
specified in the child support table, then a just and appropriate
amount should be fixed on

a case by case basis, as required by

Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-7.12 and Reinhart v. Reinhart, 963 P.2d 757
(Utah App. 1998).

The just and appropriate amount should have a

foundation in the needs of the child.
b.

Mr. Russell's other children's needs.
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Child support awards should approximate actual need, and when
possible, assure the children a standard of living comparable to
that which they would have experience if no divorce had occurred.
Ostler v. Ostler, 789 P.2d 713, 716 (Utah App. 1990).

In the

Reddish case, of course, there was no marriage and therefore no
divorce.

However, the equitable principles still apply.

Mr.

Russell, in his testimony, provided for his own other children as
follows: Holden Russell, $462 per month, includes school at $103.,
food and personal items at $120, vacations $50, going out to dinner
$16, movies and entertainment $5, clothing $84, college savings
account $50, medical and dental $34.

For Carley Russell, Mr.

Russell breaks down his expenses as food and personal items., $120,
vacations $50, going out to dinner $16, movies and entertainment,
$5, clothing $84, college savings account $50, medical and dental
insurance $34, gymnastics $98, birthday gifts $7, soccer $7, school
lunch $10, for a total of $481.

For Taylor Russell, food and

personal items $120, vacations $50, going out to dinner $16, movies
and entertainment $5, clothing $84, college savings account $50,
medical and dental insurance $34, gymnastics $200, birthday gifts
$9, school lunch $10, for a total of $578.
The preceding

are

all

from Mr. Russell's

answers to

interrogatories, pgs. 3 and 4. (T.T. 35, 13-25; 36, 1-25, 36, 114) . This is one yard stick of measurement as to how Marquel, his
other daughter, should be maintained in terms of needs as indicated
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in what Mr. Russell does for his own in home children. Curiously,
Mr. Russell, following the filing of the Petition to Modify, ceased
the private schooling for his children, cut back their Christmas to
$100-200 per child,

and otherwise maintained

financial environment for his children.

a more

subdued

(T.T. 26, 3-22;

27, 16-

25; 28, 1-17, 25; 29, 146, 14-22). He even stated in his answer to
Interrogatory No. 7, that his two children Carley Russell and
Taylor Russell "attends" public school when the Interrogatory
question

No.

7

specifically

asked

for

every

educational

establishment attended. These children had been in private schools
the prior two years.

(T.T. 27, 18-25; 28, 1-25; 29, 1-13).

The

lower court did not comment on this inconsistency.
c.

Quantified evidence of need and additional marshaling

It is submitted that the dicta in Black v. Barney, 2000 Ut.
App. 369 (unpublished opinion, Dec. 21, 2000), where the court
looks to the quantitative evidence of the child's reasonable needs,
has been satisfied in the case at bar.

However, recognizing the

heavy burden required to marshal the evidence in an area within the
court's discretion, as required in Hagan v. Hagan, 910 P.2d 478,
481 (Ut. App. 1991), and West Valley City v. Majestic Inv. Co., 818
P.2d 1311, 1315 (Ut. App. 1991), the following is submitted:
The Court:

The Evidence:

You just can't take four
hundred and forty eight
hundred and twenty three
dollars and divide it by

Respondent's income tax
Return for 2000. Line item
33 shows adjusted gross income
of $440,823, which, if divided
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twelve and say that's your
income (T.T. at 144, 13-16)
Findings of Fact para.16)
You got to turn the page to
see all his business
expenses on a sub chapter s.
Those are all legitimate
deductions and they're right
here in, right here in the
schedules... (T.T 144, 1622, Findings of Fact para. 16)
I don't have a clue what was
going on back in 1999 when the
present order was agreed to
between the parties. So
really I'm required to deny
the petition on that basis
alone. (T.T. 147, 23-24;
148, 1-3, Findings of Fact
para. 21)

by twelve months, equals
$36,735.25. Trial Ex. 4.
The deductions in the schedules
are already deducted. The
adjusted gross income is
$440,823.

Evidence was presented
showing an enormous increase
in the relative income of
Petitioner from the 1999
order, thus triggering the
mechanism of the "reasonable
needs of the child" on a
case by case basis required
by statue and precedent.
(See Reinhart and Ut. Code
Ann. 78-45-7.12, also
Ball v. Peterson, 912 P.2d
1006, 1014 (Ut. App. 1996)
This part simply doesn't
appear to make any sense.
The $10,599 figure is
inaccurate since the 1999
figure was $10,549 (R.167-173;
but the more crucial part
is not this minor inaccuracy
but the Court
is somewhat unclear as to
whether it accepts this
figure. It appears to, but
this figure is also wrong,
since the 2000 income tax
return shows adjusted gross
income of over $36,000 PER
month, a much greater jump
than the amount claimed
by Mr. Russell.
T.T 48, 11-12)
Additionally, Mr. Russell's
testimony was that he made

So I see no reason to
believe that Mr. Russell's
income has gone from what it
was determined to be $10,599
in 1999 to thirteen hundred
thirteen thousand to
fifteen thousand or
whatever figure he gave me was
That's some increase but that
increase as standing by
itself has nothing to do
as to whether or child support
increases solely upon need if
there's a difference in the
need between 1999 and now
whatever the figure he gave
me was. (T.T. 144, 23-24;
145, 1-6; Findings of Fact,
Para. 15)
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"Twelve or thirteen thousand
a month", T.T. 48, 11-12.
There's no reasonable
explanation of how she's been
covering this ongoing shortfall this $450 a month for
extracurricular activities
which I just don't think's
reasonable. (T.T. 146, 1-5;
Findings of Fact, paras.
18, 19).

"I'm glad Mr. Wolfe is out
there apparently willing
to cough up the funds to
pay for those, if in fact
that's what's happening."
(T.T. 145, 19-21)

But I really have a little
difficulty with the credibility
of the Petitioner as to all
these expenses

See the canceled checks
made out by Mr. Wolf,
Trial Exhibits 21,22. T.T.
132, 2-23; Exhibit 14,
133, 1-2)

(T.T. 145, 21-23; Findings of
Fact, para. 18).
"One of the factors I can
look at what is being spent
on the other children that
Mr. Russell has. And he may
be frugal. He may be frugal.
And perhaps he is. And the
figures he has listed between
four and between five around
five hundred dollars per
child in his answers to his
interrogatories doesn't include
housing or food and utilities
and all those things and obvious
that's part of the needs of the
child, to have a warm house and
a place to live, those kinds of
things. (T.T. 146, 14-22).
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Findings of Fact, para.
23 states, "The Court
Determined that a better
standard in regard to the
reasonable needs of the
child should be something
Similar to what Respondent
is paying for his other
children. The Respondent
listed about $462-578 per
month per child in his
answers to his
interrogatories which
doesn't include housing or
food or utilities."
Shouldn't this then be the
standard utilized by the
court and thus was not this
standard met? Especially
since the monthly expense
for extracurricular
activities
of Marquel was $450 (See
Findings of Fact not
accepting $450
as reasonable, which is

para. 19. See T.T. of
Petitioner, T.T. 21,22.
See canceled checks of
Wolfe, Trial Ex.23
Also, the Court ignored
Tr. Exhibit 6, which were Mr.
Rus sell' s
to
an swe r
interrogatories, and answer 8
indicated he spent $462 per
month on Holden Russell, $481
per month on Carley Russell,
and $578 per month for Taylor
Russell.
She is involved in soccer
to the extent that she
travels all over the country
participating in soccer
tournaments (T.T. 145, 15-17)
And travels almost monthly
(T.T. 146, 12-13; Findings of
Fact 17, 18 and 19)

Trial Exhibit 14, indicates a
Tournament in St.
George, Ut., Vail, Co., Las
Vegas, NV.

"I don't believe he makes
$36,000 a month" (T.T. 133,
12-13)

2000 Income Tax Return
Shows, on the first page
Line item 7, wages, etc.
$60,497 (See p. E to show
P for Partnership in
TS&G, Inc., and S for
Shareholder for Automatic
Then $694 Schedule B,
less business loss of
$3,000 and S corp.
Schedule E,
P. 2, total income of
$375,522
and lastly, gambling
winnings of $987.
The total amount
is $440,823. Dividing that
amount by 12 months as
allowed by UCA § 78-45-7.5
(5) (a), the monthly average
Is exactly as represented
to the court, which is
$36,735.25.

"You can't just divide that
by twelve. You can't just
divide that by twelve,
divide that by twelve".
(T.T. 133, 20-21).

(T.T. 133, 23-24)
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"There's a couple of expenses
to operate that business"

[as to expenses} There
was never any evidence
as to expenses, except
testimony standing alone,
No documentation. (T.T.
134,1-3, 43, 1-17)

Mr. Russell stated that his
income, before taxes, was
$376,000 (T.T. 48, 1-4). 4

This is simply untrue. The
2000 1040 Income Tax Return
for Mr. Russell clearly
showed taxes deducted of
$120,095. (P.2, line item
40, "Tax".

"Well, that would be true if
it was only one trip a year.
But as you see from Exhibit 14,
there are trips almost every,
month. (T.T. 132, 21-23)

Trial Exhibit 14 acutally
shows five trips from June,
2001 through April, 2003
they are to St. George, Ut.,
Las Vegas, Nv. and Vail, Co.,
for
Marquel's
soccer
tournaments.

There's a Delta flight somewhere
almost every month.

On Exhibit 14, there were two
airline purchases over two
years; one in Nov. 2002
and June, 2002.

d.

Particular needs of Marguel P. Reddish

The trial exposed in some clarity the needs of Marquel P.
Reddish.

They

are not only illustrated by Nichole Reddish's

shortfall every month (T.T.

Exhibit 17), but by the actual needs

of Marquel, the minor child.

Marquel's needs are, in particular,

the actual ability to participate in skiing, dancing, piano and
soccer, have use of a computer, a bike, being able to afford school
lunch without having to receive school lunch assistance, to be able

4 This was undoubtedly rounded off from the 2000 Income Tax Returnfigureof $375,522
referenced in line item 17 on thefirstpage, which would be his Sub S share for the year.
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to live in a real home as opposed to a rented home, to reach the
maximum pinnacle of her intellectual capabilities, with either
extra learning devices or a private school, and to be able to
afford a college education.(T.T. 112, 1-24; 113, 1-24; 76, 10-19;
75, 17-24; 114, 5-24; 115, 1-24; 116, 1-19; 120, 1-11; 108, 3-12;
138, 1-23) Trial Exhibits 14, 21, 22 and 23).
In a general way, Marquel's needs are to be able to explore her
talents within reasonable monetary constraints and to live, on a
day to day basis, without having to be looking for contributions to
her well being from outside of her immediate family.
The only way Marquel has been able to progress to the point
that she has, wherein she has been a superior student and a gifted
soccer athlete

(T.T. 107, 10-20), is because of the financial

support of Jeff Wolfe, a friend of the family. Mr. Wolfe has acted
as her financial mentor since she was three years old,

and has

contributed an average of $833 per month since, which is $10,000
per year. (Tr. Exhibit 23).

Without this contribution, Marquel

would be severely limited in what she could or couldn't do. (T.T.
115, 19-21) . She certainly has the same needs that the children of
Mr. Russell, and he insured the children were enrolled (until this
action was filed), in private schools, had gymnastics (at the cost
of $200 per month), lived in an $856,000 home, ride in two late
model vehicles, had use of a boat and provided seed money for
college.(T.T. 40, 10-11).
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e.

Other jurisdictions.

In recent years there has been a trend in favor of recognizing
that a child should share in the relative wealth of the parents.
Almost all of the cases relate to the issue of income that exceeds
the guidelines, and what the appropriate child support should thus
be.

In California, typically on the cutting edge of new law, the

California Court of Appeals has held that children are entitled to
be supported in a style and condition consonant with the position
in society of their parents, and the parent's duty to support does
not end with furnishing of mere necessities if the parent can
afford more. White v. Marciano, 190 Cal. App. 3d 1026 (1987).

In

other jurisdictions: Child of wealthy parents are entitled to
support commensurate with their parents' high income lifestyle,
Galbis v. Nadal, 626 A.2d 26 (D.C. 1993), Children

have every

right to share in the good fortune of their parents Zak v. Zak, 629
So. 2d 187, (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1991), Children entitled to the
same standard of living; $3,000 per month for two children not out
of line where dad has $22,700 per month income, Bullock v. Bullock,
719 So. 2d 113 (La. Ct. App. 1998), There is an assumed amount of
parent generosity in high income cases. Conway v. Conway, 10 Va.
App. 653 S. E. 2d 464, (1990), and,

Caplan v. Caplan, 364 N.J.

Super. 68, 834 A. 2d 459 (App. Div. 2003), in high income cases,
first, the reasonable needs of the children must be determined,
guided by the principles of Isaacson; second, the ability of the
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parties to generate earned income, in addition to unearned income,
must

be

determined;

third,

upon

determining

the

respective

percentage of each party's net imputed earned and unearned income
of their total combined net imputed earned and unearned income,
those percentages shall be applied to determine each party's share
of the maximum basic child support guidelines award for two
children; finally, the maximum basic child support amount should be
subtracted
children

from the court-determined

to

determine

the

remaining

allocated between the parties.

reasonable needs of the
children's

needs

to be

See also Pratt v. McCullough, 100

Ohio App. 3d 479, (1992), Archer v. Archer, 813 P.2d 1059, (Okla.
1991), Billion v. Billion, 553 N.W. 2d 226, (S.D. 1996), In re
Gonzalez, 993 S.W. 2d 147 (Tex. Ct. App. 1999), Baalev v. Baqlev,
98 Md. App. 18 (1993) .
III.
TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO ORDER THE RESPONDENT TO PAY
ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF MEDICAL AND DENTAL INSURANCE AND COSTS
a.

Financial disparity and medical costs.

Mr. Russell was found to have an income of $20,000 in 1994,
when the original order was entered.(R. 167-173, Findings of Fact,
para.5).

Because Ms. Reddish was unemployed, attending school and

receiving State aid, there was no imputation of her income. (Id,
para. 7, 13).

With Mr. Russell's current

gross income in the

range of $440,823 per year, which is $36,333.67 per month, and Ms.
Reddish's income of $19,115 per year, or $1,529.92 per month, there
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is

a

monumental

disparity

of

income.

approximately 4% of Mr. Russell's income.

Ms.

Reddish

makes

Further, Mr. Russell

pays more for his annual charitable contribution, which amount on
his 2000 income tax return was $31,897. In other words, he gifted
more to charity than what Ms. Reddish made for the year. (Russell
2000

income

tax

return,

line

item

15, Schedule A,

Itemized

deductions; Ms. Reddish evidence of income for 2002 was $19,515).
At trial, Ms. Reddish testified that she could not make it
financially without contribution from Jeff Wolfe (T.T. 115, 19-21) .
She also testified that Marquel received subsidized lunches at
school (T.T. 62, 13-24).

Lately, she has incurred substantial

expenses in the way of*braces for Marquel. (R. 403, 407).
Although the original order in 1994 made a finding of imputed
income for Mr. Russell in the way of $20,000 per year, which is
$1,666.66 per month, with no income for Ms. Reddish because she was
unemployed,

attending

school

and

on

state

aid,

the parties

stipulated that each would pay one-half of the uninsured medical
and dental expenses. (R. 174-179).

At that time, the differences

in the party's incomes were not as pronounced. Another part of the
1994 order required both parties to secure insurance if it became
available to them. (1994 Order, para. 2, R.174-179).
The 1999 upgrade essentially only increased child support.
The other parts of the 1994 order remained the same.
There was a noticeable difference, however.
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Mr. Russell's

income had leapt to $10,549 per month, while Ms. Reddish's income
was a poverty level $893 per month. (Child Support Worksheet for
1999 order).
Since the entry of the last order in 1999, Marquel has incurred
substantial orthodontic costs.

Mr. Russell paid his entire one-

half fee, Ms. Reddish struggled.

Both parties were ordered to

secure insurance if it became available at their employment at a
reasonable cost; Ms. Reddish works for an employer, Mr. Russell is
and has been, self employed since approximately 1994. (R. 174-179).
Mr. Russell could easily be self insured because of his income
stream and assets.

(Tr. Exhibit 4) . His testimony was that he his

medical and dental insurance "has been in place nine or ten months"
prior to the date of trial, which was May 8, 2003.

(T.T. 53, 4-5) .

Had he put this insurance in place strictly in accordance with
both the letter and the spirit of the order requiring insurance, it
can be assumed, with Mr. Russell's earning capacity, that it ought
to have been in place substantially sooner than nine or ten months
before trial. He had the ability to provide insurance, Ms. Reddish
did not.

(Tr. Ex. 4,

17) .

He

also, when

it was

finally

implemented, it was paid for by his company, of which he is the
sole shareholder.

(T.T. 43, 6). He also, every month, deducted

out the statutory allowance of his one-half portion of the cost of
medical insurance for Marquel, even though his company paid the
premium and he did not. (T.T. 38, 10-16).
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The trial court simply ignored this issue, which was raised in
Petitioner's opening statement, as well in testimony.

(T.T.

T.T.38, 10-16).
Ms. Reddish's expenses overpower her income (Tr. Ex. 17),
leaving her a monthly loss without contribution from Jeff Wolfe.
Because of these substantial and material changes of circumstances
by both parties, where in particular Ms. Reddish has a need and Mr.
Russell has the overwhelming ability to pay, the Court erred in not
ordering Mr. Russell to assume the entirety of the medical costs
for the parties' child Marquel.
IV
THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN NOT AWARDING THE PETITIONER HER
ATTORNEY'S FEES
Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-3 allows for the court awarding attorney's
fees. The lower graciously did not award the prevailing party, the
Respondent, attorney's fees, considering the ability to pay as
opposed to entitlement. (T.T. 151,1-3).
Should the Petitioner succeed in the appeal, fees and costs
should be awarded to her. Factored into this as well should be the
recalcitrance of the Respondent with a history of having to make
Petitioner file Motions to Compel

(three), respond to a non-

meritorious motion for summary judgment (in which fees were awarded
to the Petitioner), all the while being in a superior financial
condition which strapped the resources of the Petitioner.
Respondent put up road blocks from the very first filing for
36

Paternity, required HLA blood tests,

he has never voluntarily

offered to pay additional child support even though his income
skyrocketed, he continued to pay a paltry $224 for as long as he
could. It took the involvement of the Office of Recovery Services,
the only attorney Petitioner could afford, to bring Mr. Russell to
the table.

For a history of Respondent's lack of cooperation,

please see Statement of Facts 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20,
21, 22, 23, 25, 31 and 32).
CONCLUSION
For the reasons previously set forth, this Court should grant
judgment in favor of the Appellant as prayed.
DATED this 10th day of August, 2004.

MORRISON & MORRISON, P.C.

/Grant W. P. MorFrson
Attorney for Appellant
and Petitioner Nichole
P. Reddish
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that I caused to be mailed, first class
postage prepaid, two true and correct copies of the foregoing
Appellant Brief, to:
Scott B. Dopp, Esq.
King & King
Attorneys at Law
330 North Main Street
Kaysville, Utah 84037
on the 11th day of August, 2004
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ADDENDUM
1. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
December 11,2003
2. Order
December 11,2003
3. Activities and Expenses
Trial Exhibit 14
4. Child Support Worksheet for 1999 Order
Trial Exhibit 3
5. Appellee's 1997 Income Tax Return,
used to calculate 1999 child support
Trial Exhibit 2
6. Appellee's 1999 Income Tax Return
Trial Exhibit 1
7. Statutes
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Third Judicial District

DEC 1 I 2003
SCOTT DOPP, No. 8957
KING & KING
Attorneys for Respondent
330 North Main Street
Kaysville, Utah 84037
Telephone: (801) 543-2288
Facsimile: (801) 543-2272

By—C{vttF<Mi
i{utmp l /Mm fi& m» t
Deputy Clerk

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

NICHOLE P. REDDISH,
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Petitioner,
vs.

Case No. 910902274

SAMUEL H. RUSSELL,
Judge Timothy R. Hanson
Respondent.

The above entitled matter came on regularly to be heard by the Court on
Thursday May 8, 2003 at 10:00 a.m. with the Honorable Timothy R. Hanson, District Court
Judge, presiding, at which time Petitioner appeared in person by and through her Attorney
Grant W. P. Morrison, and Respondent appeared in person by and through his Attorney,
Scott Dopp. A Trial was held on Petitioner's Verified Petition to Modify Order. The Court
heard, considered, and weighed the evidence presented by the parties.
Based on the foregoing, and good cause appearing, the Court makes the
following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:
FINDINGS OF FACT
G & KING
WVYERS
NORTH MAIN
D BOX 320
XE UTAH 84037

1.

Jurisdiction and venue are proper.

2.

Petitioner and Respondent were never married.

3.

Petitioner was awarded custody of the parties' minor child, Marquel

Pauline K. Reddish, born August 15, 1991, via an Order of the Court on April 15, 1994.
4.

Respondent was ordered to pay $224.00 per month for child support in

5.

In 1999 the Office of Recovery Services modified Respondent's child

1994.

support amount to $728.00 per month, based upon the Respondent's increased income.
6.

Petitioner's Verified Petition to Modify Order was based upon an

argument that Respondent's income had substantially changed since the 1999 Order in which
Respondent used his 1997 income instead of his current income and/or that the reasonable Jfa
needs of the minor child were not being met at the current amount of $728.00 per month,as
indicated in the amended Petition and original Petition.
7.

Petitioner called witnesses and introduced evidence attempting to

prove a substantial increase in Respondent's income and that the reasonable needs of the
minor child were not being met at the child support amount of $728.00 per month.
8.

Child support was calculated in 1999 using Respondent's 1997

income of $10,549.00 per month and Petitioner's imputed income of $893 00 per month.
9.

When the parties' combined income exceeds $10,000.00, the child

support is based upon the reasonable needs of the child.
10.

The Legislature and Appellate Courts do not define what constitutes

the reasonable needs of a child.
KING & KING
LAWYERS
330 NORTH MAIN
PO BOX 320
KAYSVILLE UTAH 84037

11.

Respondent's income is irrelevant. The Court must first determine

the reasonable needs of the child.
12.

Once the Court determines the reasonable needs of the child the

Court must then look to the parties' incomes to determine whether the incomes can meet the
child's needs.
13.

Respondent is currently paying $728.00 per month for child support,

one-half of orthodontic bills, one-half of non-covered medical bills and one-half of daycare
bills. Respondent i0 current on all of these expenses. These amounts were based upon the
parties' past agreement.
14.

In order to modify the child support amount the Court must first •

determine whether there has been a substantial change in circumstances since the original
decree of previous modification. The parties last modified child support in 1999.
] 5.

The Court must also determine whether the needs of the child have

increased since the last modification in 1999.
16.

Respondent's income has not increased from $10,549.00 (granted by

order in 1999) to $448,023.00 annually (present) because you just can't take Respondent's
tax return and divide the return by the number of months in a year. Respondent is
responsible to pay taxes and there are also business expenses tp calculate, which are
indicated in his return on the schedules. Respondent's income has increased, but that
increase as standing by itself has nothing to do to with whether or not there is a difference in
the child's needs from 1999 to the present.
IG & KING
KWYERS
NORTH MAIN
0 BOX 320
LLE, UTAH 84037

I in

17.

The minor child in question is an eleven year old girl. The Court has

trouble believing that it is physically possible for the minor child to participate in all the
activities presented to the Court.
18.

The Court had difficulties with Petitioner's credibility as to the

expenses of the activities for the minor child. The Exhibits are not accurate. There are no
reasonable explanations for how these expenses are being covered.
19.

$450.00 per month for extracurricular activities is not reasonable.

20.

Child support is not designed to insure that the minor child lives in

the same kind of house that Respondent's other children live in. This is not an alimony case.
21.

No evidence was presented to show that the reasonable needs of the

child had changed since the 1999 modification.
22.

The reasonable needs of the child are being met.

23.

The Court determined that a better standard in regard to the

reasonable needs of the child should be something similar to what Respondent is paying for
his other children. The Respondent listed about $500.00 per month per child in his answers
to his interrogatories which doesn't include housing or food or utilities.
24.

Respondent pays $50.00 per month into a college trust fund for the

minor children in his present home. Respondent shall provide $50.00 per month into a
college trust fund for the parties' minor child.
25.

If the Respondent chooses to have a relationship with this child in the

future, there is going to have to be some notice, something the parties can agree to. There
KING & KING
LAWYERS
330 NORTH MAIN
PO BOX 320
KAYSVILLE UTAH 8*037

would be some kind of limited contact to start with, in a fashion that is not adverse to the
child, and it should be phased in and agreed to between the parties. If it cannot be agreed
upon then it is to be mediated with someone who is experienced in child visitation because
there has been a long period of non-contact between the Respondent and child.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Pursuant to Section 30-3-5, Utah Code Annotated, this court has

continuing jurisdiction to modify child support.
2.

Petitioner's Verified Petition to Modify Order is denied.

3.

Respondent shall continue to pay the amount of $728.00 per month for

4.

Respondent shall establish a college trust fund for the parties' minor

child support.

child and pay $50.00 per month into the fund until the minor child reaches the age of
eighteen. Said fund shall not vest until the minor child reaches the age of eighteen.
5.

Respondent is the prevailing party, however, due to equitable

considerations Respondent's request for attorneys' fees is denied.
6.

Visitation will occur if desired by Respondent. There must be notice

agreeable to both parties, and limited contact at first in a fashion not adverse to the child. It
should then be phased in as agreed between the parties, and if an agreement
cannot be reached it should be mediated with an experienced child visitation mediator.

G & KING
WYERS
*ORTH MAIN
) BOX 320
I E . UTAH 84037
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DATED this

/ / day of

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

'GRANT W. P. MORRISON
Attorney for Petitioner
MAILING CERTIFICATE
I certify I mailed, postage prepaid, by first class mail, a true and correct copy
of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW to the following,
this

3

day of

Q&MwduU

, 2003:

GRANT W. P. MORRISON
352 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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FILES DISTRICT COttBT
Third Judicial District
DEC 1 \ 2003
SCOTT DOPP, No. 8957
KING & KING
Attorneys for Respondent
330 North Main Street
Kaysville, Utah 84037
Telephone: (801) 543-2288
Facsimile: (801) 543-2272

SALT

COUMTY

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

NICHOLE P. REDDISH,
ORDER
Petitioner,
vs.
Case No. 910902274
SAMUEL H. RUSSELL,
Judge Timothy R. Hanson
Respondent.

The Court, having made its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, hereby
adjudges, decrees, and orders as follows:
1.

Petitioner's Verified Petition to Modify Order is denied.

2.

Respondent shall continue to pay the amount of $728.00 per month for

3.

Respondent shall establish a college trust fund for the parties' minor

child support.

child and pay $50.00 per month into the fund until the minor child reaches the age of
eighteen. Said fund shall not vest until the minor child reaches the age of eighteen.
4
G & KING
WYERS
40ATH MAIN
) BOX 320
IS. UTAH 84037

Respondent is the prevailing party, however, due to equitable

considerations Respondent's request for attorneys' fees is denied.

( VK

5.

Visitation shall occur if desired by Respondent. There must be notice

agreeable to both parties and limited contact at first in a fashion not adverse to the child. It
should then be phased in as agreed by the parties and if an agreement cannot be reached then
it should be mediated with an experienced child visitation mediator.
DATED this

l( day of

/fijll/

, 2003.

BY THE COURT

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

'GRANT W. PrMORRISON
Attorney for Petitioner
MAILING CERTIFICATE
I certify I mailed, postage prepaid, by first class mail, a true and correct copy
of the foregoing ORDER to the following, this
^3
day o^Nevcuiber, -2003:
GRANT W. P. MORRISON
352 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

KING & KING
LAWYERS
330 NORTH MAIN

PO 8OX320
KAYSVILLE. UTAH 84037
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Marquels extracurricular activity expenses
JUNE 2001
70.00
50.00
20.00
75.00

SDSAReg.
UFC Reg.
USA Gymnastics
Uniform
Total =-215.00

JULY2Wir
35.00

July Fee
Mayors Cup
Tournament
total = 65.00

30.00

AUGUST 2001
35.00
55.00
35.00

Aug. Fee
Soccer Camp
Dance Registration
total = 125.00
SEPTEMBER 2001
Sept. Fee
Dance Sept. Tuition
Dance Costume
Team Sweat shirt
Alternative jersey
Warmups
Soccer bag
Socks, straps &
Lace holder
TOTAL

35.00
74.00
75.00
20.00
10.00
70.00
25.00
17.00
326.00

OCTOBER 2001
Dance Impressions
Soccer uniform
Oct. Dance Tuition
Oct. Soccer Fee
JAZZ SHOES

132.60
72.80
74.00
35.00
36.74

#661 WM
#640 WM

total = $351.14
NOVEMBER 2001
NOV. DANCE
SOCCER
Soccer video
Books
Books
total =$130.85

74.00
25.00
16.00
10.90
4.95

#670 WM
#669 WM
#668 WM

DECEMBER 2001
December dance
Soccer Dec. & Jan.
3 on 3 tournament
Tournament
out of town
soccer training
Soccer training
SKI pass 5th grade

77.60
50.00
25.00
200.00

#681WM
#689WM

8.00
8.00
10.00

#695 WM
#694 WM
#711 WM

67.60

#715 WM

67.61
22.00
9.00

#788 WM
#763 WM
#765 WM

TOTAL = $378.60
JANUARY 2002
Dance
Total = $6 7.60
MARCH 2002
Dance
3V3
PTA

TOTAL== $98.61
APRIL 2002

Dance Comp
Class Photo

10.00
16.00

#794 WM
#789 WM

Total = $26.00

May 2002
Dance Impressions
Soccer Reg
UFC
Mark Davis 3v3
Puppy
UFC soccer
total = 536.39

33.39
75.00
50.00
22.00
350.00
6.00

#001
#010
#101
#806WM

June 2002
U of U camp
UFC
Delta
SDSAReg.
UFC Reg.
Delta child fee
Humane Society
Clothes
Scoreboard
TOTAL

85.00
58.00
194.00
72.00
50.00
40.00
28
72.00
58.51
$657.51

#

#105
debit
#008
#009
debit
debit
debit
debit

July 2002
UFC
Mark Davis 3 v 3
Vail tournament room
Travel To Vail
Braces down pymnt
Med.
Shoes

58.00
40.00
300.00
150.00
1280.00
15.00
33.02

#112
#113
visa
visa
visa & #117
#109
#

Child Care
TOTAL

180.00
$2,056.02

Aug. 2002
Tournament Mayors Cup
Humane Society
Soccer shootout
Propix soccer photos
total = $112.50

35.00
42.50
15.00
20.00

#126
debit
#131

Sept. 2002
Soccer
Fund raiser soccer
School fund
Piano
Dentist
School lunch
Class photo
SBO shirt
Soccer shirt for tournament
PTA
Dr. Coombs
TOTAL
$301.00

52.00
35.00
20.00
34.00
88.00
6.75X2 ==
16.00
12.00
12.00
3.5
15.00

#138

26.00
5.00
58.10
100.00
45.00
53.00
20.00

#158
included #158
#163
#164*
#159
#161

#139
#137
13.50
#152
#160

#149

#135

October 2002
Soccer indoor fee
Fimshing clinic
Soccer training fee
Kennel for her dog
Piano
Jr. Jazz basketball
Soccer activity

School Fund Raiser
Friends B-day (3)
Indoor soccer league
School lunch
Coat
TOTAL
$513.85

63.00
45.00
50.00
6.75
42.00

#167
#168
#170

45.00
52.26
46.97
17.00
32.00
52.87
10.64
13.50
188.22
150.00
100.00

#171
#175
debit
debit
#177
debit
debit
#181
VISA
debit
debit

66.56
31.18
45.00
10.00
20.00

#167*
debit
#185
#187
cash

51.00
6.75x2
55.00
52.00

#190
#193
#200
#205

November 2002
Piano
Soccer fee
Dr. foster pet supplies
Jazz game Marquel
Jr. Jazz
Crafts for Marquel
Soccer plus
School lunch
Tournament Vegas Hotel
Tournament Vegas Travel
Tournament Vegas Food
total = $708.46
December 2002
Soccer fee
Soccer Int.
Piano
Allen Nunn pers training
Allen Nunn pers training
total = $106.18
January 2003
Braces
School lunch
Soccer fee
Dance
total = $171.50

February 2003
Piano & books
Med
Soccer fee
School lunch
Hotel St. George
Tournament
Travel
Food tournament
Tournament sweats
Braces
Basketball photo
total = $634.50

60.00
15.00
50.00
13.50

#208
#210
#211
#212

200.00
75.00
100.00
56.00
51.00
14.00

VISA
debit
debit
#192 *
#206
#207

March 2003
Piano
Dance
Soccer Transport to Boise
(Tammy Richards)
Soccer
Soccer Hotel Boise
(Scott McQuarrie)
Braces
Tournament Las Vegas - airfare
Tournament Las Vegas - meals
School Lunch

45.00
33.00
20.00

#218
#219
#220

45.00
20.00

#221
#223

51.00
161.00
40.00
13.50

VISA
VISA
cash
#228

47.00
45.00
35.00
44.00
76.63

#229
#230.
#^31
VISA
#232

TOTAL = $428.50
APRIL 2003
Dance
Piano
Soccer Fee
braces
Lagoon pass

Deposit for Soccer camp
Hawaii

100.00
1100.00
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Lldxen in Present ttome Worksheet for either parent»

Subtract Lin^s 2b, 2 c , and 2d from 2a. Thia l a the
Income f o r c h i l d support purposes.
Tike t h e C0N82MSD f i g u r e i n Line 3 and t h e
f»M ^ ityw»« i n Xrine 1 t o t h e Support Table. Find the
»0 Combined Support O b l i g a t i o n , B i t e r i t here.
D i v i d e each p a r e n t ' s adjusted monthly g r o s s i n Liha
ay t h e COMBIHED a d j u s t e d monthly g r o s s I n Line 3 ,
Multiply xlne 4 by Xaine 5 for each parent to obtain
ah parentis ahare of the Base Support Obligation,
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O T Father

Xe the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 7?
If no, enter the amount ordered* *
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Wiat were the reasons stated by the Court for the deviation?
( ) property settlement
( ) excessive debts of the marriage
( ) ebsencfft of need of the custodial parent
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OTHER PARENT
FATHER
1. Eater the # 6£ natural and adopted children of the
father and the ocher parent.
12a. Enter the father's and the other parent's gross
monthly incorie. Ref«r to Instructions for definition.
2b. Eater previously ordered alimony that is actually
paid. (Do no|t enter alimony ordered for this ease).
2e. Sneer pre-exileting ordered child support. (Do aot
enter obligations ordered for children in this case.)
3, Subtracc hindB 2b, and 2 c from 2a, This is the
• Adjusted Monthly Qrooa for child support purposes.
the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of
4. Take
children in Xjine l to the Support Table. Find the
Base Combined Support obligation. Enter it here.
5. Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line a
by the COMBINED adjusted monthly gross in Line 3.
^^^^^
| ^^^^•••••••-•••"•"•^^^^^•^^^s^seaaBBjsjsjHBPssiisiPisssp^^^
6. Multiply Line! 4 by Line $ for each parent to obtain
each parent's share of the Base Support Obligation.
7. Enter the auicjunt of tfte children's portion of the
insurance premium actually paid.
8.' Enter the monthly work or training related child care
expense for the children in Line 1.
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Enter the amount for the father from line 6*
0 SHARK OF CHILDRRH'R XWURABCS PRRXCTUM FOR t f f l

IK LIKs 1* Multiply Line 7 by -50, and enter the
here.
3 SHARK OF WORK OR THAIHIH<3 RBLAYtD CHILD CAR* KXPEHSK$
CttJLDRSH IH LIMB 1. Multiply Line 9 by .50, and enter
here.
3 SHARK OF TOTAL CHILD SUPPORT OBLIOATXOM TO TBI
IH LIKR X. Add lines $, 10, and 11, This amount may
to adjust the father'* groaa income on tha sole,
or joint custody *orkaheets.
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WORKSHEET VERIFICATION AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF

tyTAH

}

COUNTY OF DAVTS

)

SSi

COMES NOW
G2-r^ , /*- ^
undc oath as follows:
being firdt duly sworn, states tfnder

and

J.I
1, I am an employee of the Office of Recovery Services
in the Utajh Department of Social Services,
I §

H
j2. As part of my duties in my employment , I hayf been
a s s i g n e d t b work the child support
c o l l e c t i o n s case i n v o l v i n g the
porcons designated as * Plaintiff 4 4 and "Defendant 0 in the attached
document e n t i t l e d 'Child Support Obligation Worksheet."
j %
|3.
As part of my d u t i e s in my employment, | l | have
i n v e s t i g a t e d the best available information regarding thei|ncome
and expenses of A//LJJA/* /6*JJ / %X in t h i s case and the f i g u r e s
for s a i d individual on the Worksheet are based on that information.
\\
4- The figures on the Worksheet concerning thejjpncome
and expenses of #^1,^./ H* /fojs?//
are true and c4%>lete
to the best of my knowledge and information and are based ufcfn the
best evidence presently available including year-to-date pay|a|tubs,
employer statements or the most recent year's tax returns. f |
5. To the best of my knowledge, the amount off-jbhild
support requested on the "Child Support Obligation Workshop'* id
consistent with the amount set forth in the Child £|u|>port
Guidelines effective July 1, 19*4,
\\
DATED this

£Q

day of

o o^e

j

19 %

INVESTIGATOR
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO b e f o r e me t h i s

*?^

^1
\ \
4a|y

of

\\

U/tli/At
NOTARY PUBLIC \
Residing in: J^fa/T^

U
UT
ffi

My Commissibn expires:
NO'IAKY I'VILIC
KATHV THOIMKSEN

EXHIBIT "A"

My CoiTimlMk*4 {%&*"
Mircft d,

-rr
Department o f t h « Treasury - Interna*

40

.tfenue Service

r\nT

u.S. Individual Income Tax Return

1997

(99)

Your first name and initial

IRS Use O n l y - D o not write or staple In this space

, 1997, ending

For the year Jan 1 - Dec. 31.1907, or other tax year beginning

OMB No 1545-0074

Last name

Your social security number

Last name

Spouse's social security number

529-98-1688

SAMUEL H. RUSSELL
If a joint return, spouse's first name and Initial

TAMI J .

398-74-9035

RUSSELL
Apt no

Home address (number and street). If you have a P 0 box, see page 10

For help finding line
Instructions, see pages
2 and 3 In the booklet.

1 5 4 E . CARRINGTON LANE
City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code If you have a forolgn address, see page 10
itial

Campaign
10)

CENTERVILLEf UT 84014

Yes

Do you want $3 to go to this fund?
If a joint return, does your spouse want $3 to go to this fund?

•

No

X

Note- Checking "Yes"
will not change your
tax or reduce your
refund

Single

Status

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)
Marriedfilingseparate return Enter spouse's soc. sec. no. above & full name here •
Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 10} If the qualifying person is a child but not your dependent,
enter this child's name here •
Qualifying wtdow(er) with dependent child (year spouse died • 19
6a

itions
b

El Yourself. If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent on his or her tax
return, do not check box 6a
_
[a

SpOUSe

(1) First Name

\ No of boxes
/

checked on
and 6b

(4) No ofmos
lived In your
home In 1007

No of your
children on
6c w h o

fia

c Dependents:

i n six
ts,
0

. (See page 10)

(3) Dependent's
relationship to you

(2) Dependent's social
security number

Last name

TAYLOR K. RUSSELL
CARLEY A. RUSSELL
HOLDEN J . RUSSELL

6 4 6 - 1 4 - 4 8 8 3 CHILD
6 4 6 - 3 0 - 1 2 1 2 CHILD
6 4 6 - 3 8 - 9 0 2 2 CHILD

12
12
4

9> lived w i t h you
# d i d not live with
you due to divorce
or separation
(seepage 11)
Dependents
on 6c not
entered above
Add numbers
entered on .
lines above P*

d Total number of exemptions claimed.
7

37,536

Wages, salaries, tips, etc. Attach Form(s) W-2

8a Taxable interest. Attach Schedule B if required
b Tax-exempt Interest DO NOT include on line 8a
your

8a

72

9
10

Dividends. Attach Schedule B if required
Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of stale and local income taxes (see page 12)

11

Alimony received

11

12
13
14
15l
15a

Business income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C-EZ

12

10

DTC.

not
2

>ut do not
/payment
seuse
l-V.

13

Capital gain or (loss). Attach Schedule D

Other gains or (losses). Attach Form 4797.
b Taxable amount (see pg. 13)
15a
Total IRA distributions
b Taxable amount (seepg 13)
16a
13,738
16a Total pensions and annuities 16a
17 Rental real estate, royalties, partnerships, S corporabons, trusts, etc. Attach Schedule E
18 Farm income or (loss). Attach Schedule F
19
Unemployment compensation
20a Social security benefits
| 20a |
|
| b Taxable amount (seepg 14)
21

Other income.

22

Add the amounts in the far right column for lines 7 through 21. This is your total Income. ^ .

ed

23

IRA deduction (see page 16)

23

24

Medical savings account deducbon. Attach Form 8853 . . .

24

B

25

Moving expenses. Attach Form 3903 or 3903-F

25

26

One-half of self-employment tax Attach Schedule SE . . .

26

27

Self-employed health insurance deduction (see page 17).

27

28

Keogh and self-employed SEP and SIMPLE plans

28

29
30

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings

29

Alimony paid, b Recipient's SSN •

30a

31

Add lines 23 through 30a..."

32

Subtract line 31 from line 22. This is your adjusted gross Income

i under
nder
child
ewlth
IIC Inst.

ecv A c t and P a o e r w o r k Ftednrtlnn A r t N n t i r *

850

| 8b

-3,000

14
15b
16b
17

91,131

18
19
20b
21

« » An»n* I A

• 22

126,589

31
• 32

126,589

H

rorn . . N m ^ / p A r a u L j j Jti. AND TA1'
Tax
Computation

) J . RUSSELL

529-98-1688

33 Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross Income)
34 a Check If: D You were 65 or older, Q Blind;

Spouse was 65 or older,

Q Blind.

Add the number of boxes checked above and enter the total here

-JA £-

• 34a

b If you are married filing separately and your spouse Itemizes deductions a you were
a dual-status alien, see page 18 and check here

• 34b

35

27,05;

36 Subtract line 35 from line 33

36

99,53:

37 If line 33 is $90,900 or less, multiply $2,650 by the total number of exempbons claimed on line 6d.
If line 33 is over $90,900, see the worksheet on page 19 for the amount to enter
38 Taxable Income. Subtract line 37 from line 36

37
39

13,25(
86,28*;
18,80]

c • Form 8801
d D Form (specify)
44
45 Add lines 40 through 44
,
46 Subtract line 45 from line 39. If line 45 is more than line 39, enter - 0 - .

45
46

18,801

47 Self-employment tax. Att Sch. SE

47

38

If line 37 Is more than line 36, enter - O -

39 Tax. See page 19 Check If any tax from a D Form(s) 8814 b D Form 4972

Credits

40 Credit for child and dependent care expenses AtL Form 2441

40

41 Credit for the elderly or the disabled Attach Schedule R

41
42
43

42 Adoption credit. Attach Form 8839
43 Foreign tax credit. Attach Form 1116
44 Other. Check If from a Q Form 3800

Other
Taxes

b Q Form 8396

48 Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form 6251

46

49 Social security and Medicare tax on tip income not reported to employer. Attach Form 4137.

49

50 Tax on qualified retirement plans (including IRAs) and MSAs Attach Form 5329 if required..

50

51 Advance earned income credit payments from Form(s) W-2

51

52 Household employment taxes. Attach Schedule H

52

53 Add lines 46 through 52. This is your total tax

nents

A

Q

j Itemized deductions from Schedule A, line 28, OR
35 Enter
Standard deduction shown below for your filing status But see
the
page 18 if you checked any box on line 34a or 34b or someone
larger J
can claim you as a dependent
of
1 • Single - $4,150
• Married filing jointly or Qualifying widow(er) - $6,900
your
\ # Head of household - $6,050
• Married filing separately - $3,450
If you want
the IRS to
figure your
tax, see
page 18

126,58

33
•

54 Federal income tax withheld from Forms W-2 and 1099

54

55 1997 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1996 return.

55

53

18,801

60

22,758
3,957

5,758
17,000

56 a Earned Income credit Att Sch. EIC if you have a qualifying child.
b Nontaxable earned income amt. • |
Attach
Forms W - 2 ,
W-2G,and
1099-Ron
the front

Have It
directly
deposited!
See page 27
and fill in 62b,
52c, and 62d

|
No

sign
riere
<eep a copy
M this return
' o r your
ecords

Pa
Preparer's
Use Only

58
59

b D Form 4136.

60 Add lines 54 t 55, 56a, 57, 58, and 59. These are your total payments
61 If line 60 is more than line 53, subtract line 53 from «ne 60. This is the amount you OVERPAID.

61
62a

62a Amount of line 61 you want REFUNDED TO YOU
b Routing number

c Type: D Checking

•

Savings

d Account number
63 Amount of line 61 you want APPLIED TO 1998 ESTIMATED TAX

Amount
You Owe

56a
57

58 Excess social security and RRTA tax withheld (see page 27)
59 Other payments. Check if from a • Form 2439

Refund

|

and type •
__
57 Amount paid with Form 4868 (request f a extension)

•

63

3,957

64 If line 53 is more than line 60, subtract line 60 from line 53. This is the AMOUNT YOU OWE
For details on how to pay, see page 27

•

65 Estimated tax penalty. Also Include on line 64

'

| 65 |

64

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my Knowledge and belief, they an
true, correct, and complete. Declaration o( preparer (other than taxpayer) Is based on all Information of w h i c h preparer has any knowledge

Your signature

Date

Your occupation

Spouse's signature If a joint return, BOTH must sign

Date

Spouse's occupation

BUSINESSMAN

FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Preparer's
signature

Preparer's social security no

Date

•

Ron R. Valentine, CPA
3/09/98
Valentine & Associates, Inc.
Firm's name (or yours
If self-employed) and
652 E, Mutton Hollow Road
address

•

Check If
self-employed

r y

Q

EIN
ZIP code

462-04-9899

84-1384179

Copy C For EMPLOYEE'S RECORDS
(See Notice on back of Copy B )
a Control number

1997

OMB No
1545 0008

1 Wages tips other comp

2 Federal income tax withheld

3 Social secunty wages

4 Social secunty tax withheld

375nG,00

10 1

5757.50
2418.00

39000.00

b Employer's ID number

5 Medicare wages and tips

87-0487189

6 Medicare tax withheld

565.50

39000.00

c Employer's name address and ZIP code

AUTOMATIC CAR C R E D I T I N C .

1497 N. MAIN STREET
LAYTON UT 84041
d Employees social security number

529-98-1688
Employees name address and ZIP codp

SAMUEL H. RUSSELL
154 E. CARRINGTON LANE
CENTERVILLE UT 84014

7 Social secunty tips

8 Allocated tips

10 Dependent care benefits

9 Advance EIC oayment

11 Nonqualified plans

12 Benefits included in box 1

13 See Instrs for box 13

S
•J 5

1500.00
Statutory
employee

Deceased

UT I Y70429

Pens on
plaA

Lega

37500.00

Hshd
emp

Subtotal

Deferred

comoensat on

2540.00

16 State Employer's state I D #

17 State wages tips etc

18 State income tax

19 Locality name

20 Local wages tips etc

21 Local income tax

Form W 2 Wage and Tax Statement
Dept of the Treasury - IRS
39 1754529
This information is being furnished to the IRS If you are required to file a tax return a negligence
penalty/other sanction may be imposed on you if this income is taxable and you fail to report it

OH
vX
-

<Ui
^Of-H

*_jt-4</i:>

:_ico<as

CO
M

ro
Jo*

1040
«r

OS, Individual Incomt Tax Return

1999

For tha y w Jin, 1 - Qao, 31 f 1 »M, or other UX y w beginning
YocrfratrumaindlnltM

IRS Uia Only - Do not wffla or aupla in thlt tpaca.
OMa No, 1**<«90"

Lastnama

Youroooeii

Laatntma

ejaouaa'ta aeoWa*oul»ynuwfcar

529-98-1688

If t Joint ratum, spout*'! first ntma and hum

TAMI J. RUSSELL

btWS

it.

JBL

, i a « , andlna

SAMUEL H. RUSSELL

lotlont

•wlca,
a print

LAHIBITA

398-74-9035

Momt tddraatfrumoarand ab-aai). If you hava a P.O. box aaa paga 1 a.

Apt no.

IMPORTANT!

154 E. CARRIKGTON LANE

You must enter
your SSN(s) above.

City, town or poat offica, aliia, and ZIP eoda. If you haw* a foralon addraaa, aaa pa.fi* 1 a.

CENTERVILLE, UT 84014
ChacWnflTaa*
Yea No
WHI not chanfl* your
k
Do
you
want
$3
to
go
to
this
fund?
tto« Campaign
taxorradueayaur
rafuns.
If a Joint return, does your spouse want 13togo to this fund?.
1
Single
>g Statue
2
Merrled fBing joint return (even IT only one had income)
3
MarriedflHngseparate return. Enter spouse's soc. sec. no*, above & fun name here •
4
(only
Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 18.) If the qualifying person Is a child but not your dependent,
enter this child's name here •
. Qualifying wfdowferl with dependent child freer spouse died • 19
)> (See page 18.)
S3 Yourself* if your perertt(vsomeor*efse) can claim y w
mptions
return, (to not check box 6a
,
,
, Naoftoll
Menu

Spouaa ,
O) F*ai Nima

,,.

Laatnama

TAYLOR K. RUSSELL
HMnibc
d*nti.
4*18.

CARLEY A. RUSSELL
HOLDEN J. RUSSELL

t

,,

,,
0 ) OapandaM'a aortal
aacurlty numSar

Ca) Dapandant'a
ratallonahlp to you

. . . J stand i s

2

IW Ohk If qualifying M^ofyouchild for onlld tax chlldran on
cradH(a—p€galfly Sc who:

646-14-4883 SON
646-30-1212 DAUGHTER
646-38-9022 SON

e)Nvad with you _
U did not ih/a with

youduttodn'orca

or aaparatlan
' ( « a pap 18}

Dapandantt
- ones not
antaradabo*
Add numbart

d Totai number of aacefnpbons daJmed
»««....,v . , .
y » * *«
*
Wages. saieries, tips, efc. Att»^ Ftfmts) W - 2
Taxsbae interest Attach Schedule B If required . , •.
» Tax-exempt Inlerest DO NOT indude on line 6a. •
| ab \
9 Ordnery dividends. Attach Schedufe B If required
19 Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of stab and local Income taxes (see page 2 1 ) . . . . .
11 Afcwiy received
12 Business Income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C-£Z
13 CapitaJgaMcr(»ces).Altech Schedule D If required, tf rw^ requked, ctieck here • • .
14 Other gains or (losses). Attach Perm 4797
ifie Total I f U dfeWbutlons
18a
b Taxable amount (aaa pg. 22)
i«e Total pensions and annuities [lee
b Taxable amount (aa« pg.2t)
17 Rental reel estate, royalties, partnerships, S corporation*,frusts,etc. Attach Schedule E
ia Farm Income or (lo$s). Attach Schedule F • # , . • •, • « . . f , . .
.....
19 Unerhpaoyment compensation
20* Social security benefits
1 2Qe 1
| _ | b Taxable amount (aaa pg, 24)
21 Qth* Income. Fortt 8 8 1 4
22 Add the amounts in the trnfrht column for lines 7 through 21» Thb b your total Income
29 B A deduction (see page ft)
29
24 Student loan Interest deduction (see page 26)
24
>»
Uedtoei savings account deduction. Attach Form 8863,..
Mov4ng expenses. Attach Farm 3903
27 One-half of eelMwiployment tax Attach Schedule S E . » .
27
SeM^empbyed heeith Insurance deduction (see page 29)
KeoQh and self-employed SEP and SIMPLE p l a n s . . . . . .
78
90
99 Penalty on early withdrawal of savings
31e
91a Alimony paid, b Recipient's SSN •
a * Add I n e s 23 Ihrouoh 31e

y-»* * *»a»so—

lefyour
W-tan4
IMfS.

«1

eoe-Jitf
ii

lid not
9a 20.
a> but do not
any paymant.
tots* use
S44-V.

istetf
is

me

• m

36,497
2^151

7

551
10

11
12
13
14
18b
16b
17
II
19
20b
21

-1,534

337,435

91
375,191

7fi

nrm iwg nggg)SAMUEL

Tax and
Crtdfti

R

AND TAMI J .

RtTSflETT.

* H you are marriedftfngaeparatety and your spouse Ifemias deductions or you wv«
a dual-daius aften. see page 90 and check here
,38 E ^ y o u * l l e i * ^ d e d u x * k x ^ ^
Slngta
Haadof
household:
S*,360
MarrfadfHInfl
Jointly or
Qualify!**;
wldowfaft;
Marred
tUirvy
taptfataty
14,800,

Other
Taxes

Payments

Refund
H4V.lt
tiraetty
dtposrttd!
fetptottt
and rm In seb«

YCMJOWC

ff

48,5C

.

326,6C

«_ ?!?i2*jL^^'fT^^^wo^^^
If On* * i ta mora than Hn* 3T, «iMar - o -

40
41
4a
43
44
45
4a
47
48
48
•8
81
88
88
84
88
H
87
88

. •

T|K(*ee page 01). Check If any to bfrom a S Form(8)8814 b D Form4972
Creditforch*d and dependent care expenses. Aft. Form 2441 .,,
41
Oadtt for thaekfarty or thedtsabted. Attach Schedule R
,
Chid tax credit ( a * page 33)
49
Education credits. Attach Fcrm 8863 , .
AdopBonaedH.A&chFcrm8839
48
Foreign to credit Attach Form 1118 If required
,
Other, Check If from aDForm3800
fiOFam8396
cOForm8801
d • Form(specify)
| 47
Add «nea 4Hhrough 47. These are your k>W credits
Subfractine 4$fromine 4Q. if Hne48femore than line40f enters8aif-employmentbur.Ait96h.SE
,
.*••..
Alternative minimum fax. Attach Faro 6261
,.•,••.
».•..•••..
«,
Soda! sacurfty and Medlcareto on Splncome not repated to employ*. Attach Form 4137
Tax on IRA*, other refrement plana, and MSAS, Attach Form 6329 If required
Advartae earned Inoome aedH paymentsfromForm(a) W-2
Houaehold employment kxaa. Attach Schedule H
Add i r w 48 through 56, This It your b t i i l r t
.»
,.,,«....,.,.«
Federal Income tax withheldfromForms W-2 and 1099
87
6,101
1888 eaimalsdtepaymenta and amount appBedfrom1998 return,
45,000

•

• c Type: D Checking

326 f SO
102,60

102,60

•
61

88

102,60:

>

b Nontaxable earned Income: amt • ]
1 1
andtype^
Mo
88 Additional chid tax credit Attach Farn 8812
40;000
81 Amount paid wkh request for extension to file
61
82 Excise soda! security and RRTA tax withheld (»aepaoaa«)
88
83 Other payment Check If from a DForm 2439 b O Form 4136
84 Add 8nas $7t S8, SOa, and 60 through 63. These aret your
your Iplat
Wat pay
i menu.
88 tf Im 84 k more than One 56, subfract Ine 68fromHne 84. Thb Is the amount you OVERPAID
88a Amount ofttne86 you want REFUNDED TO Y O U . . , . *
b Routng number

40

91,103
88a

D Savings

8 Account number
88 tfIne56brTKrethan!r*64,suU^
For detail* on hew to pay, see page 49
88 Esfmated to penalty. Abo Indude on *r+ 68

87
>
| 88 1

I

Uno«r panaltiaa of p * Jury, I dwtara that I hawa axamlnad thto r » u m and accompanying achaduto *nd ataiamanta. and to th# b « f t of m knowladaa m 4 ©alW, tf(oy <
frua, acrract, and ©ampJata. D«aiafatl^n of praparar (olhar than taxj*ypr) 1 9 | > M + 4 on all \*1 ormation of which prapara>t haa amy knowladoa.

Sign
Here

Tour slenaUjr*

Data

You- occupation

Soouaa'a wignaiura. \i a Joint ratirrv BOTH mu«t aign.

Data

Seouia'a oooupatkyi

Joint x% turn?
>acopy
-your
ricordt,

Preparer't
^ — 1 ~ -

DayUma i«!aphon«
numD«r (optional)

BUSINESSMAN
HOME
PttparaT'i
a^atura

Paid
f i

• 3Gb

anyb<w<>nlr«36aor36bor|faomeonecandalmyouasadapendent
S7 Subfractlneaafromlne^
*
2J™^teiH976cylass i mtiaplyte7tt^^

87 Amount of Una 88 you want APPUCD TO 2000 ESTIMATED TAX •

Amount

529-98-1688
375,i:

U Amount doming 33 (idjust»d grow Income)
S5 8 Check If; D You War* 86 or old*, DBHnd;
Q 8 p o u e e w a s 6 « a o l ^ / D Blind
Add the numb* of b o w checked afctou* tnd enter the total h e r e . . . , , , , , , ,
> Me

•

Prtpe-ar*aSSNdrrTIN

Otla
ChacIC If

Ron R^ Valentine, CPA

Pkirtanama(oryoura

<elf-omptoyed

. VALENTINE & ASSOCIATES, INC,
k.

_^

—=——

n

'—

eiN

U

P00026770
84-1384179 __

NOV-30-01

02:09

l=>M

HEDULESA&B
rmtoio)

CP&

80136326356

Attach l o Form 1040.

AlflJEL H. AND TAMI J .

• g e e Inetructtona tor Schadutee A and 8 (Form 10*0).

02S10

fin

VALENTINE

CPl=»

8013632636

lcrwaj|..A < B( F t r r n l ( 4 0 | 1 > M
" w - w ,hqWft * Form tow. DO not m i * M M ^ ^ U m.rtty wm*« n triawn on oih« .id.."

Attochmant A J

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J .

OMBWo.im-007*

RUSSET,!.

T«ur « o e _ MAffly lurtb

mgfiHT.T.

4
•
a
7
•

CtuBoiK Do not include expenses ralmburaad o-paW by otfwm.
««dfaaj and denial e x p e r t (see page A-11
S ^ amountfrwnForm iQ40(lne 34 . . . . [ a 1
Multiply In* 2 above by 7.5% (.075)
•
Subtract Una 3fromBoa 1. If Ine 3 » more than Una 1. antar - 0 State and local locoma baas
> ^ estate taxes (see paoeA-2)
Personal property sue*
Other ten*. Ust type and amount

•

Add Unas g through e^

1
a
*

OMB Ha 1S44-00.4

1999
•

NOV-30-01

P. 0 4

Schedule A - Itemized Deductions

wiHwtnwtovtei (eg
•f») ihown oft Form 1 w e

as You

VALENTINE

Tow mtchl - a m y met

529-98-1688

ScheduU B - interest and Ordinary Dividends

529-98-1688

Koter If you had over 0400 In _ * . N . Intaraet you must ako comolata Part til.
HBiifflj

i -

1
•

1 a 1
a
I 7 j
{BO

-Bias
l a
1 3 , 9 9 6 Egpj
4
' 5 1 1 " B H
188
lil§

(b*M>M

S S L . Is*
HSSS
**H)

Uatnamaofpayar. If any Intaraat la from a aalar^riancad rnortoaga and the buyer uaed the property
as a personal residence, aee page 8-1 andfatthb Interest ftrst Also, show that buyer's social security

™*~"* •**"• •
£OTPJi_iTIC ^CAR^CREpiT .IMP- _. _ .
B % f f i S BANK
DELTA 5gpIOYEE""crREDlf "UN|0N"

ttrteltyou

raat
Paid

10

Home m o r t a g e Interest and polnta reported on Form 1088

11

Homa rnortajaoa intarast not reported on Farm 1098.if P * M i o t r * f ^ . c n r r o m | | | | |
whom you DotiBht tho homo. ••« p*e» A-J a (how th»t »«r«ort'i nun*, ID no. * &ddr*M f f p i i

It

Points not raportad on Form 1090. Saa p^sgeA-sT

10

t h v s e t m i t Interest Attach Form 4962, V requfred.
(Sea page A—4)
AoV^^rle»10t^rouah'ia.'|','1,|>.^1^'•'•'.'|^^|,,•

_14,
lie
ity
iflfleU
'HforK,

mtyand
t Leases
ejeajja
T*°J_'r

1i
w

17
10

( 10

•»>^B
2,750

Q^byca»hcrch«fc.lf M yojftof$2SOorriwa.a«po.AH
°^.^^°«horofwCk.ff«nypmor|2fi0ofmcra,»«p
You WJftTeBach Form B203 If over SGOO
.,
Carryover Irom prior year
.
Add Mnaaig through 1 7 . . . .

12,800

2,500

x- ^. - • " S ' * ^ *" • * * * M a n d ' a S ' * • v l f t » , b o o d » ^ " ^ • " » lOfla from Form 0616, Ine 14.
You MUeT attsch Form M i l . , , , , , , .
t
-*
^* d ""0 3fromBne 2. Entar the reeuK here and on Form 1040. Una Sa
t*elet Wyou had over QAOQ in orolnary dMdenda, you must abocompWe Part HI.

— — —• - » —. — - _ . - _ . - . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ „

•*t»
DMdtnda
-.
M..M»B.i

*

ZSZimm,*

Caauaity or theft t o s s e s ) . Attach Form 4664.
a A-6J.
MUt"""f{,
V f'1'f t IMU",
*» C J ^ m b u r ^ e m f r i o y e e « ^ r e ^ . J o b travel, unbo dues.Job adueaHonJ
• _ Vou leuSTattach Form 2100 or 2106-EZHrequired. (Sea page A~S.) |
.._

»

^^^^-lndi^«^w<«nerydh4dends.lfyoure^
Insfruciom for Form 1040. Kne 13. •

DEAN WITTE_R_
P l ^ l WIT'EEA,

Ifttl)

JO

11 Tax preparation fees
U
Other «*p«raa*-mmf/TieiitM^
•

a Add the amount on loa 1.

3uft

1t

jetton*

JUS-IHT, Farm
1MS-OI0.CI*
•JbiUlut.
lUUmtrtl from
• trokvtfl»ffe7K.
Ihllh.trm-.
nimtulh*
ptyirindmtar
if»t total mtiTMi
*ha*n on Ih&l

*

E
10BWDIV«r
NtatlM*
•tatomant from
tbrokr«ot

7 ! . . . . !7. .T. .T..".

WtftfttV

tti»v«Hn*ry
an th«t (arm.

»-»f«r
MM tO

;th«ra)

as
a4
It
00
27

Add Inao 2 0 tn/ouoh 2 2
Enter amount from Form 10*0. Una 34 . . . .
MyWp*ylna 24 above b / ? % ( . « )
,
Subtractlne 26 fromllne 23, If lne 26 Is mora than Una 29, enter - 0 - . ,
Other - from Ibi on p«ge A-6. Utt type and amount •

Nrt III
reralgn
^

"
£1

KttOAO

P*-B.t|
Is Form 10*0, Une 34. over $128,600 (over $63,300 ITmarried Nlng separately)?
DHo- Votf deducttofi ts not limited. Add the amounts In the farriohtodumn
ter •«—i A ttatimh 9T Ak« Anto thk nmoim! em ForTn 1040 tntt 36

Reduction
-7,455
\

—

f Addtfwamounts on Ine S. Enter the total here and on Form 10*0. Boa a
•
You must eomptets Hies part If you (a) had over $400 of Interest or ordinary dvldenda: (b) had a foreign aeoount; or
(c) rooolvod a dtefrtbutlon from, or were a grantor of, or a fransferor to. a foreign frust
7a At any tma during 1990. did you have an Interest In or a signatura or othar authority o - r « flnandal eocount In a foreign
counfry.such a s a bank account, securities account, or other flnandal account? See page B-2 for exceptors and Mng
requfremenei tor Form TO P 00-22.1
b If •Yes.* enter the name of foreign counfry •
0

During 1999, d>d you receive a dbtrtbutton from, or were you the grantor of. or fransferor to. a foreign frust?
WYea,"you may have to Hto Form 3S20. Sea page B~2 .
RFA For Paperworfr neduction Act Nattce, e e e Form 1040 Instructions.

Schedule ft (form

NOV-30-01

02:11 AM

VALENTINE

JHEDULE D
wtm 1040)
»nmM»oflNTfMK*y
rMiw>v»nmafvto> (w^

CP*

HOV-30-01

8013632636
QMS Ko.1tM-0CT4

Capital Gains and Losses
•
•

Attach lo Form 1040.
• See tnatittttone for Schedule D (Form 10*0).
Ua^achadu^^K1^cyrnoraapac^^oPrtfr>n^actkytafar^^r^«•Tand^>

wW iKownon Form 1040

Attaehmant

«<%

Taur-aobWMaurKyn

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J , RUSSELL

iMEHHuDlulCaE

1999
529-98-1688

Qalrm and Loeeaa - Aaaeto Held One Year or Lese

t« Dttcriptlan ol property
(B«Mnoi«,ioo»h.xT«c«».)

02:12

fitl

VALENTINE

CP«

8013632636

> ^ D ^ i W ) 1 > w SAMtlL, H. AND TAMI J . RUSSELL
B 9 B I Summary of Parte 1 and II
"» Combine Rnea? and 16. If a leea, go tp Rne 18. If t otln, enter the gain on Form 1040, Una 13 .
Next: CompWa Form 1040 through Ine 38. Then, gotoFart IV to figure your tax »:
• Both Inea 18 and 17 are galna, arid
• Form 1040, Ine 38, • mora than zero.
I I Hlne 17 Is a lea*, enter here and aa a (teas) on Form 10*0. Una 13, the emaner of thaae losses:
• The loss on Ine 17; ©r
* (13,000) or, If married Hflng separately. (Sl.500)
Next: Skip Part IV below. Instead, complete Form 1040 through Km 37. Then, complete the
Capital Loaa Carryover Worksheet on page O-e it:
• The loaa on Ine 17 exceeds the Ices on line 18, or
* Form 1040,Ine37. tea loss.
Tax Computation UairiQ Maximum Capital Gain© Rates
I I Enter your taxable Income from Form 10*0. Hne 38
9

Enter the smarter of Ine 16 or Rne 17 of Schedule D

t l H you are fling Form 4962, eotar the amount from Form 4962, Una «e
M Subtract Ine 21 from Ine 20. tf aaro or lass, enter - 0 as Combine Ines 7 and 18, If zero or tees, enter - O U fotsrtheamaaareffeV«i8orln«Q,butnc4laasthanwo
I I Enter your unreeaptured seotton 1260 gain, tf any. from ine 16 of the worksheet on page 0 - 7 ,
81 Add Unas 24 and 25
87 subfractIna26 from ftne22.H aero orloss,enter-081 Subfrsrt foe CT from * w 19. If aaro or less, enter-0I I Enter the smelter of:
The amount on Ine 19. or
e 188.750 tfalngk: 943,060 » married Mng Jointly <r qualifying widower):
»

}

ErHar«heameDeroflne28orlne29

91 Subfract Ine 22 from Ine 19, If aaro or teas, enter - O -

3LOBAL HARINE 500 SHARtS
3/10/97 12/01/99
WVEEN MUNICIPAL 800 SCARES
10/22/99
JNIT BIF SSL 20462 S l l p E S 3/28/98 3/29/99

» EmV the larger of Rne 30 or Ine 31

11,650

-4,022

6,509

6,600

-91

20 # 278

20,278

7,628

»

fturetUt»xonteamo4jntonlne3£Usetr*Ttt^
Note: If Ine 29 is tesa than Ine 28, go to Ine 38.

34 Enter the amount from Ine 2 i
as Entar the amount from Ine 28
91 Subfract Ine 36 from Ine 34, tfxaro or tess. enter-O97 MuMplylne38by1Q%(.10)
Note: If Una 27 is more then aero end equal to Ine 36, go to Ine 62.
ai Entertr*ama0aroflfw19orfne27

Enter your bog-term totals. If any. from
Schedule D~1. Ine 9
Total long-term sate* price amount*.
Add column (d) of Knes Sand 9 .
GainfromForm 4797. Part I; long-term Qatn from Forms 2438 and 6252;
and long-term gain or (ioat) from Forms 46B4,8781, and 8824
Nat lory-term gain or (law) from partnership*, 8 coporatfons, estates, and trust* from Schedule^) K-1 .
i Capital gain dhfrbutions. See page 0 - 1

.

Sorm.

8 8 . 1 4 . . .1., 3.10

1,310

I long-term capital loss carryover. Entar tn bom columns (t) and (g) the amount.
If any.fromUna 13 of your 1998 Capfel Loss Carryover Worksheet
' Combine Ines 8 through 14 in column (g).
i Itetbng-term capital gain or flee*). Combine Ines 8 through 14 in column (0
•
Meat; GotaPart III on the back.
a n Rata Gain or Loe* Includes aM "ccaocflbtas gains and losses* (as deflned on page 0 - 3 ) and up to 50% of the eUgibb 0aln on quaffed amei business

91 Enter tha amountfromIne 36
49 Subfract Ine 36 from Ine 38,
41 HurBph-lna40byarj%(.2q)
Mote: W Ine 86 » aero or blank, skip Ines 42 through 47 end read the note abovs Ine 48.
41 Er*ar*eemallarofNn»22orln»2*
49 Add Ines 22 and 32
[asl
•1 Enar the amount from Ine 19
|44|
41 Subfract Ina 44 from Ine 43. t f a r o ortees,enter-O48 Subfract Ine 46 from Ine 42. tf 2 * 0 or less, enter-O47 MuMpty Ine 48 by 2 5 * (.26)
Note: If Ine 24 Is zero or blank, go to Ine 52.
48 Enter the amount from Ine 19
•^ Add Ines 32,38,40, and 48
Subfract Ina 49 from Ine 48
,
I I Multiply Ina 80 by 28% ( 28)
n Add Ines 33.37,41,47, and 81
O Figure tha tax on the amount on Ine 19. Use the Tax Table or Tax Rate Schedules, whichever applies.

S29-98-1C

NOV-30-01

0 2 : 1 3 AW

CHEDULE E
brm 1040)

VALENTINE

CPfl

313632636

NOV-30-01

Supplemental Income and Loss

p*tm«ntotthi'rrataury

OMBNQ.ISa-007*

(From r w i U raft estate, royalties, partnership*,
8 oorpofatlone. t t i m Y t . IrueLe. AEMICe. etc,)
• A t t a c h to Form ipso or Form 1041. • 5— instructions far Schedule E (Form 1040).

1999

529-98-1688

I n c o m e o r L o s * F r o m R e n t a l R e a l E s t a t e a n d R o y a t U e S Note: Report Income and expenses from your business ofrenfng
personal property on Schedule C o r C - g (see page E-i). Report term rente! Income or toss from Form 4aas on page 2.foe38.
Shew Ihe ktnd end local © t o r eech rental reel estate properly:

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
[1497 N . KAIK I A Y T O N . UT "

VALENTINE CPA

8013632636

aontduTs E (Form i c w ) 1999

Attachment aeguonoo No. 1 3
| Ten- • • « • « « »

HmM») »h°w»» tm rttum, Oo not t\itr rem* tna acce) murity numb* If •hown an oth«r aid*.

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J . RUSSELL
Noai: If you report amount from terming or fishing on Schedule E. you must enter your gross Income from those actMflea on Urn 41 below, Real
prosjsiior>aafTHjat(}wr»jWei tna 4^betow.

n«(i)ihowfianraurrt

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J JWS8ELL

02:13 AM

mm*Income or Loss From Partnershlpe and 6 Corporations if you report a kmfroman at-rh* aoUvKy. you MUST oi
odumn (e) or (f) on Ine 27 to descraw your Investment In the sdMty. See pega E-S. If you check column ft), you «™** * n * c h F o r

Yea No
2 Per each rental real estate property
feted on I n e 1 . did you or you*
tamfly use It during thetoeyear for
X
A
personal purposes for more than the
greater of:
• 14 days, or
S
• 10% of th* total days rented
at fair rental value?
PMMME-U
_
Prooervee
I
Touts
a
1
C
I (AddeoUimnsA.B,eC,)

c

some:

1

A

]

120,0001

JLJ

Auto and fr«val (see page E-2)
Cleaning and maintenance

,

120,000

a

Tl

penses:

4

c
Tl
T'i
i;

I

§
10
11
Mortage tntfest paid b bank*, efe. (see pege E-2) 12
IS

2,505i
41 f 917|
^Tl,542

\u

12

2 . SOS

fit

68,048
4,204

11

2,084

18
17
0«wr(fcO^

_

It

_-•.„...*
• » « « » » . . • » « * . » . . _

_

21

6T,048
4,204
72f2S2

22

47,748

IS
1

Deprectaton expense or depletion (see page E - 3 ) . , "ao

_

_

[2D

e) e»«»» InatualaA Ira*
e»h»»J*-0.ltn«»c

Ireome/Ooes) from rental reel estate or royalty proptrllat. Subfract Ine 21 from 3 (renfe) or a (royaMes).
If result b a poss), see page E-3 to and out If you
Dedudfcla rental real safes) foe*.
CtatfMt rourr«nUir«il *aUUtawon l*» tt m*y b« nmlted.
M pao» <-a to t m« om H you moiuu* fana eMa. I^MI

WRM'Mi Income or Loss From Real Estate Mortgage Investment ConduKa (REMICs) «. Residual Holder

»

Summary
at

u

I

Ootrffrte columna (d) and (o) only. Enter the result here and Include In the total on Una 4 0 betew.

1I

_. ..__

. _ ^ If

Income. Add posHrwe amounb shown on Ine 22. Do
Loaaea, *dd1oye% tosses from I n e 22 and rental real estate losses from Ine 23. Enter the total losses ha
Total rental real estate and royalty Income or (loss). Combine Ines 24 and 25. Enter the result here.

1

sJ
J2f

k

47,74*

Net term rental Income or floss) from Form sasf. Abo. complete Ine 41bek»w,

40 TOTAL Income or (loss). Combine Inea 2 6 , 3 1 , 3 6 , 3 t . and 30.
Enter the result here and Ort Form 1040, Ine 17
Reconciliation of Farming and Fishing Income: Enter your gross farming and fishing
Income reported on Form 4836, Ine 7: Schedule K~1 (Form 1006), I n * 1Gb; Schedule
K-\ (Form 1120SL Ine 23; and Schedule K-i (Form 1041). Ine 14 (see page E-6) . . . .

• l*o

NOV-30-01

02:14 API

VALENTINE CPfi

Depreciation and Amortization

OMB Ma, < M * - a m

(Including Information on Listed Property)

1999

4562
Oopartmant of lha Tmiury

NOV-30-01

8013632636

9+e M p i r i K Inaaructtona.

•

J . RUSSELL

529-98-168B

* or aotMty to which thrt form rai&u*

tUMhaTr«Mury
•

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J

f e e oeparale Irujfrucbowa.

•

19!
Aiwehm

Attach frla form to your return.

RUSSELL

529-98-1

BUIITMU or aelMry te whhh IMIe I am rol*u«

Part I - summary

8chedule E ~ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

1

Election To Egpertae Certain Tenglbte Properly (I
Klfyouhovti
laasdmum doner Irritation. If an enterprise 2one business, *ee page 2 of to IrafrucKona

I

Totefcoatot section I T * property placed In aarvlce. See page 2 of the Instructions

»

Threshold coat of eocVon 179 property before reduction In Imitation

4

Fteduoaon In Imitation, 9ubfrect In* 3 from Ine 2. If » o or lew. enter - 0 -

I

Dolor Imitation for tax year. Subtract Ine 4 from line 1, If zero or tess. enter - 0 - . If married fling separately,
aea page 2 of the tofruoltona

NTol
Certain TenpJblo Property fBecWon 17») <*** u you n a y
Maidmum dofer Imrtatton. If an entarprlae xcme bualneas. aee page 2 of the InsfucBon*

»>l»Ud prcpfiy." compUU Pari V bafcra you oowytoU E m I )

$19,000
13.595
$200,000

t>) Paacrtpitonorproparty

1

yiy *>l«i«o prcparty.* c a m p l . t . r a n V o . f o r . you oomo(«u 1

1

Total coat of aoefon 179 property placed In aervfae. Sea page 2 of the tot-ucllora

9

Thraef^cxBtofeectfonlT* property before redudon In lmft«Bon

4

r%idi>ci^Jnlmltric^$ubiT^

f

r^ofe/lmRaaon for tor year. Subtest ine 4 frwllne 1. If w o »toa8,anlar ^ . It married fJIrigaaparaWy,
aoapaoagcfth*lnaang8org
. _ . . . !

19,OOP

ta) g t e c f d c o j t

From K - l

J!

W Paacripilon at proptTy

a>) Coit tbmkwn U M only)

fcjElacUflooM

13,595

7

Lalad property. Enter amount Irom Ine 27.

•

Total afeotedcceJ of section 179 property. Add amounte In column (0). Ines e and 7

I

8013632636

Depreciation and Amortization

Nama(i) inown oArattfn

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI

Cpp

(Including Information on Listed Property)

eagy»n»»»ft P 7

N*m«(() anown on ratum

VALENTINE

4562

AUaahmtm

Attach thif term lo your f i l m .

02:19 AM

| 7

1

13,595
13,595

Teniatfve ««duc«e". Enter the smalter of Ine 5 or t r * 8

10

Carryover of da^tswed deduction Irom 1986. See p e ^ 2 of to Ina^uctom

11

Bualneaa income Imrtatton. Enter the smaftar of buaineaa Income (not lass than zero) or Ine S (see tofructfora).

11

Sacton 179 expense deduction. Add Inea 9 and 10, but do not enter more man Una 11
Carryover of dawJcwed deduction to 2000. Add Inea 9 and 10, teat Mno 12 .

7

UOad property. Enter amount Irom Ine 27

a

Total elected cost of taction 179 property. Add amount In column (c)» l n « 8 and r

-

Ter«allvededucbon.Ena»lre J aiTvtferoflne5erlr)e8
Cerrywer of dbafewed dedue«on from 1996. $ee paoe 2 of the torucflona.
B4idneaa Incorr* imMatoa E n a * the amaft^

19,000
13,595

>

Section 179e>penee deduction. Add Inea 9 and i 0 . but donotenler mora than Ine 11

.> 1»

Carryover of daaitewed deduction to 2000. Add Inea 9 and 10. tea Ine 12

Note: Do not Uee Part M or Part III below tar feted property (automebaas. certain other vehicles. oaMular telephone*, certain computers, or property u
arasrtelnmoot. rear—ton, or amusement). Inetead. uae Part V for feted property.
fcUCPS tJ>oprociotto For A ^ U Placed to S a r v ^

eiiam>iT>en1.ro<rQa*o*oramuaem

(Po NM Indode Listed Prcperty.)

MAC^>D«prede1toilHarAeaetaWeced InSer^

9 e d k M B - General Depredation System (OOS) (See paoe 9 of the mstruriom.)
# * Month an4
urvb*

A * General Aaeet Account Etectkm
H you are r r ^ n o ^ e t e d t o n under aecfcri 188(1X4) to a 7 " ? any assets placed in earvtoa durln0 me tax year Into one or more
Oeneral eaaet eecounte, check thej boa, Sea

14

14 tf you ere maktr»atr* election ureter s a i c ^

f a Baalt far atprmtatlaft
(tuainaaa/bwaaimant u»«
orrty - • • • InalrueDani)

"SBST

H
OaftvenUon

<n Motho^

—
IB) D.pcoUlkon «MMe(lof«

•

H e 3-year property

9 5-year property

bfr-yeor p r o p e ^

• 7-yaar property
4 10-yaar property

c 7>yaar property
d 1u-yaar property
9 1S-year property

f 20 year property
g 25-yaar property
a naatdenlel rental property
1 faanraaldentlal reel property

_f

25 yrs
27.5 yrs
27.5 yrd
39 yrs

MM
MM
MM
MM

S/L
S/L
S/L

12 y r s
40 yrs

fl

f»uolM»«/in>»**lin»ni ut»
m^t. M « »Miruaiiani)

1 S/L

ttRKertry
eariod

| f ) Bap-MUUon

_

20^yeerproperty

BffiSSff^

2S-year property

^ S i f S l

25 yrs
27.5 yrs
27.5 yrs
105,000 39 yrs

6/01/99
jj^y,!: " y *

0

^

0

MM
MM
MM
MM

S/L
S/L
S/L
S/L

s/V

^ Ptpradotlon 8yatem (AD9)t (See page 6 of the Irafcnicttong.)

a y«f.

_8a>L.

N) Malhod

^ f f l ^ |

1 Nonresldenaal reel property

SI^ISaSESZTBE

O t h e r D e p r e d a t i o n (Do Hot Include listed Property.) (See page 5 d the Instructions.)

n
Conv»fi«»on

K^ffifflffi

S/L
S/L
MM

* c t t o « a > Oeneral benrertenrm Syetam (Qflfl) (See p * y i «* ihe h ^ v . w L ^ O
H M m h t M
fWrplMMtifi

h BaeldenfJelrentBl property

1 S/L

11a OasaWb
12-yaor

•-,-. -

e | CliMlf iMlten of f a p a r t y

H a 5-year property

e 15-yaar property

• [ 13 {

NotetDe not uee PartR or Part IU below for felad property (automcWIet, carlaln other vehWea

tecttan k - Oeiwrat Aaaet Account Becttoa

e | Ck«ino*Uan of aroparty

| "f"

40 y r s

MM

S/L
S/L
S/L

)Q (Do Not Include Uated Property.) (See page 6 of the Inatructione.)
QOS arid AOSdedudtom for a c a e t o p i t c r t ^

17

( ^ ami A D 8 d e d u d t o « for asa«vk placed In eeivlee to

17

la

Property subject to aacflon lf3fl(fX1) a

19

It

ACftSandoc^rdecreclatfon..,.,,

99

Utted property. Enter amount from Ine 26

2»

lilted property. Enter amount Irom Ine 26

»

Totet. Add deductions on Ine 12. Irwa 15 and 16 In column (g), and Hoes 17 through 2 a Enter here and on the
appropriate Knee of your return. Partnership* & S corporation* - aee Instruction* - -

21

Total. Add daducflona on Ine 12, Ines i s and 16 in column (g), and inea 17 mrough 20. Enter here and on the
appropriate Ines of your return. Pertnershlpa A $ ccrporalom - 90a lr»t*uclom

Prcc-rty»u6)«ribe«^n16«<fX1)elechon
ACftS and other depredetton

BJBi^SummJv- (See page 6 of Ihe InetrucBora.)

S u m m a r y ($»e page 6 of the Inductions.)

i—r

»S^^«iiW^

I ad

l:AKStfej»i!P»'»5i

Nov-se-0! 02:is an

Form

OtKnmant of Iha Traaauy
Wf2»|Hw«MewylB»
Tar(MmKk)(i«« mttruotiona)

-

SAMUEL H. RUSSELL
TAMI J . RUSSELL
VALEKTINB « ASSOCIATES. INC.
'

652 E . MUTTON HOLLOW ROAD
any. to«n or eott otf io«. »i»u. and I I * sod*

M«i
4

QMS H» 1HS-B1M

1999

individual I n c o m e Taaao

tax return tor 1999
i Total 1999 payments
• Balance.Subfract6from4

398-74-9035

7
•

Complete ONLY If ftfwg QJfVQ8T Te» Return
hkfarmsbo extends the timeforfang a gift or ganer«Horv-skippingfranstar(GST) tex •
•turn f you ate « ceieoder (notfecal)year Incometaxreturn. Enter your gift or GST tax jio
•y»n»n<(») In Pert IV and:
haaktniaMat • D VmMarvrAsuMtmgaeinarasTrAXrtluniaxtanaton,

0 2 : 1 6 OM

VftLENTINE

CPft

8013632636

Noncash Charltabla Contributions

F»m 8283
f^v.ooio»«rim)

• Attach la your lax return If you claimed a total deduction
of over Mooforall contributed property.

Dapar tmant of th* Tra«*ry
lwm»in>vftu»r
MMM<i) •hawn en your Inooma Ustfiurn

•

AttMnrMni
Saquanoa Mi

step eeperata instructions.

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J . RUSSELL

Total tax RabltHy o n your Income

$

91,101
5 1f 101
40,000

fcEUira

KAYSVILLE, UT 84037
529-56-1688

NOV-30-01

Application for Automatic Extension of Time
To Flit U.S. Individual Income Tax Return

4868

* < * • • • !••• tnatructtana)

8013*32636

VRLENTIHC CPA

aMn3STTa*-|fyoueren©tf«ngagWorGSI
tax return. go to Pert V now._Saetrie testnjesons.
Your gM or GSTtaxpayment.... I
Your apouaa'e gift/Qsrteatpayment
Total
40,000
Tola! liability. Add Inesft.7. and 8 . 1 .
Amount you are paying
•
40,000

529-98-11

Helot Qaure the amount of your conHbuHon deduction before competing the form. See yourtanreturn Instructions.
Section A - Lkt In Inte sectton only itema (or groups of similar Items)torwhich you claimed a deduction of 13.000 c
Ateo.tetcertain pubBdyfradodaecurHtes oven tt the deduction Is over t5,000 (ww InakucHons).
Information on Donated Property - If you need mora space, attach a statement
M N«m« and addraaa of iha
darw«a-0vXatlon

1

DESERET INDUSTRIES
A 2048 WASINGTON BLVD.
OGDEN, UT, 84401
ARC OP UTAH
a 3135 S. HARRISON BLVD.
_OGDBN, UTAH, 84403

IT Ine 10 h lees than Ine 9, you may be HaMe for Intareit
and penalties. See page 9.

(b) OaacrlpUartot dortttad probarty

""

"
MISC HOUSEHOLD ITEMS AND CLOTH!
MISC HOUSEHOLD ITEMS AND CLOTH!

c
D

E
Mote: I* the amount you claimed a s a deduction tor an Item h Sa00 or teas. Vou d o not hava to eomotete column* Id). fe>. and m .
aaoAUofih»
•onfrfeutlon

Hak* your cheo* payable to the "United states ttre.taury*
and M i l Form 4668 with your payment to:

A

Various

a [Various
c
0
E

H ouaacqt**)
oy donor fna.w.)

1/99
Various

m

E9pa O t h e r I n f o r m a t i o n -

Internal Revenue Service
P.O. Box 7122
San F r a n c i s c o , CA 94120*7122

t

S* H«w **ulr»4
ay donor

Purchase
Purchase

a> 0an«JiOB«J«r
ad|iu1adMau

2,100
5,400

atF«trm»r*«t**iu»

700

1,800

Complete ine 2 B you gave less than an entire Interoat In property feted In Part

~

ft) MalhodiMaatedatarmln
fMrfttl««Ju»

Thrift
Thrift

Shop 1
Shop *\

t.

M.durtrig ma year, you obm^uted leas tr«ntrwen^
• inter the letter Irom Part I thai identifies the properly •
. M Part It apples to more than one property, attach a separate stetams
a Totafamount otelmadaa a deduction for the property leted In Part I: (1) For Inktaxyear te
|1) For any priortaxyears • _ _
,
Name and address of eech organtaakon to whteh any such contribution was made in a prior year
(oomplote only If dMerent than tha donee orflanteatton above);
***** Of charHabla orguibatlan (donaa)
Adertat (rwmW, alraat. and room or autt* no.)
City or town, »uta, and 2IF»*«d«

d For eyigjbte property, errter trw pteoe wriere the property is located or kept Pa Name of any parson, olharthan the donee ag^nixatlon, fiavlr^ actual posaasBion o( the property • _
*

If Conditions were Attached to any conHbuBootetedIn Part I, answr questions a - c and attach the required
statement (see Inafructtone).
s Is there a rmWclon, eithertemporaryor permanent, on the donee'srightto use or dbpose of the donated property? .
B Did you give to anyone (other man ma donee crganUstion or another crgenualSon partblpatlng with the donee organJzaaon In cooperss^tundraVsiriQ) tnenQhtlo the income i-om the donated property or to the possession of the property, Including the riohl to *Dte dormtod j
secunttts, to acquire tna property by pwchase or otherwise, or to designate the person having such income, possession, orrightlo
aeoutre?

IOV-30-fcJi

0 2 : I T AM

VALENTINE

rm 8814
ip«run«RioftntirrMtury

CPPI

3013632636

Parents' Election To Report
Child's Interest and Dividends

OMat«o.1Mi-1>t«

• Set InafrueSone below and on back.
• Attmctxtoparents' Form f<KO or Form TQeoWft.

im«(a)«hownony6urr«iMm

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J . RUSSELL
529-98-U88
«; Tht Federal Income tax on your chWt Income, Including capital gain dteKbuflont may betossIf you lie t separata tax returntortochltf Instead

(making Ihn efocfton. This IK because you cannot take certain lax benefits that your child could take on res or bar own return. For defalk, Ma Tax Saneftts
ouMayHotT*. D nth.b*c*.

CARLEY A. RUSSELL
C If mora t*n one Form M i l * attached, check hare

646-30-1212
•

fl

Chlld'a Interest and Dividends To Report on Your Return
la Enter your chWa taxable Interest If thfc amount b dmerantfromthe amounts shown on the child's
Forma 109WNT an d 108Q-OU>, eee the Instructions
B Enter your crsVft tax-ax**** Interest
DO MOT Include this amount on Ine 1a .
f

Enter your thfefa ordlnory dMdends. Including any Alaska Permanent Fund dividends. If your chHd received
any erdlnajy dividends as a nominee, se* the InsfUctJona

9

fne¥yourchld*sca^pAmdlse1butlor^

1S3

•satatoat-gdfoni

_2„618

Addtr«ia.2, V Kja.tffeetteJb91,4ttorle»Ks^
do not Me thai form. Your ehfd must Me his or her own return to report the Income

,2,801

S

Bate amount.

-L.400 OC

•

&*lnk*lrw3tomln*4.ijyduehacfced1he
Wa*uc*>ns.Aa^lrvlUO*thfe amount In the total en Form 1040, Ine 21, or Form 1 0 4 0 ^ Mr* 81. In the space
narffc?
"
" " -In%
• -t1, i*at -Term SB
- 14* end ahow the amount Oo to Ine 7 below.
— . 1 7 5 10. >
. ,CGP..

a

Tax on the First $1.400 of Child's Interest and PMdends
7

Amount not land .

•
f

Subtradlrw 7 ^omIm4Jflr* result b aero or less, enter-0Tax. h the amount on Ine 8teasthan |700?
8 ale. Enter SIOS hare and see the Noai betow.
O Vee. Murtfcrfy fnetfby 15% (AS). Enter the result here and see the Kola below.

91
7QQ

A, 1,01
105

Moat: H you checked the box on Ine C above, sea the lr»trudtons. Otherwise. Indude the an
tne 46, cr Form iCMONft, Ine 39. Be sure to check box • on Form 1040, Ine 40, or Form 1Q40NR, Una 39.

toHparwonxiieducttM

Fana H14 flw

1040

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return
For the year Jtrt. 1 - Dec, 0i t 2000, or other tax year be ginning
Your first nems and Initial

el
stfent
*1«.)

1497

398-74-9035
Apt. nd>.

IMPORTANT! A
You must enter
your SSN{s) above.

N . MAIN S T ,

IAYTON, UT 84041

ion Campaign
•

Spouse

You

Nole. Checking "Yes* will not change your tax or reduce your refund.
Do you, or your spouse Iffifinga joint return, want $3 to go to this fund?

> - > UTeeHMo

Uye»Bno

3

Single
Marriedfilingjoint return (even If only one had Income)
Married fifing separate return. Enter spouse's $oc. sec. no, above & full name here • _ _ _

4

Head of housenold (with qualifying person), (See page 19.) If the qualifying person Is a child but not your dependent,

1
2

enter tWs child's name here •
^
,_._--____-_-____-). (See page 19.)
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (year spouse died •
B Yourself* If your parent (or someone else) can dalm you as a dependent on his or her tax
return, do not check box 8a
......,,
,.....,
•«..
* ja*. of boxes

mptlona

B

SpCUSe

>, 1

Dependents:
(1) First Name

TAYLOR K.
4Mb.
ifl.20.

%x*_*e's K K W teaitty numoer

City, town or post office, state, and ZIP tod*. If you have i for*lfrl address, »ee page 10.

Identic I

iin*n«ix

Lett name

Home eddrese (number and street). If you hav* & P.O. box, «•• page 1».

E
R
E

conly
3X,

Ltstrwne

tour ton W eecurtty number

TAMI J. RUSSELL

L

ig S t a t u s

OMBNQ.1S4S-P074

*ao

529-98-1688

If«Joint return, spouse's first nams and inttW

H

4A«18,)

IBS Uia only - Do not writ* of »t*pl« In thl» i p m

J*!L

, gpoo, ending^

SAMUEL H. RUSSELL

L
A
B

e
wife,
i print
e,

2000

(2) Dependent's social
security number

List name

RUSSELL

*

Sasndeb

(4) ChK If qualifying No. of your
child for child tax children on

(3) Dependent's
relationship to you

credit (see page go) ao who:
• lived With you _

646-14-4883 SON
646-30-1212 DAUGHTER
646-38-9022 SON

CARLEY A. RUSSELL
HOLDEN J. RUSSELL

.

• did rwtfhre with
• you due to divdrce
or separation
' (see page 2o)

Dependents
on ao not
entered Above

d Total number of exemptions claimed.

>me

,_ Mnee above • |

7 Wages, salaries, tips, etc. Attach Form(s) W - 2 . . . . :
86 Taxable Interest Attach Schedule B If required

b

8a

Tax-exempt Interest Do not include on line 8a

fifil

I 8b

lid not

9
10
11
12
13
14
15e
16a
17

0*21.

1a

I iSe I
I
I b Taxable amount <»«e PQ. 2$f 16b
Total pensions and annuities [ l e a f
J 5 Taxable amount (no* pg. aa) 16b
17
Rental real estate, royalties, partnerships, S corporations, trusts, etc. Attach Schedule E
Farm Income or (loss). Attach Schedule F
• , . , , . . 18

e, but do not
any payment.
lease use
bsMr.

1P

Unemployment compensation

20a Social Security benefits

W-8end
none,
ite-h

!«*-Bif
s withheld.

Ordinary dividends. Attach Schedule B If required
Alimony received . . , , , ,

60,497
6,123
694

10

Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of state and local Income taxes (see page 22)
*

Business Income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C-E2

11
12

Capital gain or (loss). Attach Schedule D If required. If not required, check here • D .

13

Other gains or (losses). Attach Form 4797

14

.

-3,000

Total IRA distributions

[20a [

••,,.,

1ft

1 b Taxable amount (sec pg. m

20b

*
|

21 other income. Gambling Winnings

21

22

22

Add the amounts In the far right column for lines 7 through 21 .This Is your total fncoma . . . . >

23

IRA deduction (see page 27)

23

2 i

Student loan Interest deduction (see page 2 7 ) . .

24

IS

2$

Medical savings account deduction. Attach Form 8853...

me

28

Moving expenses. Attach Form 3903 . . . . . , . . . . . , , , . .

25
26

27

One-hail of self-employment tax. Attach Schedule $ E , . .

27

28

Self-employed health Insurance deduction (see page 29)

28

28

Self-employed SEP, SIMK.E, and qualified plans

29

30

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings

i$ted

_______

Add numbers
entered on _. i

31a Alimony paid, b Recipient's SSN •
_ A^L H ^

,

31a

liSs

375,522

987
440,823

c

i

5 |

529-98-1688
440,8;

Form 1040(2000)SAMUEL H, AND TAMI J . RUSSELL
34 Amount from Hne 33 (adjusted gross Income)

Tax and
~redlta
Standard
Deduction
for West

6Sa Check \i:

,

D You were 65 a older, 0 Blind;

«,..»,

D Spouse wee 65 or older,

Add the number of boxes checked above and enter the total h^ts

I

Sittlr
I4\400
Head of
household.

IMM
Jointly or
Qualifying
wldow(erj;
17,350

D Blind.

., *

•

b If you are married filing separately and ydur spouse Itemizes deductions, or you were
a dual-status alien, see page 31 and check here
&* Enter your Itemized deductions from Schedule A, line 28, or standard deduction
shown on the left. But see page 31 to find your standard deduction if you checked
any box on line 36a or 35b or if someone can claim you as a d e p e n d e n t . . . . . . .
37 Subtract Hne 38 from fine 34

35a

• 35b

U

68^5!

36 If Hne 34 ts $96,700 or less, multiply $2,800 by the total number of exemptions claimed on line 6d.
If Hne 34 Is over $96,700, see the worksheet on page 32 for the amount to enter
36 Taxable Income. Subtract Hne 38fromHne 37.
1f line 38 ts mare then line 37, ent«r - o -

••.••..»-• «•••••••• •• • t » » . - • • « • • • • • • • • - • • • • •

iO Tax (see page 32). Check If any tax Is from a D Form(s}66U b U Form 4972
It

teparitety
$3,675,

43 Foreign tax credit Attach Form 1116 If required

Add lines 40 and 41

U

372 f 3 j

36
36

372^3!

40

120,1<

41

41 Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form 6251

Married
flilAf

37

1 2 0 , Ij

•

Credit for child and dependent care expenses. Art. Form 2441 . . . ,

45 Credit for the elderly or the disabled. Attach Schedule R
46 Education credits. Attach Form 8863
47 Child tax credit (see page 36)
as Adoption credit Attach Form 6839
49 Other. Check if from a • Form 3800

Other
Taxes

o

b Q Form 8396

c Q Form 8801
0 Q Form (specify)
I 49
50 Add lines 43 through 49. These are your total credits
61 Subtract Hne SO from line 42. If line 50 b more than Hne 42, enter - 0 -

*.....

50

•

51

........

52 Self-employment tax. Aft. Sen. S5

$2

>

63 Social security and Medicare tax pn tip Income not reported to employer Attach Form 4137

S3

54 Tax on IRAs, other retirement plans, and MSAs. Attach Form 6329 If required..

64

66 Advance earned income credit payments from Form(s) W-2
56 Household employment taxes. Attach Schedule H

,., -*

•.. -

67 Add lines 61 through 56. This Is your total tax

Payments

60s Earned Income credit (t\t\..
b Nontaxable earned Income; a m i

• |

]

69
60a

|

No WmA

and type*
61

120,0!

•

13,039
60,000

56

66 Federal Income tax withheld from Forms W-2 and 1099
59 2000 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1999 return .

If you have a
qualifying
child, attach
Schedule ElC.

/ / 120,0'

61

Excess social security and ftRTA lax withheld (see page §oj

62 Additional child lax credit. Attach Form a a u

18,000

63 Amount paid wftft request for extension to file (see page so)
64 Other payment. Check If from a D Form 2*39

b O Form 4136

64
•

66 Add lines 58,69,80a, and 61 through 64. These are your total payments

Refund
Have It
directly
tflpotitedl
Seepage 30
andlttltn«7b,
ere, and era.

66 If line 65 Is more than line 57, subtract line 57 from line 65. This Is the amount you overpaid
67a Amount of Hne 66 you want refunded to you

*
•

D Routing number
d Account number

c Type: D Checking

L

sa Amount of line 66 you want applied to your 2001 estimated tax

Amount
You Owe
Sign
Her*
Joint re turn?
e page 10,
.epacopy
for your
resprds.

•

Savings

E&&

• I 68

69 If Hne 67 Is more than Hne 66, subtract line 65 from Hne 57. This is the amount you owe.
F a details on how to pay, see page 51 . » .
*
<
70 Estimated tax penalty. Also include on line 69 . . . •

I 70 |

31,7
2,696

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined (h.s return and accompanying schedules and statement*, and to the best or my knowledge and M a t . Ui
trvie, correct, and complete Declaration 9 t proper*-(other than taxpayer) la eased on all Information of w h w h preparer has any Knowledge

•

Your elgnature

Date

Your occupation

Spouse's signature. If a Joint return, fcoih must sign

Dale

Spouse's occupation

Daytime phone number

BUSINESSMAN

May the IRS dlscusatFfli
ershowc
with
tho preparer
tt
inthoprei
(see page S2>?
^es

HOME
preparer's

Paid
Preparer's

65

signature

•

Preparers S S N or PT1N

Date

Ron R« V a l e n t i n e , CPA

Faro's name (or yours

11/28/01

& Associates, Inc.
valentine
fcr«*4-4-^*« Xli^l 1 ^ w P ^ i ^ r l

sV^co

ChecK If
self-employed

BIN

D

P00026770
84-1384179,

NOV-30-01 02:19 «M
:HEDULES A&B

'

9fml040)

VALENTINE CPfl

NOV.-30-01 02:20 AM

6013632636

•

Attach lo Form 1040.

• See Instruction for Schedules A and B (Perm 1040).
"' '
"'

C i wtion.

1

M

ntel

2
9

Eriter amount from Form 1040, fine 34
M

4

Si

Tour a o c U ••ourMy i u * M r

Note. If you had over $400 in taxable Interest, you must also complete Part 111.
i

Interest

nr

| 2 |

1

9

a Re

4

6

7

Pf

7

1

•

OIher taxes. List type and amount

0

HI?

23^582
3,374
"""

S

10*

Home mortgage Interest and points reported on Form 1098

.".

Mate. If you
fM»W»d«Porm

10M-IMT,Fom

15,035

10

"^

l.
olid
JCUblt.

ato
rlty
ii mad* a
M for It,
«g«A-4.

26,956

IOM-OID, or

•Ulwnwil from

if

H

whom you bought ch« hom«, «eo p»gt> A - O 4 thow that ptraon** f*m«. ID no.ft.« < ! * • » •

_ _ .. .

£ U T 0 J 1 A T I C C A R CR_EDIT L JNC.
MRNBJS BANKING C O .
BARNES I ^ K J N g V c C "
_I_
DELTA. iMPLOYJlgS CRJIDif UNION. _ .

$h
9

10

List name of payer. If any Interest Is from a seller-financed mortgage and the buyer used the property
as a. personal residence, see page B - l and Hat this interest first Abo, show that buyer's social security
number and address •
- - . - .

(S«»paoiB-t
titfth*
bitifurliofu far

Farm.040.
*"**

m
srest
1 Paid

Tour Mclii »MUrny M

529-98-1688

„

Schedule B - Interest and Ordinary Dividends

529-98-1688

issYou

• A.a.)

SAMUEL H . AND T A M I J . R U S S E L L

Do not Include expenses reimbursed or paid by others.

*

OMBN0.1SAS-0874

ath«aitn MB perm moftooo
N«m*M thomn on form 1040. 00rtot*n\*r MAM and aociai aaeurlty number if thewn 00 oth*r altf*.

Attacrimant 0 7
e«o,u«no«Ne.v'.

SAMUEL H . AND TAMI J . RUSSELL
idled

8013632636

OMB No. 1&4S-M74

Schedule A - Itemized Deductions

2000

p«1m*fttofth*T( •t«ury
•rMiHwnui $*r
n^i)ihowftonPermio4d

VALENTINE CPA

IMth«flrfira

»«y*r«n4 tnlw
IMUUJIftUmt
»hown on «n*t

Us!
11

12 PeJnta not reported to you on Form 1098. See pg. A-3

12

19 Imvestment Interest. Attach Form 4952, If required.
(9
14 Ac
15 Gifti by cash or check. It any gift of $250 or more, see pg. A-4

19

14

M

3,000

16
17

Hart II

19

Casualty or theft loss(es). Attach Form 4684.

Expenses
Moat Other
:sHeneous
iicUons

20

Unreimbursed employee expenses - job travel, union dues, job education,
etc. You must attach Form 2106 or 2 ! 0 6 - £ 2 If required. (See page AS.)

1a

34,897

19

0

i

21

Other expenses - investment, safe deposit box, etc. List type and amount
•

Excludable interest on series Ef= and I U S. savings bonds Issued after 1989 from Form 8815, Ine 14.

You must attach Form 8816
4 Subtract ine 3 from Une 2. Enter the result here and on Form 1040, Hne 8a •
Mote. If you had over $400 In ordinary dividends, you must also complete Part 111.

•

Ust name of payer. Include onty ordinary dividends. If you received any capital gain distributions, see the
Instructions for Form 1040, line 13- •
«-..-.
,.. . - - «

Initruotloni (or
Perm 1040,
iMt)

PEAM. wjTtSR_REYNJJLDS"""Hill"

_SSSSSSSSSS--111"

Nolo. If you
fMtlvtdaFarm
tOM-DIv at
fUftttttUl*
«ttt«m«n( from
t broking*
nrm.MHh»

20

22

Add the amount on line 1

0

(B4tp*p*a-t

•M$

n
21 Ta

2

Ordinary
Dividends

|8

A<3

usityend
ft Losses

16,035

31,897

15

16 Other than by cash or check. II any gift of $250 or more, see page A-4.
Yc
17 Cairryover from prior year
. 4
18

llnll'

rim'«ft*m»M
Ihtptyar
iMtMtr
iht ordinary
dv)d*nda shown

PS

Mttutfarm.

KI

ill

22

29 Add fines 20 through 22
24 Entor amount from Form 1040, line 34 . . . . | 24 |
20 Ml
2*

29

w

<0

25

Su

2€

r
atlaneous
ctlona

27 OHher - from list on page A-6. List type and amount •

f
Bed
ictions

2»

_

•

pte

0

.» «. _

uata

987~

Gambling^Losses t o Extent o f w i n n i n g s ~

Fen ill
Foreign
Accounts

Add the amounts on Bne 5. Enter the total here and on Form 1040, line 9

umn
D Ho. Your deduction Is not limited. Add the amounts In the tarrightcol
for tines 4 through 27. Also, enter this amount on Form 1040. line 36.

27

987

M

68,519

Reductioni
-9,356
}

-

requirements (or Form TO F 90-22.1
8

>
,^

,

During 2000, did you receive a distribution trom, or were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a foreign trust?
\t "Yes ' you may have to file Form 3520. See page B-2

KPA For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, aee Form 1040 Instructions.
|

•

7e At any lime dudng 2000, did you have an interest in or a signature or other authority over a financial account In a foreign
country, such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial account? See page B-2 for exceptions and fiJ«ng
b If *Yes," enter the name of foreign counfry •

h Form t04Q, Une 34, over $126,950 (over $64,475 If married filing separat ely)7

«

You must complete this part If you (a) had over $400 of Interest or ordinary dividends; (b) had a foreign account: or
(c) received a dlstlbtrMon from, or were a grantor of. or a transferor to, a foreign trust.
.

Schedule B (Form

VALENTINE CPfi

«OV%-30-01 02:21 «M

NOV'^30-01 02:22 AM

VALENTINE CPfl

8013632636

{

1EDULE D
m 1040)
imwit «f lh« TrttluTy
*)B«vfiuts»rytc«
(se)
(i)ihownon Porm 1040

8013632636
oM8 No. ug-oor*

Capital Gains and Losses
•
>

•

Attach to Form 1040.

s«h.<M.Dftfmi(uo)ieoo SAMUfci^ H. AND TAMI J .

2000

See Instructions for schedule D (Form 1640).

Aitscrtmant
S«qu»nc>No.

Use Schedule D-1 for wore space to list transections for lines 1 end a.

<«
'*

' Combine dries 7 and 16, If a loss, go to Una 18. If a gain, enter the gain on Form 1040, One 13 . .

Your aoaUl aecu-lly numft*

Next:

529-98-1688

KJBL H. AND TAMI J . RUSSELL
j f l g Short-Term Capftal Galna and Losses - Aaeeta Held One Year or Lesa

529-98-16

RUSSELL

Summary of Parti I and II
Complete Form 1040 through line 39. Then, go to Pert IV to figure your tax If:
e Both lines 16 and 17 are gains and
e Form 1040! Hne 39, Is more than zero.
Otherwtee, stop here.
I t If line 17 Is a loss, enter here and as a (loss) on Form 1040. line 13, the smaller of these losses:
• The loss on line 17 or
e (43.000) or, M married filing separately, ($1.600)
Next:

»_£B

Skip Part IV below Instead, complete Form 1040 through line 37. Then, complete the
Capital Lose Carryover Worksheet on page 0-8 If:
e The loss on One 17 exceeds the loss on line 18 or
e Form 1040, Ime 37, b a loss

Tax Computation Using Maximum Capital Gains Rates
18
20
21
22
23
^2*
25 Enter your unrecaptured section 1250 gain. If any. from Una 17 of the worksheet on page D-8

25

L_L

ffl
m
tt

9k

__
197
78

n

Enter theemellar of;
e The amount on line 19 or
e $26,250 If single; $43,850 If married filing jointly or quaWyln | widow(er); }
$21,928 If marriedflBngseparately; or $35,160 » head of household

m
m

.

79
30

JVEEN MUN 2 2 0 > SHRS
3/10/97

V0 /00

16,990

21,651

ID RESIDENCE

6/26/00

423,500

423,500

7

31
33.

-4,661
39 Figure the tax on the amount on Hne 32. Use the Tax Table or Tax Rate Schedules, whichever applies

5/01/99

as*

m*
33

Note: If the amounts on lines 29 and 36 ere the same, skip lines 34 through 37 and go to line 38.
34
9S
36

fe
37

Enter your long-term totals, U any, from
Schedule D - 1 . Hne 9

m

Note: If the amounts on lines 19 and 29 are the same, skip lines 38 through 61 and go to line 52.
98
30

Total long-term aalea price amount*.
Add column (d) of linos 8 and 9 .

40

ffto
(41

Gain from Form 4797, Part I; long-term gain Irom Forms 2439 and 6252;
and long-term gain or (loss) from Forms 4684,6781, and 8824

Note: If Kne 28 is 2ero or blank, skip Ines 42 through 51 and go to line 52.
4?

Net long-term gain or (loss) from partnerships, S corporations, estates, and trusts from Schedulers) K-1
> Capital gain distributions. See page D-1

...

1,177

..

46
48

i Long-term capital loss carryover. Enter in both oolumns (0 and (g) the amount,
II any, from line 13 of your 1999 Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet

1
'if
47

Note: If Kne 24 Is zero or blank, skip lines 46 through 51 and go to line 52.
» Combine column (g) of lines 8 through 14.,

4«
4fl

( Net long-term capital gain or (loss). Combine column (0 of lines 8 through 14
Next Go to Part III on the back.

•

50

62

* 28% rale gain or U>sa \nc\ude& si\ "collectibles gains and losses" (as defined on page D-6) and up to 50% of the eligible gain on quanted small business
dock (see pipe P-4).
or Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.

aj$
si

,
53 Figure the »a* on the amount on fine 19. Use the Ta*Table or Tax Bate Schedules, whichever applies
Schedule D (Form 1040)2*

63

NOV-30-01 02S23 AM

VALENTINE CPfl

hedule D-1
irm 1040)
vtmtnt of (ha Trwiwry
mtlRtvtnu>a»v>c» (St)
n(«) »hown art Perm 1040

8013632636

Continuation Sheet for Schedule 0
(Form 1040)
• See Instructions for Schedule 0 (Form 1040).
• A t t a c h to Schedule p If you need mors space to Hatfranaactlonafor Unas 1 and s.

iMUEL H. AND TAMI J .

NOV-30-01
OMSNa.lU<-M74

2000
Attachment

12A

T c u - M O W M a n y mMtar

RUSSELL

529-98-1688

02:24 AM

SCHEDULE E
(Fprm 1040)
%p«rtm»m of th» Tr«»»ury
wfntfUvnuigtrvfc* JW)
r«m»(»)fhownonr»turn

VALENTINE CPfl

Supplemental Income and Loss
(FTom rsntal real estate, royalties, partnerships,
B corporations, astatea, trusts, REMICs, ate.)
• A t t a c h to Form 1040 or Form 1041. • Sea Inatructlona for Schedule E (form 104Q).

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J . RUSSELL
I M ! I 1

8013632636

S29-98-K

_

Income or Loss From Rental Real Estate and Royalties Note. Report Income and expanses from your business c
personal property on Schedule C or C-EZ (sea papa £-1), Report farm rental Income or loss from Form 483S on page 2, line 38

Short-Term Capital Gains end Losses - Assets Held One Year or Leas

For each rental real estate properly
listed on line 1, did you or your
family use It during the lax year for
personal purposes for more than the
greater of:
• 14 days, or
• 10% of the total days rented
at fair rental value?
(s>»P*fl»e-i)

Show the kind and location of each rental r w l estate property;

Al COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Properties

Income:
3 Rents reserved . . -

120,000

4 Royalties received.
S Advertising

,

S Auto and travel (sea page E-2)
7 Cleaning and maintenance
a Commissions
0 Insurance
10 Legal and other professional fees
11 Management tecs
12 Mortgage Interest paid to banks, etc. (see ptfp E-2)

38.884

"\ Other Interest
<« Repairs
I I Supplies

,

I I Tames

3,825

17 UtUKtes
11 Other (list) •

I I Add lines 5 through 18

43,924

20 Depredation expense or depletion (see page E - 3 ) . ,
21 Total expenses. Add lines 19 and 20

43,924

22 Income/floss) from rental real estate or royalty properties. Subs-act line 21 from 3 (rente) or 4 (royalties)
It result Is a (loss), see page E-3 to rind out II you
must file Form 6198.

76,076

1 Deductfcle rental real estate loss.
Oauflm four ranUI r««l t » U l « tea* o * On* a t may b * limited.
S*t ?40« E-3 t o f i n d ovit If you muot NU f a r m M M . « • * !
• » u l « prof««*lon»U mo»l fcompUU Hn» 4k on D«g* 8 .
.

24 Income Add positive amounts shown on line 22 Do not Include any losses
IS losses. Add royalty losses from One 22 and rental real estate tosses from fine i
»

Toti

(Add oolumns

Expenses;

Totals. Combine columns (d) and (I). Enter

20
Attuhm*
e*qu«nc»
Your MB til ••cmiy mm

Enter total losses here

Total rental real estate and royalty Income or (toss). Combine lines 24 and 25 Enter the result here
U Parte II, III. IV. and Una 39 on page 2 do not apply to you, also enter this amount on Form 1040, line 17.

OVT-30-01

02:24

«M

VALENTINE

CPft

3313632636

:hedu(aE (Form 1040)2000

NOV-30-01 92:23 AN

CP«

8013632636
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una(a) ihown on ralvrn. Oo not antar nwna and aoclal tacurlty numpar 1| ahown on alhar altfa.
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AMUEL H, AND TAMI J .

529-98-1688

RUSSELL

VALENTINE

otes It you report amounts trom farming or Ashing on Schedule E, you must enter your gross Incomefromthose activities on line 41 below* Real estate
ofasalonala must complete line 42 below.
I n c o m e or L o s s From P a r t n e r s h i p s and S Corporations it you report a lossfroman at-risk activity, you must check either
column <e) or <r) on line 27 to describe your Investment m the activity. See pegs E-5. If you check column (I), you must attach Form 81*8.

fcrm 1 1 1 6
Dapartmant of th» Traaiury
Inlama»ftavanua8arviea (MJ

Foreign Tax Credit

OM8No.lt4f

(Individual, Estate, Trust, or Nonresident Allen Individual)
• Attach to Form 1040,1040NR, 1041, or seo-T.
• See ae oarate Instructions.

AlUehmant
8»qu»ru>a N a

200(

laanltf ylna n u n oar «• ahown on p«0* 1 of your tax

SAMUEL H . AND TAMI J .

529-98-1688

RUSSELL

Use a separata Form 1116 for each category of income listed below. See Categories of Income on page 3 of the InsfructJons. Cheek only one
box on each Form 1116. Report aO amounts In U.S. dollars except where specified In Part II below.
a (9 Passive Income
d O Shipping Income
g 0 Lump-sum distributions
b D High withholding tax
n D Section 901 fj) Income
e D Oividends from a DISC or former DISC
I D Certain Income re-soureed by treaty
f O Certain distributions from foreign
sales corporation (FSC) or former
C 0 Financial services income
j 0 General limitation Income
FSC
K Resident of (name of counfry) •
Note: If you paid taxes to only one foreign county or U.S possession, use column A In Part I and line A In Part II. If you paid taxes to more than
foretan county or U.S. possession, use a separate column and Hne for each country or possession.
Taxable I n c o m e or L o s s From S o u r c e s Outside the United S t a t e s (for C a t e g o r y C h o c k e d Above)

Enter the name of the foreign country or US possession. •
Gross Income from sources within country shown above and
of the type checked above. See page 7 of the instructions:

DIVIDENDS _ _

694

Deductions and losses (Caution: See pages 8 and 9
of the instructions):
2 Expenses definitely related to the Income on line 1
(attach statement)
3 Pro rata share of other deductions not definitely related:
a Certain itemized deductions or standard deduction.
See Instructions
,. t , ,
b Other deductions (attach statement)
c Add lines 3a and 3b
d Gross foreign source Income. See Instructions.
e Gross incomefromal sources.
See Insfructfons
f OMde line 3d by line 3e. See Instructions
g Multiply fine 3c by Hne 3t
4 Pro rata share of interest expense. See instructions:

a Home mortgage Interest (use worksheet on page 9 of
the Instructions)
b Other Interest expense

36 Total estate and trust Income or (loss). Combine lines 34 and 35.
Enter the result hero and Include In the toial on Bne *0 below .

Wtf&MA Income or Loss From Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits (REMlCs) - Residual Holder
p) E t t i u InciualeA (rem
echvdutea Q, lina s«
(taastgae-e)

I

3a Combine columns (d) and (e) only. Enter the result here and Include In the total on line 40 below.

Summary
38 Net farm rental Income or (loss)fromForm 4835. Abo, complete line a t below
40 Total Income or (loss). Combine Ones 26,31,36,3*. and 3d.
Entar the result here and on Form 1040. line 17
41 Reconciliation of Farming and Fishing Income; Enter your gross farming and fishing
Income reported on Form 4835, Hne 7; Schedule K-1 (Form 106S), «ne 15b; Schedule
K-1 (Form 1120S). line 23; and Schedule K-i (Form 1041). line 1a (see page E-6)
42 Reconciliation for Real Estate Professionals. If you were real estate professional (see

Scrta«uttaQ,Hn«a»

f

Losses from foreign sources

» Add lines 2,3g, 4a, 4b, and 5
7 Subtract Hne 6fromHne i. Enter the result here and on line 14, page 2

....

•

Foreign Taxes Paid or Accrued (See page 9 o» the insfruotions.)
CredHbcMftttS
fortKBM

pou M*t enact an*}
p>) 8 Paid
H D Acorvtd

Foraig* uxaa paid or aeeroad

«)R»nt»
t>)Dbldanda I androyaitlaa

12/31/2000

10 U.S. doHara

In f qfalflft QUIT* ncy
Tax** wlthhald at sourca on:

•>) olhar

foraloh
Ux«s paid or

iccrutd

Ta»s wllhhald at aota-aa on:
fu) Funt*
0) Dlvtdanda I and royaftlas { M Infarait

(w) Othar
laralgn

taxaa paid or
aceruad

Mov-se-ai

02:26 «m

VfiLENTINE CPA

•crmin.(iMo> SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J .

8013632636

RUSSELL
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VALENTINE CF*A

8013632636

529-98-1688

Figuring tha Credit

2210

• Enter the amount from Una 8. These era your total foreign taxes paid of accrued for
the category of Income checked above Pari I
,

Underpayment of
Estimated Tax by Individuals, Estates, and Trusts

Otpvlffwnt of th« Trtwury
Inlyiul Riyrtu* s«rvlo«
Nun«(t) thown an ttxraturn

10 Carryback or carryover (attach detailed computation).

•
•

8ae separate Instructions.

Attach to Form 104Q. 1Q4OA.1O40NR.104ONR-62. or 1041.

KtMUifitoamanbar

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J . RUSSELL

11 Add Unas 9 and 10

529-98-1681
Note: In most oases, you do not need to file Form 2210. The IRS will figure any penalty you owe and send you a bill. File Form 2210 only If orv
boxes In Part I apply to you. It you do not need to file Form 2210, you stilt may use It to figure your penalty. Enter the amount from Part III. Una 21, <
Una 36, on the penalty line of your return, but do not attach Form 2210.

12 Reduction In foralgn taxes. See page 10 of the Instructions..

| ^ s W $ Reasons Tor FIHng -

If 1a. lb. or ic beiow applies to you, you may be able to lower or eliminate your penalty. But you must <
boxes that apply and file Form 2210 with your tax return If id below applies to you, check that box and file Form 2210 with your

13 Subtract foe 12 from Kne 11. This b tha total amount of foreign taxes available for credit.
H Enter the amount from line 7. This la your taxable Income or (loss) from sources
outside the United Slates (before adjustments) for the category of Income
checked above Part I. S e e page 10 of the Instructions

1 Check whichever boxes apply (If none apply, see the Note above):
a D You request a waiver, in certain circumstances, the IRS will waive all or part of the penalty. See Waiver of Penalty on page 1 of the Instruc

630

b 0 You use the annualized Income Installment method. If your Inoome varied during the year, this method may reduce the amount of one or
required Instalments. See page 6 of the Instructions.

16 Adjustments to flne 14. See page 10 of the Instructions
1a Combine the amounts on Ones 14 and IS. This Is your net foreign source taxable
Income. (1' the resutt Is zero or less, you have no foreign tax credit for the category
of income you checked above Part I. Skip Ines 17 through 2 i . However, If you are
filing more than one Form 1116, you must complete line 19)

c D You had Federal income tax withheld from wages and. for estimated tax purposes, you treat the withheld lax as paid on the dates It was ac
withheld, Instead of In equal amounts on the payment due dates. See the Instructions for line 23 on page 3.
d P Your required annuel payment (line 14 below) Is based on your 1999 tax and you filed or are filing a joint return for either 1999 or 2000 but
both years.
_______

630

Required Annual Payment

17 Individuals: Enter the amount from Form 1040, fine 37. If you are a nonresident
alien, enter amount from Form 1O40NR, line 36. Estates end trusts: enter your
taxable inoome without the deduction for your exemption
372,304
17
Caution: If you figured your tax using the special rates on capital gains, see page 12 of the inductions,
It Divide line 16 by One 17. If Hne 16 Is more than tine 17, enter V
is

2

6
6

Individuate: Enter the amount from Form 1040, line 40. If you are a nonresident alien, into the amount from
Form 1040NR. One 39.

2f Enter the smaller of Kne 13 or Kne 20. If this is the onry Form 1116 you are filing. sWp ftnes 22 through
30 and enter this amount on line 31. Otherwise, complete the appropriate line in Part IV. See paga 12 of

1

11
12

1

13 Enter the tax shown on your 1999 tax return (106 6% of that amount If the adjusted gross Income shown on that return Is more
13
than $150,000, or. If married filing separately for 2000, more than $75,000). Caution: See page 3 of the Instructions
14

1
1

12 Subtract Hne 11 from Hne 9. If less than $1,000, slop here; do not complete or fUe this form. You do not owe the penalty

VJ

Summary of Credits From Separate Parts III (See page 12 of the instructions.)

Note: If Hne 11 Is equal to or more than line 14, stop here; you do not owe the penalty. Do not file Form 2210 unless you eheoked box 1d abe
~*
" S h o r t M e t h o d (Caution: See page 3 of the insfructaons to find out If you can use the short method. If you checked box l b or 1i
skip thus part and go to Part IV.)

97
as Credit for taxes on high withholding tax Interest

23

24

24

Credit for taxes on financial services Income

16 F,nter the amount. If any, from line 11 above
16 Enter the total amount. If any, of estimated tax payments you made
17 Add lines 15 and 16

Credit for taxes on dividends from a OISC or former DISC and certain
distributions from a FSC or former FSC

26
27

28

Credit for taxes on certain Income re-sourcad by treaty

26
20

Number of days paid
Amount on
before 4/15/01
line 16
21 Penalty. Subtract line 20 from line 19. Enter the result here and on Form 1040, fine 70, Form 1040A, line 45;
Form 1040NR. line 69; Form 1040NR-EZ, Hne 27, or Form 1Q41, Una 26
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, s e e page 1 of separate Instructions.

il
in
Mm
30

32

Reduction of credit for international boycott operations. See Instructions for One 12 on peg

xt

Siihtnrt orw> .12 from Una 3 1 . This is vour forclort tax credit. Enter hare and on Perm 1040, One 43; Form 1040NR.

|1S_
[16,

11 Total underpayment for year. Subtract line 17 from line 14. If zero or less, stop here, you do not owe the penalty. Do not
ffte Form 2210 unless you checked box 1d abovs
,
1» Multiply line 18 by .05976
20 e M the amount on line 18 was paid on or after 4/15/01, enter - 0 - .
• tf the amount on Hne 18 was paid before 4/15/01. make the following computation to find the amount to enter on line 20.

23
26

1

6
6

20 Multiply fine 19 by line 18 (maximum amount of credit)

.........

4
E$M

7

Eatates and trusts: Enter the total of Form 1041, Schedule G, lines 1M and 1b, or the total of Form 990-T,
lines 36 and 37

the InsfruoMons

1

3

31
3a

5
r
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Underpayment Penalty Worksheet

12000

Regular Method (See page 3 of the Instructions If you are fiHng Form 1040NR or 1040NR-EZ.)

629~<

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J. RUSSELL

Payment Due Date*

Section A - Figure Your Underpayment

(c)
8/16/00

6715/00
22 Required Installments. If box l b applies, enter the amounts
from Schedule Al, tine 26. Otherwise, enter 25% {.25) of line 14,
Form 2210, In each column

27,021

27,022

Required
Installment

1/16/01

23,260

23,260

23,?5S

Complete line* 24 through 30 of one column before going
to the next column.

Total
Second Qtr
27,021

24 Enter amount. If any, from Hne 30 of previous column
25 Add lines 23 and 2 4 .

23,260

23,260

23^2SS

26 Add amounts on Nnea 28 and 29 of the previous column.

23,761

27,522

31,28'

27 Subtract fine 26 from Hne 26. If xero or less, enter - 0 - .
For column (a) only, enter the amount from Hne 23
2t If the amount on line 27toxero. subtract Una 25 from line 26.
Otherwise, enter - 0 ~
t » Underpayment. If line 22 Is equal to or more than Hne 27,
subtaet line 27 from line 22. Then go to line 24 of next
column. Otherwise, go to line 30

•

501

4,262

27,021

27,022

27,021

ao Overpayment If Ine 27 is more than Hne 22, subtract tne 22
from line 27. Then go to Ime 24 of next column
S e c t i o n B - F i g u r e t h e P e n a l t y (Complete fines 31 through 34 of one column before going to the next column.)
April i s . 2000 - December 3 1 . 2000

6/15/00

31 Number of days from the data shown above line 31 to
the date the amount on line 29 was paid or 12/31/00,
whichever is earfier
32 Underpayment on One 29
(see page 4 of
the instructions)

Number of
days on Una 31

153

199

107

723.43

710.99

bra

367.75
12/31/00

6/15/00
9/15/00
9/15/00

2,759
20,000
3,259
1,003

IS,997
8,025

15

356.42

92 0 . 0 9 0

11.33

27,021
92 0 . 0 9 0
24,262
4 , 2 6 2 107 0.090

611.29

15 0.090

15.76

27,022 107 0 . 0 9 0

710.99

15 0 . 0 9 0
27,022
8 , 0 2 5 | 90 0 . 0 9 0

99.94
178.09

90 0 . 0 9 0

599.67

4,262
1,003

27,022
27,022

Total

105

9C

278.03

.,699.6«

Number ot
days on tine 33

365
341$

15.761$

1 Penalty. Add aH amounts on Ones 32 and 34 in aR columns. Enter the total here and on Form 1040,
tne 70; Form 1040A. line 45, Form 1040NR, Hne 69; Form 1040NR-E2, line 27; or Form 1041, line 26 .

2,69t
Form 2 2 1 0 POM

TOTAL UNDERPAYMENT PENALTY.
* 1 • Overpayment

2 •Withholding
3 - Estimate
4 m Extension

Underpayment

Amount of
Penalty "

61 0 . 0 9 0

23,761
20,501
501

12731/00

33 Number of days from the date shown above line 33 to
the date the amount on line 29 was paid or 4/15/01,
whichever Is earlier

(see page S of
the Instructions)

3,260
3,260
20,000
501

Rate

X .09

January 1,2001 - April 16,2001

34 Underpayment on Hne 29

4/15/00
6/15/00
6/15/00
9/15/00

Total
Rate Change 12/31/00
1/15/01
1/15/01
Total
Third Qtr
27,022 9/15/00
Total
Rate Change 12/31/00
1/15/01
4/15/01
Total
Fourth Qtr
1/15/01
27,022
4/15/01

Days
Ute

Underpayment

Date

27,02;
First Qtr
27,021

23 Estimated tax paid and tax withheld (see page 3 of the
Instructions). For column (a) only, also enter the amount from
Hne 23 on Hne 27. if line 23 Is equal to or more than Hne 22 for
al payment periods, stop here; you do not owe the penalty. Do
not file Form 2210 unless you checked a box In Part I

Penalty

Payment

x j

^

l

^ x Rate

112.14

NCW-30-ei 02:29 AM
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Depreciation and Amortization
(Including Information on Listed Property)

4562

2000
AttUhDMIlt

See separate instructions.

•

Attach this form to your return.

N«mt(t)»hawnonrttwn

B»qu«ftQ* Wo. 6 7
laanUfyfccnuntoar

SAMUEL H. AND TAMI J . RUSSELL

529-98-1688

iissl

Butlnrtl or activity ID which Ihl* form r«f*lM

Parjb I - Summary
Ejection To Expense Certain Tangible Property (Section 17P) wom HyguK>w.y^y'iuudpfoptrty.'compucptrt vp«fcr.yogcompnuPif<i,

,

$20,000
7,090
$200,000

Dollar limitation for tax year. Subfract line 4 from line 1. If zero or less, enter - 0 - . If married filing separately,
see page 2 of the Instructions
L.•_•

20.000

Maximum dollar limitation. H an enterprise zona business, see page 2 of the Instructions .
Total cost of section 179 property placed in service. See page 2 of the Instructions

,

Threshold cost of section 179 property before reduction In limitation
Reduction In limitation. S u b l e t Kne 3 from fin* 2. If 2*ro oe less, enter - 0 -

pj OrnmcrIpUon of propwly

(ft) Cost (bw»ln«»« mi only)

From S c h e d u l e K - l

7,090

Listed property. Enter amount from One 27

1 7

7,090
7,090

Total elected cost of section 179 property. Add amounts In column (o), Dnes 6 and 7
Tentative deduction. Enter the smaller of line 5 or Ine 8
Carryover of disallowed deduction from 1999. See page 3 of the Instructions.

20,000

Business Income limitation. Enter the smaBer of business Income (not less than zero) or line 5 (see insfructJons).

7,090

Section 179 expense deduction. Add lines 9 and 10, but do not enter more than Una 11

Carryover of disallowed deduction to 2001. Add lines* 9v and
•w [| u l
ana 10,
tu, loss
was Bne
KW 12
it
y L™twWii*Ki&f#syxxzx»iai!t
Mote: Do not use Part II pr Part III below for listed property (automobiles, certain other vehicles, cellular telephones, certain computers, or property used for
intertainment, recreation, or amusement). Instead, use Part V for listed property.
k
MACR3 Depreciation for Aaaeta Placed in Service Only During Your aooo Tax Year

(Do not Include Hsted property)

Section A - Qaneral Asset Account Election
4

If you are making the election under section 168(1X4) to group any assets placed In service during the tax year Into one or more
general asset accounts, check this bo». See page 3 of the Instructions
Section B - Qenera*
(GPS) (See page 3 of the Instructions.)

Section C - Alternative Depreciation System (ADS): (See page S of the Inafructions.)
6a Class life

b 12-year

^gSlB
M****^***?**!

^~^— — p
12 y r s
40 y r s

i S/L
MM

S/L
S/L

O t h e r D e p r e c i a t i o n (Do not Include listed property.) (See page S of Ihe Instructions.)
7

GDS and ADS deductions for assets placed In service In ta* years beginning before 2000 .

S

Property subject to socMon 1ft8(f)(i) election

• ACRS and other' depredation.
£ftjfcRiy*J S u m m a r y (Se« page 6 of the Instructions.)
0 Listed property. Enter amount from Una 26
II

Tote). Add deductions from Une 12, lines IS and 16 in column (g), and lines 17 through 20. Enter here and on the
appropriate lines of your return. Partnerships and S corporations - see Instructions .
ew . . . « » * «hnuin aKfitm «nH niarttd in luvvfaA Hurlna the currant vear. enter the portion

•

D

78-2-7
78-2-7.

JUDICIAL CODE
Repealed.

1986

78-2-7.5. S e r v i c e of sheriff t o c o u r t .
The court may at any time require the attendance and
services of any sheriff in the state.
1988
78-2-8 t o 78-2-14.

Repealed.

1986,1988

C H A P T E R 2a
COURT OF A P P E A L S
Section
78-2a-l.
78-2a-2.
78-2a-3.
78-2a-4.
78-2a-5.
78-2a-6.

Creation — Seal.
Number of judges — Terms — Functions —
Filing fees.
Court of Appeals jurisdiction.
Review of actions by Supreme Court.
Location of Court of Appeals.
Appellate Mediation Office — Protected records
and information — Governmental immunity.

78-2a-l. Creation — Seal.
There is created a court known as the Court of Appeals. The
Court of Appeals is a court of record and shall have a seal.
1986

78-2a-2.

N u m b e r of j u d g e s — Terms — F u n c t i o n s —
Filing fees.
(1) The Court of Appeals consists of seven judges. The t e r m
of appointment to office as a judge of the Court of Appeals is
until the first general election held more than three years
after the effective date of the appointment. Thereafter, the
term of office of a judge of the Court of Appeals is six years and
commences on the first Monday in January, next following the
date of election. A judge whose term expires may serve, upon
request of the Judicial Council, until a successor is appointed
and qualified. The presiding judge of the Court of Appeals
shall receive as additional compensation $1,000 per a n n u m or
fraction thereof for the period served.
(2) The Court of Appeals shall sit and render judgment in
panels of three judges. Assignment to panels shall be by
random rotation of all judges of the Court of Appeals. The
Court of Appeals by rule shall provide for the selection of a
chair for each panel. The Court of Appeals may not sit en banc.
(3) The judges of the Court of Appeals shall elect a presiding judge from among the members of the court by majority
vote of all judges. The term of office of the presiding judge is
two years and until a successor is elected. A presiding judge of
the Court of Appeals may serve in t h a t office no more t h a n two
successive terms. The Court ofAppeals may by rule provide for
an acting presiding judge to serve in the absence or incapacity
of the presiding judge.
(4) The presiding judge may be removed from the office of
presiding judge by majority vote of all judges of the Court of
Appeals. In addition to the duties of a judge of the Court of
Appeals, the presiding judge shall:
(a) administer the rotation and scheduling of panels;
(b) act as liaison with the Supreme Court;
(c) call and preside over the meetings of the Court of
Appeals; and
(d) carry out duties prescribed by the Supreme Court
and t h e Judicial Council.
(5) Filing fees for t h e Court of Appeals are the same as for
the Supreme Court.
1988
78-2a-3, Court of A p p e a l s jurisdiction.
(1) The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction to issue all extraordinary writs and to issue all writs and process necessary:
(a) to carry into effect its judgments, orders, and decrees; or
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(b) in aid of its jurisdiction.
(2) The Court of Appeals h a s appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of interlocutory appeals, over:
(a) the final orders and decrees resulting from formal
adjudicative proceedings of state agencies or appeals from
the district court review of informal adjudicative proceedings of the agencies, except the Public Service Commission, State Tax Commission, School and Institutional
Trust Lands Board of Trustees, Division of Forestry, Fire
and State Lands actions reviewed by the executive director of the Department of Natural Resources, Board of Oil,
Gas, and Mining, and the state engineer;
(b) appeals from the district court review of:
(i) adjudicative proceedings of agencies of political
subdivisions of the state or other local agencies; and
(ii) a challenge to agency action under Section
63-46a-12.1;
(c) appeals from the juvenile courts;
(d) interlocutory appeals from any court of record in
criminal cases, except those involving a charge of a first
degree or capital felony;
(e) appeals from a court of record in criminal cases,
except those involving a conviction or charge of a first
degree felony or capital felony;
(f) appeals from orders on petitions for extraordinary
writs sought by persons who are incarcerated or serving
any other criminal sentence, except petitions constituting
a challenge to a conviction of or the sentence for a first
degree or capital felony;
(g) appeals from the orders on petitions for extraordinary writs challenging the decisions of the Board of
Pardons and Parole except in cases involving a first
degree or capital felony;
(h) appeals from district court involving domestic relations cases, including, but not limited to, divorce, annulment, property division, child custody, support, parenttime, visitation, adoption, and paternity;
(i) appeals from the U t a h Military Court; and
(j) cases transferred to the Court of Appeals from the
Supreme Court.
(3) The Court of Appeals upon its own motion only and by
the vote of four judges of t h e court may certify to the Supreme
Court for original appellate review and determination any
matter over which the Court of Appeals has original appellate
jurisdiction.
(4) The Court of Appeals shall comply with the requirements of Title 63, Chapter 46b, Administrative Procedures
Act, in its review of agency adjudicative proceedings.
2001
78-2a-4. R e v i e w of a c t i o n s b y S u p r e m e Court.
Review of the judgments, orders, and decrees of the Court of
Appeals shall be by petition for writ of certiorari to the
Supreme Court.
1986
78-2a-5. Location of Court of Appeals.
The Court of Appeals h a s its principal location in Salt Lake
City. The Court of Appeals may perform any of its functions in
any location within the state.
1986
78-2a-6.

Appellate M e d i a t i o n Office — P r o t e c t e d
records a n d i n f o r m a t i o n — Governmental immunity.
(1) Unless a more restrictive rule of court is adopted pursuant to Subsection 63-2-201(3)(b), information and records
relating to any matter on appeal received or generated by the
Chief Appellate Mediator or other staff of the Appellate
Mediation Office as a result of any party's participation or lack
of participation in t h e settlement program shall be maintained as protected records p u r s u a n t to Subsections 63-2304(16), (17), (18), and (33).

30-3-4.1

HUSBAND AND WIFE

cause. If the decree is to be entered upon the default of the
respondent, evidence to support the decree may be submitted upon the affidavit of the petitioner with the approval of the court.
(c) If the petitioner and the respondent have a child or
children, a decree of divorce may not be granted until both
parties have attended the mandatory course described in
Section 30-3-11 3, and have presented a certificate of
course completion to the court. The court may waive this
requirement, on its own motion or on the motion of one of
the parties, if it determines course attendance and completion are not necessary, appropriate, feasible, or in the
best interest of the parties.
(d) All hearings and trials for divorce shall be held
before the court or the court commissioner as provided by
Section 78-3-31 and rules of the Judicial Council. The
court or the commissioner in all divorce cases shall enter
the decree upon the evidence or, in the case of a decree
after default of the respondent, upon the petitioner's
affidavit.
(2) The file, except the decree of divorce, may be sealed by
order of the court upon the motion of either party. The sealed
portion of the file is available to the public only upon an order
of t h e court. The concerned parties, the attorneys of record or
attorney filing a notice of appearance in the action, the Office
of Recovery Services if a party to the proceedings h a s applied
for or is receiving public assistance, or the court have full
access to the entire record. This sealing does not apply to
subsequent filings to enforce or amend the decree.
1997
30-3-4.1 t o 30-3-4.4.
30-3-5.

Repealed.

1990

D i s p o s i t i o n of property — M a i n t e n a n c e a n d
h e a l t h care of parties a n d c h i l d r e n — Divis i o n of debts — Court to h a v e c o n t i n u i n g
j u r i s d i c t i o n — Custody a n d p a r e n t - t i m e —
D e t e r m i n a t i o n of alimony — N o n m e r i t o r i o u s
p e t i t i o n for modification.
(1) When a decree of divorce is rendered, the court may
include in it equitable orders relating to the children, property,
debts or obligations, and parties. The court shall include the
following in every decree of divorce:
(a) an order assigning responsibility for the payment of
reasonable and necessary medical and dental expenses of
the dependent children;
(b) if coverage is or becomes available at a reasonable
cost, an order requiring the purchase and maintenance of
appropriate health, hospital, and dental care insurance
for the dependent children;
(c) p u r s u a n t to Section 15-4-6.5:
(i) a n order specifying which party is responsible
for the payment of joint debts, obligations, or liabilities of t h e parties contracted or incurred during
marriage;
(ii) an order requiring the parties to notify respective creditors or obligees, regarding the court's division of debts, obligations, or liabilities and regarding
the parties' separate, current addresses; and
(iii) provisions for the enforcement of these orders;
and
(d) provisions for income withholding in accordance
with Title 62A, Chapter 11, Recovery Services.
(2) The court may include, in an order determining child
support, an order assigning financial responsibility for all or a
portion of child care expenses incurred on behalf of the
dependent children, necessitated by the employment or training of the custodial parent. If the court determines t h a t the
circumstances are appropriate and t h a t t h e dependent children would be adequately cared for, it may include an order
allowing the noncustodial parent to provide child care for the

dependent children, necessitated by the employment or 1
ing of the custodial parent.
(3) The court has continuing jurisdiction to make s
qtfent changes or new orders for the custody of the chi
-and their support, maintenance, health, and dental care
I for distribution of the property and obligations for debts
reasonable and necessary.
(4) Child support, custody, visitation, and other m*
related to children born to the mother and father after en
the decree of divorce may be added to the decree by mod
tion.
(5) (a) In determining parent-time rights of parents
visitation rights of grandparents and other memb(
the immediate family, the court shall consider the
interest of the child.
(b) Upon a specific finding by the court of the nee
peace officer enforcement, the court may include i
order establishing a parent-time or visitation sched
provision, among other things, authorizing any j
officer to enforce a court-ordered parent-time or visit
schedule entered under this chapter.
(6) If a petition for modification of child custody or pa
time provisions of a court order is made and denied, the <
shall order the petitioner to pay the reasonable attorneys
expended by the prevailing party in that action, if t h e <
determines t h a t the petition was without merit amd
asserted or defended against in good faith.
(7) If a petition alleges substantial noncompliance w
parent-time order by a parent, or a visitation order
grandparent or other member of the immediate family pi
a n t to Section 78-32-12.2 where a visitation or parentright has been previously granted by the court, the court
award to the prevailing party costs, including actual atto
fees and court costs incurred by the prevailing party bee
of the other party's failure to provide or exercise court-ord
visitation or parent-time.
(8) (a) The court shall consider at least the following
tors in determining alimony:
(i) the financial condition and needs of the r€
ent spouse;
(ii) t h e recipient's earning capacity or afoilii
produce income;
(iii) t h e ability of the payor spouse to pre
support;
(iv) t h e length of the marriage;
(v) whether the recipient spouse has custoc1
minor children requiring support;
(vi) whether the recipient spouse worked in a 1
ness owned or operated by the payor spouse; an
(vii) whether the recipient spouse directly con
uted to any increase in the payor spouse's ski!
paying for education received by the payor spout
allowing the payor spouse to attend school during
marriage.
(b) The court may consider the fault of the parti*
determining alimony.
(c) As a general rule, the court should look to
standard of living, existing at the time of separatioi
determining alimony in accordance with Subse<
(8)(a). However, the court shall consider all relevant i
and equitable principles and may, in its discretion,
alimony on t h e standard of living that existed at t h e
of trial. In marriages of short duration, when no chil<
have been conceived or born during the marriage,
court may consider the standard of living that existc
the time of the marriage.
(d) The court may, under appropriate circumstai
attempt to equalize the parties' respective stand arc
living.
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78-45-2. D e f i n i t i o n s .
As used in this chapter:
(1) "Adjusted gross income" means income calculated
under Subsection 78-45-7.6(1).
(2) "Administrative agency" means the Office of Recovery Services or the Department of Human Services.
(3) "Administrative order" means an order t h a t h a s
been issued by the Office of Recovery Services, the Department of H u m a n Services, or an administrative agency
of another state or other comparable jurisdiction with
similar authority to that of the office.
(4) "Base child support award" means t h e award t h a t
may be ordered and is calculated using the guidelines
before additions for medical expenses and work-related
child care costs.
(5) "Base combined child support obligation table,"
"child support table," "base child support obligation table," "low income table," or "table" means the appropriate
table in Section 78-45-7.14.
(6) "Child" means:
(a) a son or daughter under the age of 18 years who
is not otherwise emancipated, self-supporting, married, or a member of the armed forces of the United
States;
(b) a son or daughter over the age of 18 years,
while enrolled in high school during the normal and
expected year of graduation and not otherwise emancipated, self-supporting, married, or a member of the
armed forces of the United States; or
(c) a son or daughter of any age who is incapacitated from earning a living and, if able to provide
some financial resources to the family, is not able to
support self by own means.
(7) "Child support" means a base child support award
as defined in Section 78-45-2, or a monthly financial
award for uninsured medical expenses, ordered by a
tribunal for the support of a child, including current
periodic payments, all arrearages which accrue under a n
order for current periodic payments, and sum certain
judgments awarded for arrearages, medical expenses, and
child care costs.
(8) "Child support order" or "support order" means a
judgment, decree, or order of a tribunal whether interlocutory or final, whether or not prospectively or retroactively modifiable, whether incidental to a proceeding for
divorce, judicial or legal separation, separate maintenance, paternity, guardianship, civil protection, or otherwise which:
(a) establishes or modifies child support;
(b) reduces child support arrearages to judgment;
or
(c) establishes child support or registers a child
support order under Title 78, Chapter 45f, Uniform
Interstate Family Support Act.
(9) "Child support services" or "IV-D child support
services" means services provided pursuant to P a r t D of
Title IV of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 651
et seq.
(10) "Court" means the district court or juvenile court.
(11) "Guidelines" means the child support guidelines in
Sections 78-45-7.2 through 78-45-7.21.
(12) "Income" means earnings, compensation, or other
payment due to an individual, regardless of source,
whether denominated as wages, salary, commission, bonus, pay, allowances, contract payment, or otherwise,
including severance pay, sick pay, and incentive pay.
"Income" includes:
(a) all gain derived from capital assets, labor, or
both, including profit gained through sale or conver-
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(b) interest and dividends;
(c) periodic payments made under pension or retirement programs or insurance policies of any type;
(d) unemployment compensation benefits;
(e) workers' compensation benefits; and
(f) disability benefits.
(13) "Joint physical custody" means the child stays
with each parent overnight for more than 30% of the year,
and both parents contribute to the expenses of the child in
addition to paying child support.
(14) "Medical expenses" means health and dental expenses and related insurance costs.
(15) "Obligee" means an individual, this state, another
state, or another comparable jurisdiction to whom child
support is owed or who is entitled to reimbursement of
child support or public assistance.
(16) "Obligor" means any person owing a duty of support.
(17) "Office" m e a n s the Office of Recovery Services
within the Department of Human Services.
(18) "Parent" includes a natural parent, or an adoptive
parent.
(19) "Split custody" means that each parent has physical custody of at least one of the children.
(20) "State" includes any state, territory, possession of
the United States, t h e District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Native American Tribe, or other
comparable domestic or foreign jurisdiction.
(21) "Third party" means an agency or a person other
t h a n the biological or adoptive parent or a child who
provides care, maintenance, and support to a child.
(22) "Tribunal" means the district court, the Department of H u m a n Services, Office of Recovery Services, or
court or administrative agency of any state, territory,
possession of t h e United States, the District of Columbia,
t h e Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Native American
Tribe, or other comparable domestic or foreign jurisdiction.
(23) "Work-related child care costs" means reasonable
child care costs for u p to a full-time work week or training
schedule as necessitated by the employment or training of
a parent under Section 78-45-7.17.
(24) "Worksheets" means the forms used to aid in
calculating the base child support award.
2000
78-45-3. D u t y of m a n ,
(1) Every father shall support his child and every child
shall be presumed to be in need of the support of his father.
Every m a n shall support his wife when she is in need.
(2) Except as limited in a court order under Section 30-3-5,
30-4-3, or 78-45-7.15:
(a) The expenses incurred on behalf of a minor child for
reasonable and necessary medical and dental expenses,
and other necessities are chargeable upon the property of
both parents, regardless of the marital status of the
parents.
(b) Either or both parents may be sued )>y a creditor for
the expenses described in Subsection (2)(a) incurred on
behalf of minor children.
2000
78-45-4. D u t y of w o m a n .
(1) Every woman shall support her child and every child
shall be presumed to be in need of the support of his mother.
Every woman shall support her husband when he is in need.
(2) Except as limited in a court order under Section 30-3-5,
30-4-3, or 78-45-7.15:
(a) The expenses incurred on behalf of a minor child for
reasonable and necessary medical and dental expenses,
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both parents, regardless of the marital status of the
parents.
(b) Either or both parents may be sued by a creditor for
the expenses described in Subsection (2)(a) incurred on
behalf of minor children.
2000
78-45-4.1.

Repealed.

2000

78-45-4.2.

N a t u r a l or a d o p t i v e p a r e n t h a s p r i m a r y obl i g a t i o n of support — Right of third p a r t y to
r e c o v e r support.
Nothing contained in this chapter shall act to relieve the
natural parent or adoptive parent of the primary obligation of
support. A third party has the same right to recover support
from the natural or adoptive parent as a custodial parent.
2000

78-45-4.3.

Ward of state — P r i m a r y o b l i g a t i o n to support.
A natural or an adoptive parent whose minor child has
become a ward of this or any other state is not relieved of the
primary obligation to support that child until he reaches the
age of majority, regardless of any agreements or legal defenses
that may exist between the parents or other care providers.
Any state that provides support for a child shall have the right
to reimbursement.
2000
78-45-4.4. S u p p o r t follows t h e child.
(1) Obligations ordered for child support and medical expenses are for the use and benefit of the child and shall follow
the child.
(2) Except in cases of joint physical custody and split
custody as defined in Section 78-45-2, when physical custody
changes from that assumed in the original order, the parent
without physical custody of a child shall be required to pay the
amount of support determined in accordance with Sections
78-45-7.7 and 78-45-7.15, without the need to modify the order
for:
(a) the parent who has physical custody of the child;
(b) a relative to whom physical custody of the child has
been voluntarily given; or
(c) the state when the child is residing outside of the
home in the protective custody, temporary custody, or
custody or care of the state or a state-licensed facility for
at least 30 days.
2000
78-45-4.5. Waiver a n d estoppel.
(1) Waiver and estoppel shall apply only to the custodial
parent when there is no order already established by a
tribunal if the custodial parent freely and voluntarily waives
support specifically and in writing.
(2) Waiver and estoppel may not be applied against any
third party or public entity that may provide support for the
child.
(3) A noncustodial parent, or alleged biological father in a
paternity action, may not rely on statements made by the
custodial parent of the child concerning child support unless
the statements are reduced to writing and signed by both
parties.
2000
78-45-5.

D u t y of o b l i g o r r e g a r d l e s s of p r e s e n c e o r r e s i d e n c e of o b l i g e e .
An obligor present or resident in this state has the duty of
support as defined in this act regardless of the presence or
residence of the obligee.
1957
_7ft~45.fi. District c o u r t jurisdiction.
The district court shall have jurisdiction of all proceedings
brought under this act.
1957
78-45-7.

D e t e r m i n a t i o n of a m o u n t of s u p p o r t — Rebuttable g u i d e l i n e s .
(1) (a) Prospective support shall be equal to the amount

78-45-7

substantial change of circumstance on the part of t
obligor or obligee or adjustment under Subsection 78-4
7.2(6) has been made.
(b) If the prior court order contains a stipulated pro
sion for the automatic adjustment for prospective suppo
the prospective support shall be the amount as stated
the order, without a showing of a material change
circumstances, if the stipulated provision:
(i) is clear and unambiguous;
(ii) is self-executing;
(iii) provides for support which equals or excee
the base child support award required by the giu<
lines; and
(iv) does not allow a decrease in support as a resi
of the obligor's voluntary reduction of income.
(2) If no prior court order exists, a substantial change
circumstances has occurred, or a petition to modify an ore
under Subsection 78-45-7.2(6) has been filed, the court deb
mining the amount of prospective support shall require ea
party to file a proposed award of child support using t
guidelines before an order awarding child support or modi
ing an existing award may be granted.
(3) If the court finds sufficient evidence to rebut the gui<
lines, the court shall establish support after considering
relevant factors, including but not limited to:
(a) the standard of living and situation of the parti*
(b) the relative wealth and income of the parties,
(c) the ability of the obligor to earn;
(d) the ability of the obligee to earn;
(e) the ability of an incapacitated adult child to earn,
other benefits received by the adult child or on the ad
child's behalf including Supplemental Security Income
(f) the needs of the obligee, the obligor, and the chi]
(g) the ages of the parties; and
(h) the responsibilities of the obligor and the obligee
the support of others.
(4) When no prior court order exists, the court shall (let
mine and assess all arrearages based upon the Uniform Ch
Support Guidelines described in this chapter.
1
78-45-7.1.

Medical e x p e n s e s of d e p e n d e n t c h i l d r e n
A s s i g n i n g r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for p a y m e n t — ]
surance coverage — Income withholding.
The court shall include the following in its order:
(1) a provision assigning responsibility for the paymi
of reasonable and necessary medical expenses for i
dependent children;
(2) a provision requiring the purchase and main
nance of appropriate insurance for the medical expenj
of dependent children, if coverage is or becomes availa1
at a reasonable cost; and
(3) provisions for income withholding, in accordai
with Title 62A, Chapter 11, Parts 4 and 5.
1

78-45:LL2. A p p l i c a t i o n o f g u i d e l i n e s — Rebuttal.
(1) The guidelines apply to any judicial or administrat
order establishing or modifying an award of child supp
entered on or after July 1, 1989.
(2) (a) The child support guidelines shall be applied a,
rebuttable presumption in establishing or modifying 1
amount of temporary or permanent child support.
(b) The rebuttable presumption means the provisi*
and considerations required by the guidelines, the awj
amounts resulting from the application of the guideliii
and the use of worksheets consistent with these gui
lines are presumed to be correct, unless rebutted un<
the provisions of this section.
(3) A written finding or specific finding on the rec<
supporting the conclusion that complying with a provisior

78-45-7.3
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use of the guidelines would be unjust, inappropriate, or not in
the best interest of a child in a particular case is sufficient to
rebut the presumption in t h a t case. If an order rebuts the
presumption through findings, it is considered a deviated
order.
(4) The following shall be considered deviations from the
guidelines, if:
(a) the order includes a written finding that it is a
nonguidelines order;
(b) the guidelines worksheet has the box checked for a
deviation and has an explanation as to the reason; or
(c) the deviation was made because there were more
children t h a n provided for in the guidelines table.
(5) If the amount in the order and the amount on the
guidelines worksheet differ, but the difference is less than $10,
the order shall not be considered deviated and the incomes
listed on the worksheet may be used in adjusting support for
emancipation.
(6) (a) Natural or adoptive children of either parent who
live in the home of that parent and are not children in
common to both parties may at the option of either party
be taken into account under the guidelines in setting or
modifying a child support award, as provided in Subsection (7). Credit may not be given if:
(i) by giving credit to the obligor, children for
whom a prior support order exists would have their
child support reduced; or
(ii) by giving credit to the obligee for a present
family, the obligation of the obligor would increase,
(b) Additional worksheets shall be prepared t h a t comp u t e the obligations of the respective parents for the
additional children. The obligations shall then be subtracted from the appropriate parent's income before determining-the award in the instant case.
(7) In a proceeding to modify an existing award, consideration of natural or adoptive children born after entry of the
order and who are not in common to both parties may be
applied to mitigate an increase in the award but may not be
applied:
(a) for the benefit of the obligee if the credit would
increase the support obligation of the obligor from the
most recent order; or
(b) for the benefit of the obligor if the amount of
support received by the obligee would be decreased from
t h e most recent order.
(8) (a) If a child support order has not been issued or
modified within the previous three years, a parent, legal
guardian, or t h e office may petition the court to adjust the
amount of a child support order.
(b) Upon receiving a petition under Subsection (8Xa),
t h e court shall, taking into account the best interests of
t h e child, determine whether there is a difference between
t h e amount ordered and the amount t h a t would be required under the guidelines. If there is a difference of 10%
or more and the difference is not of a temporary nature,
t h e court shall adjust the amount to t h a t which is provided for in the guidelines.
(c) A showing of a substantial change in circumstances
is not necessary for an adjustment under Subsection
(8Kb).
(9) (a) A parent, legal guardian, or the office may a t any
time petition the court to adjust the amount of a child
support order if there has been a substantial change in
circumstances.
(b) For purposes of Subsection (9Xa), a substantial
change in circumstances may include:
(i) material changes in custody;
(ii) material changes in the relative wealth or
assets of thp narties:
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(iii) material changes of 30% or more in the income
of a parent;
(iv) material changes in the ability of a parent to
earn;
(v) material changes in the medical needs of the
child; and
(vi) material changes in the legal responsibilities
of either parent for the support of others.
(c) Upon receiving a petition under Subsection (9)(a),
the court shall, taking into account the best interests of
the child, determine whether a substantial change h a s
occurred. If it has, the court shall then determine whether
the change results in a difference of 15% or more between
the amount of child support ordered and the amount t h a t
would be required under the guidelines. If there is such a
difference and the difference is not of a temporary n a t u r e ,
the court shall adjust the amount of child support ordered
to that which is provided for in the guidelines.
(10) Notice of the opportunity to adjust a support order
under Subsections (8) and (9) shall be included in each child
support order issued or modified after July 1,1997.
2003
78-45-7.3. P r o c e d u r e — D o c u m e n t a t i o n — S t i p u l a t i o n .
(1) In any m a t t e r in which child support is ordered, the
moving party shall submit:
(a) a completed child support worksheet;
(b) the financial verification required by Subsection
78-45-7.5(5);
(c) a written statement indicating whether or not the
amount of child support requested is consistent with the
guidelines; and
(d) the information required under Subsection (3).
(2) (a) If the documentation of income required under Subsection (1) is not available, a verified representation of the
other party's income by the moving party, based on t h e
best evidence available, may be submitted.
(b) The evidence shall be in affidavit form and may only
be offered after a copy has been provided to the other
party in accordance with Utah Rules of Civil Procedure or
Title 63, Chapter 46b, Administrative Procedures Act, in
an administrative proceeding.
(3) Upon the entry of an order in a proceeding to establish
paternity or to establish, modify, or enforce a support order,
each party shall file identifying information and shall u p d a t e
that information as changes occur with the court t h a t conducted the proceeding.
(a) The required identifying information shall include
the person's social security number, driver's license number, residential and mailing addresses, telephone numbers, the name, address and telephone number of employers, and any other data required by the United States
Secretary of Health and H u m a n Services.
(b) Attorneys representing the office in child support
services cases are not required to file the identifying
information required by Subsection (3)(a).
(4) A stipulated amount for child support or combined child
support and alimony is adequate under the guidelines if the
stipulated child support amount or combined amount equals
or exceeds the base child support award required by the
guidelines.
2000
78-45-7.4. O b l i g a t i o n — Adjusted gross i n c o m e u s e d .
Adjusted gross income shall be used in calculating each
parent's share of t h e base combined child support obligation.
Only income of t h e natural or adoptive parents of t h e child
may be used to determine the award under these guidelines.
1994

78-45-7.5. D e t e r m i n a t i o n of gross i n c o m e — I m p u t e d
income.
(1) As used in t h e guidelines, "gross income" includes:
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(a) prospective income from any source, including
nonearned sources, except under Subsection (3); and
(b) income from salaries, wages, commissions, royalties, bonuses, rents, gifts from anyone, prizes, dividends,
severance pay, pensions, interest, trust income, alimony
from previous marriages, annuities, capital gains, social
security benefits, workers' compensation benefits, unemployment compensation, income replacement disability
insurance benefits, and payments from "nonmeanstested" government programs.
(2) Income from earned income sources is limited to the
equivalent of one full-time 40-hour job. However, if and only if
during the time prior to the original support order, the parent
normally and consistently worked more t h a n 40 hours a t his
job, t h e court may consider this extra time as a pattern in
calculating the parent's ability to provide child support.
(3) Specifically excluded from gross income are:
(a) cash assistance provided under Title 35A, Chapter
3, P a r t 3, Family Employment Program;
(b) benefits received under a housing subsidy program,
t h e Job Training Partnership Act, Supplemental Security
Income, Social Security Disability Insurance, Medicaid,
Food Stamps, or General Assistance; and
(c) other similar means-tested welfare benefits received by a parent.
(4) (a) Gross income from self-employment or operation of
a business shall be calculated by subtracting necessary
expenses required for self-employment or business operation from gross receipts. The income and expenses from
self-employment or operation of a business shall be reviewed to determine an appropriate level of gross income
available to t h e parent to satisfy a child support award.
Only those expenses necessary to allow the business to
operate at a reasonable level may be deducted from gross
receipts.
(b) Gross income determined under this subsection
m a y differ from the amount of business income determined for t a x purposes.
(5) (a) When possible, gross income should first be computed on an a n n u a l basis and then recalculated to determine the average gross monthly income.
(b) Each parent shall provide verification of current
income. Each parent shall provide year-to-date pay stubs
or employer statements and complete copies of tax ret u r n s from at least the most recent year unless the court
finds the verification is not reasonably available. Verification of income from records maintained by the Departm e n t of Workforce Services may be substituted for pay
stubs, employer statements, and income tax returns.
(c) Historical and current earnings shall be used to
determine
whether
an
underemployment
or
overemployment situation exists.
(6) Gross income includes income imputed to the parent
under Subsection (7).
(7) (a) Income may not be imputed to a parent unless the
p a r e n t stipulates to the amount imputed, the party defaults, or, in contested cases, a hearing is held and a
finding made t h a t the parent is voluntarily unemployed
or underemployed.
' (b) If income is imputed to a parent, the income shall be
based upon employment potential and probable earnings
as derived from work history, occupation qualifications,
a n d prevailing earnings for persons of similar backgrounds in the community, or the median earning for
persons in the s a m e occupation in the same geographical
a r e a as found in t h e statistics maintained by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics.
(c) If a parent h a s no recent work history or their
occupation is unknown, income shall be imputed at least
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at the federal minimum wage for a 40-hour work week,
impute a greater income, the judge in a judicial proce
ing or the presiding officer in an administrative proce
ing shall enter specific findings of fact as to the evid
tiary basis for the imputation.
(d) Income may not be imputed if any of the follow]
conditions exist:
(i) the reasonable costs of child care for t h e p
ents' minor children approach or equal the amounl
income the custodial parent can earn;
(ii) a parent is physically or mentally disabled
the extent he cannot earn minimum wage;
(iii) a parent is engaged in career or occupatioi
training to establish basic job skills; or
(iv) unusual emotional or physical needs of a ch
require the custodial parent's presence in t h e hon
(8) (a) Gross income may not include the earnings o
minor child who is the subject of a child support awi
nor benefits to a minor child in the child's own right si
as Supplemental Security Income.
(b) Social Security benefits received by a child due
the earnings of a parent shall be credited as child supp
to the parent upon whose earning record it is based,
crediting the amount against the potential obligation
that parent. Other unearned income of a child m a y
considered as income to a parent depending upon 1
circumstances of each case.
2
78-45-7.6. Adjusted g r o s s i n c o m e .
(1) As used in the guidelines, "adjusted gross income" is i
amount calculated by subtracting from gross income alim<
previously ordered and paid and child support previou
ordered.
(2) The guidelines do not reduce the total child supp
award by adjusting the gross incomes of the parents
alimony ordered in the pending proceeding. In establish
alimony, the court shall consider t h a t in determining t h e cl
support, the guidelines do not provide a deduction from gr
income for alimony.
1
78-45-7.7. C a l c u l a t i o n of obligations.
(1) Each parent's child support obligation shall be est
lished in proportion to their adjusted gross incomes, unl
the low income table is applicable. Except during periods
court-ordered parent-time as set forth in Section 78-45-7.
the parents are obligated to pay their proportionate shares
the base combined child support obligation. If physical custo
of the child changes from t h a t assumed in the original o n
modification of the order is not necessary, even if only <
parent is specifically ordered to pay in the order.
(2) Except in cases of joint physical custody and s
custody as defined in Section 78-45-2 and in cases where
obligor's adjusted gross income is $1,050 or less monthly,
base child support award shall be determined as follows:
(a) combine t h e adjusted gross incomes of the pare
and determine the base combined child support obligat
using the base combined child support obligation tal
and
(b) calculate each parent's proportionate share of
base combined child support obligation by multiplying
combined child support obligation by each p a r e n t s \
centage of combined adjusted gross income.
(3) In the case of an incapacitated adult child, any aicno
t h a t the incapacitated adult child can contribute to his or
support may be considered in the determination of cl
support and may be used to justify a reduction in t h e aitno
of support ordered, except t h a t in the case of orders invofo
multiple children, the reduction shall not be greater t h a n
effect of reducing the total number of children by one in
child support table calculation.
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extended parent-time, the Office of Recovery Services shall
apply the difference, from the child support due to the custodial parent or the state, between the full amount of current
child support received during the month of extended parenttime and the adjusted amount of current child support due, to
the past-due support obligation in the case.
(7) For cases not receiving IV-D child support services in
accordance with Title 62A, Chapter 11, Parts 1, 3, and 4, any
potential adjustment of the support payment during the
month of extended visitation or any refund that may be due to
the noncustodial parent from the custodial parent, shall be
resolved between the parents or through the court without
involvement by the Office of Recovery Services.
(8) For purposes of this section the per child amount to
which the abatement applies shall be calculated by dividing
the base child support award by the number of children
included in the award.
(9) The reduction in this section does not apply to parents
with joint physical custody obligations calculated in accordance with Section 78-45-7.9.
2003

78-45-7.12. Income in excess of tables.
If the combined adjusted gross income exceeds the highest
level specified in the table, an appropriate and just child
support amount shall be ordered on a case-by-case basis, but
the amount ordered may not be less than the highest level
specified in the table for the number of children due support.
1994

78-45-7.13. Advisory committee — Membership and
functions [Effective until November 1, 2003].
(1) On or before March 1, 1995, the governor shall appoint
an advisory committee consisting of:
(a) one representative recommended by the Office of
Recovery Services;
(b) one representative recommended by the Judicial
Council;
(c) two representatives recommended by the Utah
State Bar Association;
(d) two representatives of noncustodial parents, one
male and one female, appointed by the governor;
(e) two representatives of custodial parents, one male
and one female, appointed by the governor; and
(f) an uneven number of additional persons, not to
exceed three, who represent diverse interests related to
child support issues, as the governor may consider appropriate. However, none of the individuals appointed under
this subsection may be members of the Utah State Bar
Association.
(2) (a) Except as required by Subsection (b), as terms of
current committee members expire, the governor shall
appoint each new member or reappointed member to a
four-year term.
(b) Notwithstanding the requirements of Subsection
(a), the governor shall, at the time of appointment or
reappointment, adjust the length of terms to ensure that
the terms of committee members are staggered so that
approximately half of the committee is appointed every
two years.
(3) When a vacancy occurs in the membership for any
reason, the replacement shall be appointed for the unexpired
term.
(4) (a) The advisory committee shall review the child support guidelines to ensure their application results in the
determination of appropriate child support award
amounts.
(b) The committee shall report to the Legislative Judiciary Interim Committee on or before October 1 in 1989
and 1991, and then on or before October 1 of every fourth
year subsequently.
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(c) The committee's report shall include recommendations of the majority of the committee, as well as specific
recommendations of individual members of the committee.
(5) (a) (i) Members who are not government employees
shall receive no compensation or benefits for their
services, but may receive per diem and expenses
incurred in the performance of the member's official
duties at the rates established by the Division of
Finance under Sections 63A-3-106 and 63A-3-107.
(ii) Members may decline to receive per diem and
expenses for their service,
(b) (i) State government officer and employee members
who do not receive salary, per diem, or expenses from
their agency for their service may receive per diem
and expenses incurred in the performance of their
official duties from the committee at the rates established by the Division of Finance under Sections
63A-3-106 and 63A-3-107.
(ii) State government officer and employee members may decline to receive per diem and expenses for
their service.
(6) Staff for the committee shall be provided from the
existing budgets of the Department of Human Services.
(7) The committee ceases to exist no later than the date the
subsequent committee under this section is appointed.
1997
Advisory committee — Membership and
functions [Effective November 1, 2003].
(1) On or before March 1, 2007 and then on or before March
1 of every fourth year subsequently, the governor shall appoint
an advisory committee consisting of:
(a) one representative recommended by the Office of
Recovery Services;
(b) one representative recommended by the Judicial
Council;
(c) two representatives recommended by the Utah
State Bar Association;
(d) two representatives of noncustodial-parents;
(e) two representatives of custodial parents;
(f) one representative with expertise in economics; and
(g) two representatives from diverse interests related
to child support issues, as the governor may consider
appropriate. However, none of the individuals appointed
under this subsection may be members of the Utah State
Bar Association.
(2) The term of the committee members expires one month
after the report of the committee is submitted to the Legislature under Subsection (4).
(3) When a vacancy occurs in the membership for any
reason, the replacement shall be appointed for the unexpired
term.
(4) (a) The advisory committee shall review the child support guidelines to ensure their application results in the
determination of appropriate child support award
amounts.
(b) The committee shall report to the Legislative Judiciary Interim Committee on or before October 1 in 2007
and then on or before October 1 of every fourth year
subsequently.
(c) The committee's report shall include recommendations of the majority of the committee, as well as specific
recommendations of individual members of the committee.
(5) (a) (i) Members who are not government employees
shall receive no compensation or benefits for their
services, but may receive per diem and expenses
incurred in the performance of the member's official
duties at the rates established by the Division of
Finance under Sections 63A-3-106 and 63A-3-107.
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Monthly Combined
Adj Gross Income
1
From

Number of Children
2
3
4

5

6

2,270

2,441

Ta

10,001 — 10,100

826

1,400

1,808

2,061

LOW INCOME TABLE
(Obligor Parent Only)
Monthly Adj
Gross Income

N u m b e r of Children

From

lb

650
676
701
726
751
776
801
826
851
876
901
926
951
976
1,001

— 675
— 700
— 725
— 750
— 775
— 800
— 825
— 850
— 875
— 900
— 925
— 950
— 975
— 1,000
— 1,050

1

2

3

4

5

6

23
45
68
90
113

23
46
68
91

23
46
69
92
115
138
161
184
207
230
253
276
299

23
47
70
93
116
140
163
186
209
233
256
279
302
326
372

24
47
71
94
118
141
165
188
212
235
259
282
306
329
376

24
48
71
95
119
143
166
190
214
238
261
285
309
333

3-14

137
159
182
205
228
250

380
1994

78-45-7.15. M e d i c a l e x p e n s e s .
(1) T h e court shall order t h a t insurance for the medical
expenses of the minor children be provided by a parent if it is
available at a reasonable cost.
(2) In determining which parent shall be ordered to maintain insurance for medical expenses, the court or administrative agency may consider the:
(a) reasonableness of the cost;
(b) availability of a group insurance policy;
(c) coverage of the policy; and
(d) preference of the custodial parent.
(3) The order shall require each parent to share equally the
out-of-pocket costs of the premium actually paid by a parent
for t h e children's portion of insurance.
(4) T h e parent who provides the insurance coverage may
receive credit against the base child support award or recover
the other parent's share of the children's portion of the
premium. In cases in which the parent does not have insurance b u t another member of the parent's household provides
insurance coverage for the children, the parent may receive
credit against t h e base child support award or recover the
other parent's share of the children's portion of the premium.
(5) The children's portion of the premium is a per capita
share of the premium actually paid. The premium expense for
the children shall be calculated by dividing the premium
amount by the n u m b e r of persons covered under t h e policy
and multiplying t h e result by the number of children in the
instant case.
(6) T h e order shall require each parent to share equally all
reasonable and necessary uninsured medical expenses, including deductibles and copayments, incurred for the dependent children.
(7) T h e parent ordered to maintain insurance shall provide
verification of coverage to the other parent, or to the Office of
Recovery Services u n d e r Title IV of the Social Security Act, 42
U.S.C. Section 601 et seq., upon initial enrollment of the
dependent children, a n d thereafter on or before J a n u a r y 2 of
each calendar year. The parent shall notify t h e other parent,
or t h e Office of Recovery Services under Title IV of t h e Social
Security Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 601 et seq., of any change of
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insurance carrier, premium, or benefits within 30 calend
days of the date he first knew or should have known of tl
change.
(8) A parent who incurs medical expenses shall provi
written verification of the cost and payment of medical €
penses to the other parent within 30 days of payment.
(9) In addition to any other sanctions provided by the com
a parent incurring medical expenses may be denied t h e rig
to receive credit for t h e expenses or to recover the oth
parent's share of the expenses if that parent fails to comp
with Subsections (7) and (8)
2c

78-45-7.16. Child care expenses — Expenses not i
curred.
(1) The child support order shall require that each pare
share equally the reasonable work-related child care expens
of the parents.

(2) (a) If an actual expense for child care is incurred,
parent shall begin paying his share on a monthly bai
immediately upon presentation of proof of the child ca
expense, but if the child care expense ceases to be i
curred, that parent may suspend making monthly pa
ment of that expense while it is not being incurr*
without obtaining a modification of the child supp<
order.
(b) (i) In the absence of a court order to the contrary
parent who incurs child care expense shall provi
written verification of the cost and identity of a ch
care provider to the other parent upon initial engaj
ment of a provider and thereafter on the request
the other parent.
(ii) In the absence of a court order to the contra
the parent shall notify the other parent of any chau
of child care provider or the monthly expense of ch.
care within 30 calendar days of the date of t
change.
(3) In addition to any other sanctions provided by the cou
a parent incurring child care expenses may be denied t h e rig
to receive credit for t h e expenses or to recover t h e ott
parent's share of the expenses if the parent incurring t
expenses fails to comply with Subsection (2)(b).
li
78-45-7.17. Child c a r e c o s t s .
(1) The need to include child care costs in the child supp<
order is presumed, if t h e custodial parent or the noncustod
parent, during extended parent-time, is working and actus,
incurring the child care costs.
(2) The need to include child care costs is not presumed, b
may be awarded on a case-by-case basis, if the costs i
related to the career or occupational training of the custod
parent, or if otherwise ordered by the court in the interest
justice.
%

78-45-7.18. Limitation on amount of support orders
(1) There is no maximum limit on the base child suppi
award t h a t may be ordered using the base combined ch
support obligation table, using the low income table, or awaj
ing medical expenses except under Subsection (2).
(2) If amounts under either table as provided in Sect]
78-45-7.14 in combination with the award of medical expem
exceeds 50% of t h e obligor's adjusted gross income, or
adding the child care costs, total child support would exc<
50% of the obligor's adjusted gross income, the presumpti
under Section 78-45-7.17 is rebutted.
X

78-45-7.19. Determination of parental liability.
(1) The district court or administrative agency may iss
a n order determining t h e amount of a parent's liability
medical expenses of a dependent child when the parent:
(a) is required by a prior court or administrative or<
to:
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Section
30-3-16.
30-3-16.1.
30-3-16.2.
30-3-16.3.
30-3-16.4.
30-3-16.5.
30-3-16.6.
30-3-16.7.
30-3-17.
30-3-17.1.

Repealed.
Jurisdiction of family court division — Powers.
Petition for conciliation.
Contents of petition.
Procedure upon filing of petition.
Fees.
Information not available to public.
Effect of petition — Pendency of action.
Power and jurisdiction of judge.
Proceedings deemed confidential — Written
evaluation by counselor.
30-3-18.
Waiting period for hearing after filing for divorce — Exemption — Use of counseling and
education services not to be construed as
condonation or promotion.
30-3-19 to 30-3-31. Repealed.
30-3-32.
Parent-time — Intent — Policy — Definitions.
30-3-33.
Advisory guidelines.
30-3-34.
Best interests — Rebuttable presumption.
30-3-35.
Minimum schedule for parent-time for children 5 to 18 years of age.
30-3-35.5.
Minimum schedule for parent-time for children under five years of age.
30-3-36.
Special circumstances.
30-3-37.
Relocation.
30-3-38.
Pilot Program for Expedited Parent-time Enforcement.
30-3-1. P r o c e d u r e — R e s i d e n c e — Grounds.
(1) Proceedings in divorce are commenced and conducted as
provided by law for proceedings in civil causes, except as
provided in this chapter.
(2) The court may decree a dissolution of the marriage
contract between the petitioner and respondent on the
grounds specified in Subsection (3) in all cases where t h e
petitioner or respondent has been an actual and bona fide
resident of this state and of the county where the action is
brought, or if members of the armed forces of the United
States who are not legal residents of this state, where the
petitioner h a s been stationed in this state under military
orders, for three months next prior to the commencement of
the action.
(3) Grounds for divorce:
(a) impotency of the respondent at the time of marriage;
(b) adultery committed by the respondent subsequent
to marriage;
(c) willful desertion of the petitioner by the respondent
for more t h a n one year;
(d) willful neglect of the respondent to provide for t h e
petitioner the common necessaries of life;
(e) habitual drunkenness of the respondent;
(f) conviction of the respondent for a felony;
(g) cruel t r e a t m e n t of the petitioner by t h e respondent
to t h e extent of causing bodily injury or great mental
distress to the petitioner;
(h) irreconcilable differences of the marriage;
(i) incurable insanity; or
(j) when the husband and wife have lived separately
under a decree of separate maintenance of any s t a t e for
three consecutive years without cohabitation.
(4) A decree of divorce granted under Subsection (3Xj) does
not affect t h e liability of either party under any provision for
separate maintenance previously granted.
(5) (a) A divorce may not be granted on the grounds of
insanity unless:
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(i) the respondent has been adjudged insane by t h e
appropriate authorities of this or another state prior
to the commencement of the action; and
(ii) the court finds by the testimony of competent
witnesses t h a t the insanity of the respondent is
incurable.
(b) The court shall appoint for the respondent a guardian ad litem who shall protect the interests of the respondent. A copy of the summons and complaint shall be
served on the respondent in person or by publication, as
provided by the laws of this state in other actions for
divorce, or upon his guardian ad litem, and upon the
county attorney for the county where the action is prosecuted.
(c) The county attorney shall investigate the merits of
the case and if the respondent resides out of this state,
take depositions as necessary, attend the proceedings, a n d
make a defense as is just to protect the rights of t h e
respondent and the interests of the state.
(d) In all actions the court and judge have jurisdiction
over the payment of alimony, the distribution of property,
and the custody and maintenance of minor children, as
the courts and judges possess in other actions for divorce.
(e) The petitioner or respondent may, if the respondent
resides in this state, upon notice, have the respondent
brought into the court at trial, or have an examination of
the respondent by two or more competent physicians, to
determine the mental condition of the respondent. For
this purpose either party may have leave from the court to
enter any asylum or institution where the respondent
may be confined. The costs of court in this action shall be
apportioned by the court.
1997
30-3-2. Right of h u s b a n d t o divorce.
The husband may in all cases obtain a divorce from his wife
for the same causes and in the same manner as the wife may
obtain a divorce from her husband.
1953
30-3-3.

Award of c o s t s , attorney a n d w i t n e s s f e e s —
Temporary alimony.
(1) In any action filed under Title 30, Chapter 3,4, or 6, and
in any action to establish an order of custody, parent-time,
child support, alimony, or division of property in a domestic
case, the court may order a party to pay the costs, attorney
fees, and witness fees, including expert witness fees, of t h e
other party to enable the other party to prosecute or defend
the action. The order may include provision for costs of t h e
action.
(2) In any action to enforce an order of custody, parent-time,
child support, alimony, or division of property in a domestic
case, the court may award costs and attorney fees upon
determining that the party substantially prevailed upon t h e
claim or defense. The court, in its discretion, may award no
fees or limited fees against a party if the court finds the party
is impecunious or enters in the record the reason for not
awarding fees.
(3) In any action listed in Subsection (1), the court m a y
order a party to provide money, during the pendency of t h e
action, for the separate support and maintenance of the other
party and of any children in the custody of the other party.
(4) Orders entered under this section prior to entry of the
final order or judgment may be amended during the course of
the action or in the final order or judgment.
2001
30-3-4.

P l e a d i n g s — F i n d i n g s — D e c r e e — U s e o f affidavit — S e a l i n g .
(1) (a) The complaint shall be in writing and signed by the
petitioner or petitioner's attorney.
(b) A decree of divorce may not be granted upon default
or otherwise except upon legal evidence taken in t h e

